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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS
(as at October 15, 1975)

US$1.00 = Rs, 8.89

Rs.l.OO = US$0.1125

Prior to September 24, 1975, the Rupee was officially valued
at a fixed Pound Sterling rate. Since then, it has been fixed
relative to a "basket" of currencies consisting of the U.S. Dollar,
the Pound Sterling, the Deutschmark and the Japanese Yen. As all
of these currencies are now floating, the U.S. Dollar/Rupee exchange
rate is subject to change. Conversions in this report were made at
US$1 to R. 8, which was the short-term average at the time of
appraisal.

r IDUAL Irim

April 1 - March 31

Time Spans

TLhe I ei uuverruiGv rient financial year runs from April 1 to
March 31. In this report the financial years are written
as, for example, 1972/73 designating the financial year
from April 1, 1972 to March 31, 1973

Longer intervals of time are written as, e.g., 1970-72
(two year interval), 19'0-78 (8 year interval).

Abbreviations 9nd Acronyms

Calico - Calico Industrial Engineers
CIMMCO - Central Indi- Yiachinery Manufacturers Co. Ltd.
CSIR - Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
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ICICI - Industric' Credit and Investment Corporation of Tndia
IDBI - Industrial Dev.relopment Eank of India
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FOREWORD

Industrial Imports Credits to India occupy an important place in
the Bank Group's operations. They began in mid-1964 and during the sub-
sequent 11 years, 10 credits for the total amount of US$1,130 million were
approved. Of these, 9 credits for US$930 million are fully disbursed. In
the face of large foreign exchange gaps these credits were used to finance
imports of critical raw materials, spare parts and components for high
priority industries.

In view of its concern that the proceeds of these credits be uti-
lized efficiently and that these credits support specific developmental ob-
jectives, the Association since the Eighth Industrial Imports Credit has
undertaken (in close cooperation with Government) a series of special studies
examining the measures required in the short and long term for improving both
structure and performance of these industries. Four studies have already been
completed in connection with the Eighth and Ninth Imports Credits. These are
the commercial vehicles, tractors, foundries and forgings. Similarly, a pro-
ject to improve capacity utilization of existing fertilizer plants, which
have absorbed 35% of these credits, has recently (December 16, 1975) been
approved by the Executive Directors.

For tne proposed Eleventh Industrial Imports Credit, it was decided
to review the textile machinery industry, with a view towards meeting the
modernization and expansion requirements of the textile industry which is
potentially India's largest foreign exchange earner. A Bank mission composed
of Messrs. M. Iskander (Chief), H. Catling (Consultant, Textile Industry),
and U. Hartmann and E. Kerfoot (Consultants, Textile Machinery Industry), and
C. laylor (Economist) visitea India rrom May 27 to July 4, 1975. It visited
20 textile machinery firms accounting for 90% of the textile machinery output
an.d 23 textile 2ills. It also had discussions with Government officials in
the Yinistries of Commerce and Industry, the Textile Machinery Manufacturing
Association, the Tndian. Cotton L4ils Federation, 'eading textile industry
research associations and financial institutions. The excellent cooperation
^>rtended to the Miss±ion by all concerned is highly appreciated; without it
a meaningful report could not have been prepared.

This report also includes a comprehensive background note on the
Indian textile industry. This note reviews major aspects of the structure
and performance of the cotton textile industry, the major constraints facing
it. and the structural changes needed to achieve the triple ob4ectlve of
increasing the supply of low cost durable cloth for domestic consumption, and
substantially expanding exports and emplovment.

With the completion of this study. the Bank will have carried nut-
in-depth studies of over 60% of the organized Indian engineering industries.
Tnese industries exhibit similar structural problems and. accordinglv, thb
policy recommendations suggested in this study to improve the international
competitiveness of the textile and textile machinery industries apDlv equallv
to the other engineering industries.





INDIA

SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AMD PRINCIPAL RECU-NDATIONS

i. The textile machinery industry has recovered from its long reces-

sion of 1964-71. Over the last three years its output has grown at an

average rate of 12% per year compared to only 1-2% during the sixties. The

current value of the output is est'imated at 's. 125 crores (US$156 m1Uionl

-±quivalent) - Rs. 80 crores for textile machinery and Rs. 45 crores for

spare parts and accessories - and represents over 90% of the domestic re=

quirements.

ii. The reason for the lackluster performance in the last decade is

that domestic demand for textile machinery has been stagnant, and once the

initial process of import substitution came to end in the mid-sixties the

..ortune of thLe textile machinery irdustry bec me closely tied to that of

the stagnant domestic textile industry. Indeed, a good part (70-85%) of

the last three years' recovery can be attributed to exnorts. The industry

has taken advantage of its large excess capacity (about 50%), low prices

(40%c below international prices) and short delivery dates to increase its

exports from Rs. 1.1 crores in 1971 to Rs. 15.5 crores in 1974 in competition

with overbooked international firms. In 1973/74. direct exports accounted for

15% of total output (ccmpared to an average of 3% for the engineering

industries) --rrenponding to 25-30% of the output growth. An additional

40-60% of the growth was attributable to indirect exports as 80% of the growth

of thle textile industtry during the same period was directed to exports. The

-zecove-y was not evenly divided among the three major segments of the industry.

Sniining machinery, which is more acceptable on the export market than both

weaving and finishing machinery on account of more current design, has grown

at an average annual rate of 15%, while the other types of machinery have
remained stagnant.

iii. By international standards the Indian textile machinery industry

has a number of structural weaknesses. Its total output is smaller than that

of some of the larger international firms, and its production is fragmented

among many firms producing similar machinery. With few exceptions its pro-

ducts were acquired through foreign collaboration agreements in the fifties

and sixties; they are still suitable for the domestic market but have limited

long term export prospects. Again with few exceptions, plants were built in

the fifties and early sixties to produce low speed machinery and have not been

updated to keep pace with the rapid technological change that has taken place

ir. the sixties and which has elsewhere converted the textile machinery industry

into a precision industry producing high speed machinery. Very few firms have

developed research and design capabilities to substitute for expiring colla-

boration agreements and most firms are too small to sustain any meaningful



R & D programs. Except for one or two firms, the industry has not developed
a stron-g suppl4e r Vos or affective after sales serviee either at home or

abroad. Moreover, generally poor quality, non-adherence to delivery schedules,
and inoffiriAnt Aftor sa1s nservice have tarnished the ranutation of the Indian

textile machinery industry in export markets.

iv. The Mission visited 20 firms accounting for about 90% of the industry's
outnut. Of these only 3 or 4 firms, accounting for 25-30% of output are inter-
nationally competitive in quality and price; their order backlog extends from
2 to 5 years. These operations are based on relatively modern designs and
manufacturing methods; rigorous training; strict quality control; and active
participation of the foreign collaborators, who also have a significant financial
stake in the firms, in labor and management traininig, in production planning and
in quality control. Another 6-7 firms, accounting for 35% of the industry out-
put could become internationally competitive in 3-4 years if effective action
programs to upgrade machinery design, manufacturing methods, training and mar-
keting are carried out. The remaining 10 firms could not have survived in a
competitive environment and will require substantially more time and effort to
overcome major structural deficiencies.

v. The major problem facing the textile machinery industry is the
erratic and stagnant demAnd of the financially weak textile industry which in
turn depends on the sluggish agricultural sector for the bulk of its raw
materials and for a significant part of its sales. On the supply side,
the Indian textile industry is still almost entirely cotton based, and a
good deal of the local cotton is of extremely poor quality. On the demand
side, the per capita textile consumption has consistently declined by 1.5% per
year over the last ten years because the increase in food prices has left the
rural and urban poor, wno account for more than 80% o tehe population an'd 60%
of consumption, with less money for clothing. Textile exports fared somewhat
Detter; they grew at a rate of 12% per year in current value teris albeit
from a very low level. But exports consist primarily of cloth at the lower
end ol the quality spectrum (mostly grey cloth) for which demand is contracting,

and hence cannot provide a basis for long-term export growth.

vi. This lack of growth meant that the modern and more efficient sector
of the textile industry could not have expanAed its output without Jnfringing

on the market of the "decentralized" labor intensive sector (hand loom and
power loom-) which employs roughly 7 million people and accounts for 48% of
the domestic market. The Government took a number of steps to protect the
decentral4zed sector by restrictir. the growth of the an s oa But,

in the absence of vigorous export incentive programs to divert the output of
the orgaa 4ized sector from the domestic market to Anorts, these measUres have
led to a weak textile industry. Profitability has been quite low (about 6.5%
return on canita1) compared to other industries (10-18%R. and thus a signifl-

cant part of the industry profit has been diverted to other industries. Con-
sequentliv; even in the best vear the demand for textile machinery accounted for
only 50-60% of the textile machinery industry's installed capacity.
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vii. The major targets of the Fifth Five Year Plan (1973-78) in the
textile sector are: (i) to increase the per capita cloth consumption from 14.6
to 17.5 meters/year; and (ii) expand exports from 500 to 1,300 million meters
by 1978. About Rs. 1,400 crores of machihery would be required to meet these
targets (Rs. 500 crores for rehabilitation and Rs. 900 crores for expansion).
But beyond specifying these targets, very little has been done to evaluate the
costs and benefits of alternative programs. Furthermore, the Plan targets
were drawn up on a need basis and do not reflect the capacity of the textile
industry to finance this investment or sell the cloth produced. A major
reassessment of the Plan is therefore needed to determine the structural
changes required to achieve the dual objective of increasing the supply of low
cost durable cloth for domestic consumption and substantially increasing
export3.

viii. Given the size and complexity of the Indian textile industry it
is obviously difficult to reach at this stage any firm conclusions about those
changes. Nevertheless, a number of tentative conclusions appear justified.
On the raw material side, the quality of Indian cotton is by far the worst
of the handicaps under which the textile industry labors. Most Indian cotton
is excessively dirty, variable in staple length and contains a great deai oI
immature fibers; a quantum improvement in productivity of the textile industry
(about 30%) can be achieved by upgrading the quality of Indian cotton. The
increased use of viscose and synthetic fibers, particularly to clothe the masses,
a'Lso wardrants seriLous conisiLUderatiLon iLn viLew ofL the iLncreasedU durability and
lower cost of the cloth produced. On the production side, there is much scope
.oUL 'IJUVpoI1v LIIC U..- UL ta ..JL.LLL C L - .Ly . L L U U, event LL LC- ULU O U- ptiam s tc

projection of demand could be met by rehabilitation and better utilization and
managemen.t of existi ng capacity . A- regard's exports, there are 14m4ited oppor=
tunities for Indian specialty fabrics (e.g. hand woven saris) but substantial
opportunity exists for the -xport of int ernaional fabric to Ae-oe

countries. The demand in international markets is increasingly for fabrics
having a n-m-ber of attributes not generally possessed by Indian-made textiles.
If exports are to be increased, it will be necessary to specially develop a
'Zacmnef- nf the 4 stry that conild mee tathi mnrkeatQ' nquality requirements.

Lx. On the basis of both the likely demand for textiles and the financial
capability of the textile industry, the Mission estimates the domestic demand
fcr textiles over the next five years to be of the order of Rs. 370 crores at
1974/75 prices. Although this figure is only 28% of Plan estimates it still
represents a 10% annual real growth rate over the boom year of 1973; and could
be easily met by the textile machinery industry provided its production capacity
of drafting systems (required for rehabilitation of the textile industry) and
weaving preparatory machinery is expanded and the necessary raw materials and
power are available. But this projected domestic demand is only 50-60% of what
is required to induce the structural changes necessary for international compet-
itiveness. Since the prospect of increasing domestic sales is limited by domes-
tic demand for textiles, the extent and pace of these changes will hinge on
expanding exports. Three major export options are discernible, namely: (i) con-
tinued reliance on the domestic market with marginal expansion; (ii) moderniza-
tion of the textile machinery industry to double exports in four years; and
(iii) modernization of the textile machinery industry coupled with the develop-
ment of an export oriented textile industry.
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X. The prospects for substantially expanding exports within the exist-
ing inward looking textile machinery industry structure (Option I) are not
encouraging, particularly since the factors that the textile machinery industry
capitalized on to expand exports in 1973-74, namely lower prices and short
delivery dates, have been considerably eroded with the decline in world trade
in textile machinery and the relative decline in international prices of steel
compared to Indian steel prices. Accordingly, direct exports are only likely
to increase from Rs. 16 crores in 1975 to Rs. 22 crores in 1979. An increasing
share of exports is likely to be in the form of equity participation of Indian
entrepreneurs in joint ventures in South and East Asia, rather than orders
obtained in competition with international firms. They are also likely to be
concentrated in a few efficient firms.

xi. But this marginal export expansion of textile machinery will not
provide the base necessary to support a meaningful modernization program.
Such a program will require that the textile machinery industry at least
double its exports, to about Rs. 30 crores in four years, i.e. to 25-30% of
its projected output (Option II). This export expansion would help the indus-
try to overcome the difficulties arising from frequent fluctuations in domestic
demand. It will require concerted action between industry and Government.
At the individual firm level this will mean upgrading machinery design, replac-
ing machine tools, improving manufacturing methods, instituting trainin2 pro-
grams and developing marketing organizations. At the industry level it will
mean developing effective ancillary suppliers and radically improving the
operation of the export consortium organized by the State Trading Corporation.
At the government level it will require that Government not unduly fragment
the i-nustry by granti'g liceuses to a large number of manufacturers to produce
the same item. It will also mean more liberal allocation of foreign exchange
for raw materials, spare parts an-d preciLsion machine too'ls, and more liberal
approval of collaboration agreements to ensure a continuous flow of technical
know-how in design and manufacture for firms with a definite modernization
and export program.

xii. But the substantial change in industry structure that is necessary
to provide sustained long term ex-ort- for m-jor segents of the industry
cannot be developed without a strong domestic base. This could only be done
if the Covernment actual1l encourages the development of an export oriented
textile industry which would also supply an export oriented garments industry
(Option III). Without such a determined progrm, it is unlikely that the
Indian textile industry can maintain its exports at the 1975 level of 500-600
million meters, much less expand it The development of this exnort oriented
textile industry could well raise the direct and indirect export of textile
machinery to about Rs. 50 crores by 1979 or 55% of total output; and this
figure could be easily doubled or tripled in the following four to five years.

xiii. The result will be a more capital intensive segment of the textile
industry with marginal capital/labor ratio of US$10-15,000 per iob comnared
to US$6-9,000 per additional job created in textile mills producing for the
domestic market. But this lower employment per unit of investment will be



far outweighed by the employment generated due to increased output and by the
qLdirCeCt eplo-yment gCenerat ed L in eeJ text'le macUSy try.
This is clearly borne out by the experience of large textile exporting count-
r-es. Bc. s e_np_loym F n s nl4en Fint dome,s

4
ti ori4enteA labor 4inten4siv

*. .LC . LJ I; WS.Jf LA. CC --*y MLA VU lL ^,,v

Indian organized textile industry has remained stagnant at 970,000 over the
last ten years.

xiv. But a substantial and ranid reorient-at40in of the texwtile industry,
and for that matter most other industries, towards exports will require
mluch more than mnroinnl changes in exist1ng export npolicies which merely
attempt to compensate exporters for disadvantages arising from the Government's
fi3cal and fore4gn c%rhange policies and as such do not nrovide the stimuluis
to restructure and revitalize an industrial sector which has been drained
of vitality and resources for the last decade and has fallen way out of sten
with international trends. What is needed instead, are policies that un-
mistakably signal industry the Government's unwavering long-term commitment
to make production for exports more profitable than for the domestic market.
Indeed, in cases where India has a comparative advantage one could go as far
as making access to the protected domestic market contingent on export per-
formance.

xv. On the basis of this as well as previous in-depth studies undertaken
by the Bank over the last three years which cover about 60% of the organized
Indian engineering industry, a number of changes in government policies are
suggested to improve the international competitiveness and export performance
of the industry. Ari analysis of Indian exporting firms indicates that exports
are concentrated in a relatively small number of efficient firms. These firms
'nave a large domestic order book position and despite relatively rapid expansion
are barely keeping up with the growing domestic demand, thus leaving little
additional surplus capacity for exports. A more rapid export drive will require
a much faster capacity expansion as well as upgrading technological and market-
ing capabi'ities which will undoubtedly strain the firms' financial capabilities.
There seems, therefore, to be a need to complement the existing export incentive
system by positive measures that aim at fast injection of capital and technology
in firms that undertake to export a substantial part of their additional capacity.
One such policy instrument could be preferential access of exporting firms to
long term credit at terms concessional enough to compensate firms for the effort
and risk associated with rapid reorientation from a protected domestic market to
a competitive export market. Part of the hesitation firms have shown to expand
production for exports can be explained by the undertainty they have faced about
frequent and unpredictable changes in export policies and incentives. By provid-
ing an ex-ante predetermined export incentive this measure would have an encourag-
ing eftect on export oriented investments.

v.L Ths approach' could be criticized as 'leadiL'ng to capital A.teslv

operations. But, the experience of the better Indian firms suggests that
uodern.izat.iowi,- .. 1i pay off handsomely i.n terms of savClngs on ra-W maateriCalsa

which constitute about 50% of total production cost on account of lower
. ectin4 rA t, 4 __res_edA Adirect- res n mAult ing 1 r-me-A es oa

J La LSO *S44.& 0C, - ALV - Ds. D_D V O

quality machinery and increased indirect employment in related industries.
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xvii. Similarly, priority for approving foreign collaboration agreements

should be given to firms that undertake to export a significant part of their

output. This selectivity would weed out those firms that are either incapable

or unwilling to export and would additionally consolidate production in a few

firms that are capable of digesting and building on the expensive imported

know-how and thus enlarge their domestic market base so essential for a

sustained export drive. Foreign firms are generally reluctant to transfer

know-how to enable Indian firms to export unless such foreign firms can obtain

a reasonable share of the export profits in compensation for their potential

market loss. The foreign investment regulations recognize this need but their

application has often resulted in delays and other difficulties which have

discouraged foreign firms from investing in India.

xviii. Finally, import licensing policy could be further exploited to

favor exporters. GOI should examine arrangements which will favor firms in

industries with export potential to expand production for exports, improve

quality, and increase export sales us4ng policy instruments which minimize

bureaucratic processes. The role of additional import replenishment licenses

(REPs) and improvement in the fl-4ib-lity nf their uae; in particular elimina-

tion of indigenous aiigle clearance should be analyzed in quantitative terms

for both Actuia 'U"se'r'a Lcern8es anCI 10rEDa.

xix. In si-Ation, the thrust of the suggested changes is (i) to make

exports more profitable than production for the domestic market; (ii) to relate access

to the domestic market to export performance when this is appropriate; and

(iii) to enable certain industries in which India has a comparative advantage

to establish a sufficientlv large production base to compete in export markets,

if necessary at the expense of non-exporting units. The experience of the

last 20 years has clearly demonstrated that Indian firms have responded

positively to government policies that affect their profitability. This should

be no exception. Ultimately, the changes would lead to larger exports, better

quality products for both the domestic and export markets, larger employment

and a stronger industrial structure with potential for further growth.

xx. Of the three options outlined for the development of the textile

machinery industry, namely, (i) continued reliance on the domestic market

with marginal export expansion, (ii) modernization program of the manufac-

turing capabilities to double exports in four years, and (iii) modernization

of the textile machinery industry coupled with the development of an export

oriented textile industry only the third makes long term economic sense.

But it will require fundamental policy changes that are likely to require

considerable time to take effect. In the next two years it will therefore

be practical to adopt the second option to pave the way for a longer range

development program moving towards the third option.



I. INTRODUCTION

1.01 The TeXt41e MAhinp-rv Tnduntrv (TMT) ran he divided into three

distinct segments depending on the end users of the machinery produced. These
are: spinning, weaving and finishing machinerv. Sninning machinerv includes
the machinery required right from the process of segregating foreign particles
from cotton in blow., rooms to the spinning of the yarn. Important spinning
machinery consists of blow room lines, cards, combers, draw frames, speed
frames. rine frames and doubling frames. The weaving machinery includes pre-
paratory machines such as warping, winding and sizing machines to prepare the
varn for weaving, looms -- both plain and automatic -- mending and folding
machines. The processing equipment consists of machines involved in dif-
ferent processes such as bleaching, dyeing, mercerizing, printing and
finishing.

1.02 The first significant effort to establish the Indian TMI was made
in the early '40s with the manufacture of spindles, ring frames, plain (non-
automatic) looms and some simple processing equipment. In 1952 the Government
encouraged the industry by providing tariff protection and foreign exchange
to import capital goods for manufacturing textile machinery. This protection
was further extended in the late '50s and early '60s by restricting imports of
machinery produced in India irrespective of quality or price.

1.03 This strong protection stimulated indigenous production of both
textile machinery and their components and accessories. A large number of
Indian firms, some of which with considerable equity participation from the
leading Indian textile mills, started manufacture of a wide range of textile
machinery in collaboration with leading British, German, Swiss and Japanese
manufacturers.

1.04 The current value of the textile machinery produced in India has
grown from Rs. 13 crores in 1961/62 to Rs. 80 crores in 1974/75. Production
of accessories and parts has also increased from Rs. 24 crores in 1964/65 to
Rs. 45 crores in 1974/75. Currently the TMI produces a wide range of pro-
ducts and satisfies over 90% of domestic requirement compared to only 50% in
1960/61. The industry has also tak--- avantage of the boom period of 1972=
74 in international trade and made a good export start because of its low
priLces ar.d shlort delivery duates . Exports grew from Rs. 11 crores in 19071/ 72

to Rs. 15 crores in 1974/75 and now account for 19% of the output of textile
macb.._ a_d i.5 c 0t `e combir.ed output of the textile mchle, -an sp:e-

parts produced in India. This compares favorably with an average of 3% for

1.05 The growth in real terms has nevertheless heen disappointing as the
output has barely increased by 1.3% per year over the last decade. The simple
story as presented in Table 1 in that domestlc demand for textile machinery
has, with the exception of a few years, been stagnant. Thus the only possibility
for growth of the TMI came from imnort substitution. But once this process
came to an end in the mid-sixties the fortune of the TMI became closely linked



TAME 1

Productiori, Imports.orts and Doiiestic Availabili-ty of Textile MachineSy

Imports as Rx)orts as
Percentage Percentage

Tot,al of Total of Indi.genous

Year Indigenous Production _ Xojts Exports Avai]abi]-ity Availability Production
Ct lS (at current Rs.) _ _ t cur;rent

1961 :L07 129 189 2 -317 59.7 1.h
1962 96 144 174 1 317 54.9 0.9
1963 97 1-75 177 1 351 So.4 0.6
1964 L23 '65 183 1 447 40.9 0.2>
1965 90 285 172 1 456 37.8 O.l4
1966 77 227 155 2 :380 40.9 0.19
1967 59 1 77 131 4 :304 43.0 2.2
1968 58 169 73 7 235 31.0 4.2
1969 69 242 45 41 263 17.1 9.8
1970 93 343 41 40 342 11.9 11.7
1971 107 l400 68 54 1414 16.4 13.5
1972 91 :367 58 49 376 15.4 13.3
1973 107 1488 55' 54 489 11.2 11.0
1974 1/ 127 800 6c) 155 705 8.,5 19.4

E e ileite. A 

'iource: Textile Machinaery MWanufact;urers' A,ssoc:Lation ('I24A)I



to that of the stagnant textile industry. 1/ And it was not until 1974 that
-e - &e_ove:ed f Ur ts -lo5 o...- a-.da bar.eUYcU A.6LO I 964 UULtUL. IL,is

is clearly illustrated by production of ring frames, the most important textile
c.h.4.er. produced i. TA4a (Figu:e 1). Evmn thn1, a -o p.r of . -ro

U8OC**~~~CU) ~ ~ - - %. Cb J ... a S . -.--- ** 4 " r'- F"&L & JU &&4 1.C

of the last three years during which the TMI grew at an average rate of 12%
prer y-ar-an be attrfi-4uted to a ta f4 Direct exports accounted for 25-30%

of the growth; and 80% of the growth of the domestic textile industry which
acnount-a-4 fnr the -ramainoAnin 7n-75% w c Airo^-taa tn rra^ 2/^rtc 2/

1.06 The recoverv was not evenly divided among the three mainr segments
of the TMI. Spinning machinery has gained the ground it lost to weaving and
finishing machinerv during the import substitution phase of tha '60s and
grew at an average rate of 15% over the last five years while the other seg-
ments stagnated; spinning machinery now accounts for 66% of outDut compared
to 15% and 19% for weaving and processing machinery respectively (Table 2).
The impetus for the recent growth of the spinning machinery, which is rela-
tively more current in design than weaving and processing machinery, came
from exports (50% of output increase) indicating that the revival of the TMI
has originated from those segments and, as will be shown later, from firms
that are internationally competitive.

TABLE 2

Production of Textile Machinery-in India (at 1960 prices)
(Sales in Rs. crores)

Spinning Weaving Processing
Machinery Machinery Machinery Total

Sales % Sales % Sales Z

1961/62 7.25 68 1.29 12 2.14 20 10.68

1965/66 6.46 72 1.15 13 1.40 16 9.01

1970/71 4.89 53 1.95 21 2.43 27 9.27
17/ 5// 5.43 51 2.241 21 3.04 28 10.74
1972/73 4.58 50 1.89 21 2.63 29 9.10
1973/74 5.99 56 1.96 18 2.77 26 10.72
1974/75 8.35 66 1.95 15 2:40 19 12.70

1/ The problems and prospects of the Indian textile industry, and their
4mnl414-4at fo: t

1
he 4.t.jla m.^h

4
-na-. l s.;a:e described l. n

Annex 1.

2/ Cloth production increased by 316 million meters from 1969 to 1973
of which 250 million meters was due to exports growth.
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II. INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND PERFORIANCE

2.01 There are over 300 units in India manufacturing textile machirery,
spares and accessories. About 85-90% of these units operate in the small
srale sector producing spares and accessories and the balan.ce are 'n the

organized medium and large scale private sector producing complete machinery
and their critical components. Most of the indust.; is located in major
textile industry centers namely: Bombay, Ahmadabad, Coimbatore, Calcutta and
Baroda. In terms of value of annual nroduction, the total license( and in-
stalled capacity of the TMI in the organized sector is estimated at Rs. 128
crores and Rs. 117 crores respectivelY at 1973 prices. The corresponding
figures in 1974 prices are of the order of Rs. 153 and 143 crores respectively.
About 68% of the installed capacitv is in spinning machine ,1; 17% in weaving
machinery and 18% in processing machinery (Annex 2).

2.02 As is the international norm in the TMI, the bulk of the produc-
tion of complete textile machinery is concentrated in few firms. About 12
firms account for over 80% of the total output of textile machinery and the
top 5 account for over 55% of total sales. Even then the sales volume of the
largest Indian textile firm did not exceed Rs. 13 crores which is quite
small by international standards. Indeed, some of the largest European firms
have sales exceeding the combined total of the Indian textile machinery
makers.

A. Spinning Machinery

2.03 Licensed and installed capacity for spinning machinery which accounts
for two-thirds of the textile machinery is given in Table 3. This segment
of the industry is reasonably well-balanced: 60% of the installed capacity
is for ring frames spinning machinery, 22% for cards, 11% for blow room and
speed frames; this is roughly in line with market demand and world spinning
machinery production capacity.

TABLE 3

Licensed and Installed Capacity of Spinning Machinery

Annual Capacity Value of Ins talled
Machinery Licensed Installed Capacity

(Units) (Rs. million)

Blowroom machinery 66 66 52.8
Carding Engines 2,980 2,400 180.0
Combers 60 60 12.0
Silver Lap Mlc 15 - -
Ribbon Lap M/c 15 -
High Speed Draw Frames 577 395 31.6
Speed Frames 631 439 52.6
R1-g Frames 4,630 4,500 450.0

Total 779.0
Source: Report of the Working Group, Task Force tor the kFYFX.
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Based on these statistics, India has an annual canaritv to produce 1.8 million

spindles. Production, however, over the last decade has fluctuated between

350,000 and 700,000 spindles per year (Figure 1). The latter figure

reached in 1974/75 - the best year since 1965/66 -- corresponds roughly to

11.3% of world production, and makes India the fourth largest producer of

conventional ring frames after Japan, China and Italy; and ahead of the Federal

Re-blic of Germany, Switzerland, USSR, USA and UK in that order (Annex 3).

But unlike most of these countries where production is concentrated in one or

two or maybe three manufacturers, production in India is fragmented among

a large number of firms.

2.04 At present there are six major manufacturers which account for about

90-95% of installed capacity (Table 4). All firms have acquired their designs

through collaboration agreements with leading international machinery manu-

facturers (Annex 4). With the exception of Lakshmi Machine Works (LMW), which

started operations in 1965 as a joint venture with the Swiss firm Rieter A.G.,

a world leader in spinning machinery, all the Indian spinning machinery manu-

facturers commenced operation over a decade ago before the major changes in

design and production methods in the world textile industry took place and did

not substantially upgrade production methods or machinery which is still of

late '50s and early '60s vintage. Nevertheless, given the differences in

relative factor prices between developed and developing countries most of the

machinery is acceptable only in the domestic market and some developing

countries. 1/ Some spinning machinery firms also produce weaving machinery.

By contrast, large international firms who are at the cutting edge of tech-

nology tend to concentrate on either spinning, weaving or finishing machinery

since they involve different technologies.

2.05 Three of the leading firms which commenced before 1965 were developed

by the major textile mills as part of their diversification effort into the

engineering and chemical industries. This diversification was induced by the

Government's positive incentive to develop these new industries as well as by

the lower priority given to the organized textile industry compared to the

more labor intensive handloom and powerloom segments of the industry. This

strong association between the two industries assured the leading textile

mills of a continuous supply of machinery whose importation was becoming in-

creasingly difficult; and it also reduced the risk to textile machinery

1/ A rating of the major textile machinery produced in India is given in

Annex 5. Tne equipment 'Ls broadly classiied as follows:

(i) comparable in design and quality with machinery produced in Europe

and acceptable in both domestic and all export markets;

(ii) reasonaUbly modern. in design (early to mid-sixties) and of accept-

able quality for the domestic market and limited export markets;

(iii) obsolete and only marginally acceptable in the domestic market.

A comparison of m40 n differences between maior Indian and West

European models as well as the Indian textile machinery industry effort

to bridge these gans is oiven in Annex 6.



TABLE 4

Installed Calacity af Leading Spinning and Weaaviri &ichirery Manufacturers

Percent of'
total

1965 1958 1.958 1946 1946 ]L962 Cooper Sub- Installed
MachLinery Lak,smi MN MMC Texnaco Textool Indequ.ip NSE CIlMMCCI C0 9g. Total CaDacitj

Card 600 3 200 300 LilOO 91
Drawing Frame 150 120 200 96 566 95
Comber + Prep 60 60 100
Speed Frame 120 60 96 168 96 540 100
Ring Frame 4130 1500 900 900 300 4080 98
Double i4nder 60 60 n.a.
Cone Winder 965 60 156 n.a.
Pirn Ninder 6s0 6o n.a.
Warper 60 60 120 80
Sizing K/C 40 40 63
Loom Auto 3000 - 15CIO 600 5100 77
Loom Plain 2400 1200 3600 35

Source: IDA questionnaire's
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manufacturers by secur'iag suLc'Lent oruers fLrom their associated textile
mills to keep them busy for the critical first few years of operation. Un-
fortunately, the read'y availability of orders did not force the textile
machinery manufacturers to plan beyond this initial period of simple assembly
of largely imported kLnocked don machinery. Little effort was ade to develop
ancillary producers, train plant personnel, or develop a strong sales organ-
Jzation. Consequently, as domestic content was increased, quality deteri4orated

and buyers' resistance compounded a depressed market. This obviously led to
lower capacity utilizatior , meager rveturns and inability to upgrade product
and machinery to keep pace with the rapid technological change that has taken
place from the early '60s ln tpwtila mnrhinprv desian And mAnufntfturing and

that has converted a large segment of the textile industry in the world into
a nra-cision innduztryv

2-(A linqRtiqfipd dpmand for cualitv machinerv encouraned additional
firms, most notably LMW, to enter the field despite the fact that existing
firmr were onerating at between 30-50% of capacity. Unlike the other firms,
however, LMW was based on up-to-date product and manufacturing methods that
were tailored to the Indian conditions without sacrificing precision, and
above all, on a dedication by both the Indian and Swiss partners to rigorous
training, high quality product, effective cost control and aggressive market-
ing. The latter was handled by an independent company, V-ltas Ltd., a leading
Indian engineering firm which had sold and serviced imported Rieter machinery
for many years before the same machinery was produced domestically. LMW has
consistently expanded its output at the expense of other firrs and at present
has 25% of the market (Table 5). Its market share is particularly striking
for individual pieces of machinery such as combers (100%), draw frames (67%)
and speed frames (63%) (Table 6). With the manufacture of high production
cards in 1976, LMW will be the only firm producing the complete range of
spinning machinery of late '60s and early '70s vintage. This will obviously
strengthen its position both as a leader in the domestic market and in exports
where the capability to undertake projects on a turnkey basis is a great asset.

2.07 The presence of LMW, a strong competitor, has stimulated some other
firms to improve their production methods and redirect their effort towards
exports. The most notable example is Machinery Manutacturers Corporation Ltd.
(MMC) which was taken over two to three years ago by new management. This
firm doubled its production of draw frames in which it has concentrated and
has exported over one-third of its output. With the exception of LMW, pro-
gressive drafting system manufacturers and components, most firms only managed
to operate at 50% capacity in the boom year of 1974/75 (Annex 7); and two of
them are at the point of bankruptcy. Tne outliook for 1975/76 is not much
brighter than the recent year of 1972/73 when the industry was operating at
40% of capacity. it should be pointed out, nowever, that LthSe capacity uti-
lization figures are misleading for two reasons. First, capacities relate to
figures stated in the LdustrLad L.LLct:Lbt whlere they are g,ven L,n 01b of t.h

maximum number of each type of machinery that can be prouuce;u Dy riie tirm in any
oue year. ,loust firms, hUowever, produuce more thl"an onCe tyFpe (or mode1 of NL1Ly

and more often than not part of the production facilities has to be shared for



TABLE 5

Relative 6bare of Spinrni_, Xeav-nFn amd Procesising M/C 4arkeltJ192-71
(Sales in R8. million, and Sh are Lun%

SPINNING M/C _ IEAVING M/C_ _ PROCESS:[NG M/C
1972 1973 1974 1972 1973 15T74 1972 1973 1974h

Compa r Sales % Sales % Saless % Sales % Sales % Sales % Sales % Sales % Sales %

1. LakshmL 59.4 23 62.2 2'0 1;23.3 24
2. NFIM 66.7 26 77.3 24 104.7 22 17.9 24t 15.6 18 25.2' 20
3. MMC 33.2 13 44.6 13 '77.9 15
4. Texmaco 46.7 18 53.5 1]8 60.4 12
5. TextooL 5.3 2 9.8 3 1L7.5 4 8.4 10 9.3 11 14.8 12
6. IndequIp 9.5 3 13.3 3
7. Other ispinning 33.6 18 54.7 1]9 104.0 20

8. CIMCO 19.9 2'i 21.0 24 21.2 17
9. Other 'Weaving 30.0 41 43.3 47 63.8 51

10. Maneklajl 43.0 41 41.5 39 49.4 42
11. &Srastilk 10.0 1LO 12.7 12 18.7 16
12. Calico 12'.9 I12 12.6 12 13.6 12
13. Famatex 17.5 16 16.9 16 12.6 11
14. Other processing 2?'.5 21 22.2 21 20.a6 19

TOTAL 244.9 100 311.6 100 5 1.1 100 76.2 100 89.2 100 ]L25.0 100 105.9 100 105.9 100 114.9 10(

Source: IDA questionnaires



TA BLE S

Domestic Miarket Chares for Ma,r Spifn:ning and Weaving Machinery

W;eavij

MaLrket
Share

% 1ll0w Draw Speed Ring Cone Pirn Sizing Auto Plain

Company T _ Room Cardis Frames Cornber Framnes Frames Winder Winder Warper H/c Loom Loomni Remarks

LAKSFM 34 6h 1()0 2 27 10

NMtli 5 13

MMC 95 'o 342

T EXMACO

TF(T0L C0 ,'

INDE;aUIP 'c .

NSE AS

CIMMCO 6c

SE'I S)

ZELLATE 32

COOPER Co

TOTA0L 100 1 0 100 100 100 100ClOI 100 1 100 10 100

Source: IDA questionnaires
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the produc ton of different types of machinery, such as foundries, forges,
and machine shops, and these can seldom simultaneously produce all types at
the stated capac4ty. ^A such, the reported capac'ty usually overstates the
actual production capacity. If one uses the value of machinery that can be
nroduced instead of the quantity of machinery as a measure of capacity, most
plants producing more than one product would therefore only be able to produce
between 60-80f of the value of their stated capacity depending on the product
mix. Secondly, it is doubtful that much of the installed capacity which hasonly been marginAlv u,pdrat-ed since its establishment ,4 about 2ya

___1…..- _. .- . O ,~I Zv year ago

could produce quality machinery without substantial new investment.

B. Weaving Machinery

2.08 The structure and performance of the weaving machinery segment of
the industry is weaker than the spinning machinery segment. According to
official statistics, the industry has a capacity to produce 6,600 automatic
looms and 10,200 plain looms per year. Two firms account for 70% of the
more expensive automatic looms and 55% of plain loom capacity. The largest
one is National Machinery Manufacturers Ltd. (NMM), which is also the second
largest spinning machinery manufacturer. It has an annual capacity to pro-
duce 3,000 Ruti "B" (Swiss) type looms which was one of the best looms in
the '50s and early '60s; but production has never exceeded 850 looms per year.
The second manufacturer is Central India Machinery Manufacturers Co. Ltd.
(CIMMCO), a diversified engineering firm, which has a capacity to produ~ie
1,500 automatic looms and 2,400 plain looms per year based on a Japanese
design (Sacomoto) of 1950 vintage. It, too, has seldom exceeded 60% of
capacity. These two firms are comparable in size with medium size manufacturers
in Europe and Japan (Annex 8). But as in the case of spinning machinery it is
doubtful that these firms could produce at their stated capacity without major
investment.

2.09 Figure 2, which gives the production of automatic and non-automatic
looms, clearly shows the distinct advantages enjoyed by plain looms over auto-
matic looms, whose production has been more or less stagnant for the last
decade. This obviously reflects government policy of selectively encouraging
the more labor intensive power loom industry over the more capital intensive
automatic looms used by the organized sector. It also reflects the economic
attractiveness of plain looms which, in 1974, cost Rs. 9,000 per piece compared
to Rs. 25,000 for automatic looms, particularly given the shortage of good qua-
lity yarn that is necessary to take advantage of the labor saving character-
istics of automatic looms. But if the increased demand for quality spinning
machiner-y even during the depressed period of 1968 is any indication, the low
demand for automatic looms could also reflect textile mills' resistance to
purchase of unreliable 'Looms.

2.10 The two leading loom manufacturers have made some effort to enhance
the competitiveness of their automatic looms by increasing their speed and
versatility (e.. to produce canvas and terry towels). These firms recognize,
however, that this is a rear guard operation, and that a meaningful increase in
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speed and versatility will require extensive redesign effort for which they
lack sufficient expertise. Indeed, both are seeking collaboration agreements
to produce the more advanced shuttleless looms whose economic viability in
capital scarce labor surplus countries is dubious. 1/ It should also be noted,
that the manufacturing methods of these two firms are not suited for producing
the precision required in more advanced high speed automatic looms or shuttle-
less looms. To capitalize on this seemingly unmet need a third firm, Lakshmi
Automatic Looms, a sister firm of the successful spinning machinery firm LMW,
is planning to produce annually 2,000 high speed automatic looms "Ruti C"
in collaboration with Ruti AG, one of the world's leading loom manufacturers
as it feels that this loom could compete effectively with both the cheaper
power looms and the much more expensive shuttleless looms. Half of the pro-
duction is expected to be sold locally and the rest exported through Ruti AG.

C. Processing Machinery

2.11 The value of processing machinery produced in India has grown in
real terms at an average annual rate of 3% over the period 1964-75. Output
grew by about 10% per year from 1964-70 to substitute for imports and to
satisfy the growing demand for colorful fancy textiles. But with the process
of import substitution largely completed, stagnating domestic demand and the
difficulty of exporting out-of-date machinery in competition with interna-
tional firms, production of processing machinery declined by 10% per year
from 1971-75. Production in 1974/75 is estimated at Rs. 12 crores compared
to an installed capacity of Rs. 20 crores.

2.12 Four maJor manLufacturers account fLor 080% ofL total' prodjuct'on, all~ULiUdV LJdLL~4.UILJU V.V.LL j.LUL .VL,.L±

of them located in the Bombay/Ahmadabad area. The largest one is Maneklal
wA11ch prodLuces a wilude range o ry andu we- processing machinery and accounts

for about 40% of the total output (Table 5). It is followed by Swastik & Co.
_which has lncreasedI its suare of total output in the 'ast ~few years from !0
Ufl-S.LU LA.O %'L Ao~. *t0 OLa t .L a L. I ±S " I.* a L .W CO C *L,.I.l '

to 16% and exports have accounted for over one-third of this increase. The
share of Famatex, India, the only man.ufacturer which specializes in dry, pro-
cessing machinery, has declined from 16 to 11%, primarily because of declining
ex-orts, showing once more that export orientation is vital, particulariv in
view of a stagnating domestic market.

2.13 The processing machinery industry produces a broad range of dry
and wet nrnrpesing machinerv mostly based on desizn provided by the foreizn
collaborators. The technologies and design vary widely from maker to maker
and within the nroduct ranze of the individual maker. 2/ On the whole most
processing machinery is suitable for the domestic and limited export markets.
Only a few machines can compare in design and performance to European and
Japanese machinery. This is not a wholly unsatisfactory situation because

1/ A detailed discussion of appropriateness of shuttleless looms over
conventional looms 'or Indian conditions is contained in A.-ex 1I

paras 48-52.

2/ A list of machinery produced by each maker, the source and date of
design, and suitability for export or domestic market is given in Annex 5.
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many Western developments have been primarily of a labor saving nature and

there are no pressing needs for such development in India. As regards the

composition of output, the share of more expensive machinery such as printing

and curing has grown from about 40% in 1964 to a peak of 61% in 1969 at the

expense of bleaching, dyeing and mercerizing machinerv which declined from

50 to 29% over the same period. This trend indicates the popularity of the

color'ul and fancy textiles and the gradual introduction of automation 
in

printing and curing. This trend has, however, been partially reversed over

the last few years as a result of stagnating domestic demand and the credit

squeeze; printing and curing machinery account for only half of the output.

D. Ancillary Suppliers

2.14 The development of TMI ancillary suppliers (Annex 9) has lagged

behind that of the TMI and consequently the TMI has suffered from inconsistent

quality components and frequent interruptions of supplies. Part of the res-

ponsibjl.itv for this shortcoming rests with the TMI, which unlike interna-

tional firms or even the Indian commercial vehicle industry, has not developed

a strong sunplier base. Instead, it relies on in-house production of a large

number of components. This, plus the need to maintain large amounts of raw

materials and components as a hedge against interruption of supplies, sub-

stantially increases the working capital requirement of the industry.

2.15 Of the 250-280 components suppliers - only about 10 produce compo-

nents of acceptable quality in collaboration with world leaders. These in-

clude Suessen, ABC (SKF) for high drafting components and bearings, spindle

inserts and jockey pulleys; Star Textile Engineering for fluted rollers; Kunal

Engineering for spindles and Lakshmi Card Clothing for card clothing. But

despite their rapid growth and high capacity utilization (80-100%) these

firms have barely kept up with demand from both the original equipment manu-

facturers and the textile industry's requirements for modernization programs

and spare parts. This was clearly evident during the boom year of 1973/74

when textile machinery manufacturers shipped machinery with large numbers of

parts missing.

2.16 There is also a critical shortage oL simple but important quality

components such as rings, ring travellers, flyers, healds, reeds, shuttles

and pickers. Manufacture of these items 's fragmented in several small scale

manufacturers using inferior quality raw materials, obsolete manufacturing

methods and little quality control. The original equipment ma-nufacturers

can play an important role in developing those suppliers by providing tech-

nical and possibly financial assistance.

2.17 But there are other technologically more demanding areas whose

development will require import of technical know how such as for thin 
walled

large nodular cast lron needed in the production of high sneed loms, and

electronic instrumentation. Only a handful of firms are producing instru-

ments and testlng equipment which are assum.ing an increaginv1y imnortant 
and

critical role in improving the precision of textile machinery and the 
quality
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of yarn and cloth; and there is still a very long way for Indian manufacturers
to produce specialized instruments. In the meantime a more liberal alloca-
tion of foreign exchange to import these instruments is needed to improve the
quality and utilization of Indian machinery.

E. Major Constraints.

2.18 The above discussions suggest that by international standards
the Indian TMI suffers from a number of structural weaknesses. By and large,
the TMI consists of small firms operating generally at 30-60% of capacity to
produce machinery of 1950/60 vintage with little prospect of sustained long
term growth. Few firms have developed R & D capabilities to substitute for
expiring collaboration agreements. Except in a few cases the industry has
not developed a strong supplier base or effective after sales service.

2.19 The basic reason for these lackluster performances is that the
industry did not grow fast enough to induce the structural improvements
necessary for international competitiveness. The TMI was developed primarily
to cater to the local textile industry but the performance of the textile
industry has been distressingly poor. 1/ Cloth output has grown at only 1%
per year; accordingly per capita consumption declined by about 1% per year
from 14.7 meters per year in 1963, to 12.1 meters per year in 1974. Exports
fared somewhat better; they grew at an average rate of 3% per year but from
a very low level. The reasons for the poor performance of the textile 'ndus-
try are many. Among them is the heavy dependence of the textile industry on
the sluggish agricultural sector for the bulk of its raw materials and for a
significant part of its sales. The Indian textile industry is still almost
entirely cotton based, and a good deal of the local cotton is of extremely
poor quality. 2/ The per capita cousumption has consistently declined because
the increase in food prices has left the rural and urban poor, who account for
more than 80% of the population and 60% of consumption, with less money for
clothing. The combined increase in consumption of the richer segment of the
population anU exports-has 'n quantLtatLve terms offset the decline in demand
from the poorer segments, but did not provide stimulus for growth.

2.20 This lack of growth meant that the modern and more efficient segment
of the textile p industrv could not have expanded its output without infringing
on the market of the decentralized sector (hand loom and power loom) which
according to official statistics accounts for 48% of the doMpestiC market and

1/ Annex 1 discusses the major structural characteristics of the Indian
textile industry as well as the changes required to expand cloth out-
put for both the domestic and export markets.

2/ A discussion of the effect of cotton quality of productivity of the
Indian textile industry is given in Annex 1 paras. 19-26.
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employs about 7 million people. 1/ The Government took a number of steps to
protect tne decentralized sector by restricting tne growtn of tne organized
sector, particularly in the more profitable medium and fine cloth range. But,
-in t Ae _c J___c _ ___ ._ tcet _ -- ___ - -- _ . -

L IIC au :uc Ut V.LULUuA .UUL L±LLLVC trugrUms LU ULVerL rne output of

the organized sector from the domestic market to exports, these measures have
let to a fir.an.ially wCak% textile i dustry. Pro.fitabillty L'Lfls bUeen quLte 'Low
(about 6.5% return on capital) compared to other industries (10-18%); a sig-
nlftcanvt part of th4e industry p-it h been dA.t.a to other i.-ust-es

and its own financial structure has deteriorated with time. The debt:equity
ratio, which was -at 6n:4n in 1963 Increased to 67:33 by 1972 and about 108
private sector mills accounting for 20-25% of the output and employment of
th. nrq'anirsv setrnr lnseA down. TTn nrnvide employmmnenv t fnr rnughly2 0,0lnn
displaced workers, the Government set up a public sector firm - the National
Textile Cornoratfon - to run most (eZ1) of these `sicrk" mills..

2.21 The performance of the 'MI would have been even worse were it nnt
for the Industrial Development Bank of India's (IBI) rediscount scheme which
was initiated in 1965 to stimulate local industrial machinery production bv
providing medium term suppliers credit (5-7 years) at preferential interest
rates (3-5% below commercial bank rates) up to a maximum of Rs. 5 million
per year. 2/ Under this scheme machinery manufacturers discount with their
bankers bills and promissory notes drawn in their favor to cover their sales
to textile mills on deferred terms on the guarantee of the buyers' bankers.
The machinery manufacturers' bankers, in turn, discount these bills with
IDBI. In May 1975 the effective interest rate paid by the final user
(textile mill) was 13.8% per year compared to commercial bank rates of 18-20%
per year on medium term loans.

2.22 In the early years of the credit (1965-67) over 95% of the IDBI.
rediscounting facilities was used by the TMI. Gradually, other machinery
producing industries began to take advantage of the scheme so that the per-
centage of the rediscount bills used by the textile industry fell to an
average of 55% in 1968-72 and then further to an average of 40% during the
last three years. Nonetheless the proportion of textile machinery purchased
under the scheme has consistently increased over the years from 31% in 1967/68
to 66% in 1972/73 (Annex 10). The balance of the machinery is primarily
financed by long term aebt provided by t-DBI and industrial Finance Corporation
of India (IFCI), and to a much lesser extent, Industrial Credit and Investment
Corporation of India (ICLII). Apart from the fact tnat it is the cheapest
financial instrument, the IDBI scheme has the added advantage of insulating
textile milis from the convertibility clause included in large loans oboainea
from financial institutions. This clause, which was legislated in 1970 to
dilute equity in Large enterprises, emipuwers nationa'lzed financial institutions

I/ The credibility of the employment figure is in question. If this figu-e
is true, then handloom weavers work only 10 minutes per day. See Annex 1
paras. 108-113 for a detailed analysis.

2/ The Rs. 5 million limit applies to the sum of the principal and interest.
For 12Z interest and loan maturity of five years, the principal is
roughly Rs. 3.5 million.
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to convert into equity up to 25% of their loans that exceed Rs. 5 million to
public limited companies. This obviously inhibited firms from direct borrowings
from financial institutions and made indirect borrowing from the rediscount
scheme that much more attractive. But the effectiveness of the rediscount
scherue has been eroded as the price of machinery has tripled and the interest
rates increased by 50% from 1965 to 1974, while the limit on the amount of
machinery thlat could be purchased in any one year (Rs. 5 million including
both principal and interest) has not changed.

2.23 In addition to the restricted demand from the textile industry, the
TMT has been laoring under a number of handicaps. Shortage as well as erratic
supply of power has been the major constraint over the last three years and
has particularly affected southerr. states where 75-100% power cuts were not
uncommon in 1972-74. Most firms have modified their processes to conserve
electricity and have set up their generating c- 'es, but tne cost of
power internally generated is three to four times higher than the price of
grid power.

2.24 For at least the time being, raw material availability is no longer
the acute problem it was for the last few years but inconsistent quality and
an erratic supply of primary raw materials such coke, pig iron and some
alloy steels persists. 1/ Among the products that were in short supply from
1969-74 were stainless steel, mild steel, nig iron, coke, free cutting steel,
and other raw materials and components such as ball bearings, ball bea:ing
steel, nickel magnesium, alloy aluminum rods and spindles, drafting materials,
electronic relays, resistance switches for control panels, tin sheets, argon,
and tubes of required size and specifications. Recent liberalization of the
import licensing system which enables firms to import up to 5% of their Actual
User's License and 10% of the Import Replenishment License without restric-
tions has considerably eased the difficulties associated with temporary
shortfalls in domestic supply. Currently, the maior industrv import require-
ments consist of stainless steel and special alloy steel. The foreign ex-
change requirements for these items are around Rs. 12 crores or 10-12% of the
value of the machinery produced.

F. Plant Operations.

Z.25 The mission visited 20 of the leading textile machinery manufacturers.
(Annex 11). These include, (i) 10 plants producing spinning and weaving
machinery which account for 90% of the spinning and 60% of weaving machinery
produced in India, (ii) 5 manufacturers producing 80% of the processing
mach'inery, and (iii) 5 manufacturers producing critical ancillary components
such as drafting systems, fluted rollers, spindles and card clothing.

1/ Problems associated with availabiiity, quality, allocation and distri-
bution of these raw materials and recommendations to alleviate resultingdifficultles have been discussed in two earlier reports on the Indian

forging and foundry industries (Reports 432-IN and 433-IN respectively -
A - 4 1 I5 194)
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2.2 ThIr-e most striki-4ng obsernvation is the w4de difference in pe-rformannce

among individual firms. Of the 20 firms visited about 3-4 firms are inter-

nationally competitive qual4ity -an pricea wise; 6-7 ecouldi become. internationnllv

competitive in 2-3 years if an effective action program to upgrade machine
des m.anufacturing mthd and ma1rketina is imnnpmPntePd whi1e the remaining

10 firms could not have survived in a competitive environment and will require

subs-tatiall- more time and effort to overcome maior structural deficiencies.

Indeed, it might be preferable if some of these firms discontinue production

on -tetile machinery and concentrate on their other products instead; that

should reduce the fragmentation of the industry and reinforce the other firms

by nroviding them with a much needed larger domestic market base to sustain

their modernization and export expansion plans.

2.27 Of the spinning machinery manufacturers only LMW, which accounts for

25% of total sales, produces and markets a complete range of internationally

competitive machinery and supports its products with an effective after sales

organization; a second manufacturer, NMM, accounting for another 25% of the

market has drawn up a program to upgrade its manufacturing, and could become

internationally competitive provided it implements its program and supports

it with an effective marketing organization; two other manufacturers will
require a much larger effort over a longer period of time to revamp and

reorganize their production facilities, upgrade products and develop sales

and after sales services. The remaining two weakest firms are experiencing
considerable difficulty to stay afloat even in the heavily protected domestic

market.

2.28 The major gap in TMI lies in weaving machinery particularly weaving

preparatory machinery and looms. Existing machinery are adequate for the

domestic market, but have very little export potential, and it is doubtful

that existing manufacturers could produce more sophisticated equipment such

as shuttleless looms using the existing manufacturing facilities and manage-

ment systems, particularly as exports will be absolutely essential to support

the small domestic market.

2.29 For processing machinery, only Maneklal has the manufacturing capa-

bility to produce a wide range of quality machinery; but generally out=of=

date designs are likely to inhibit export growth particularly in view of the

intense international competLtion. The othler processing machinery manufacturers

will continue to play an important role in the domestic market but it is un-

likely, giLven th'e'ir size an,d product range, that thAey can export on a sus-

tained basis. Most of the ancillary producers visited are small to medium
…sze, and by aA large, well managee firms w4,th considerable potential for

growth both in the domestic and export markets.

2.30 In the next paragraphs the principal features of plant operations are

briefly reviewed. By necessity, a smmary of this tvnpe can only touch on the

major factors affecting the firms' competitiveness. Evaluation of major

manufacturers' ope-t-ion and recommendation to imnrove them are given in the

consultant report which was sent to the firms concerned.
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1. Product Range, Design and Planning:

2.31 With the exception of the three leading spinning equipment manu-

facturers (LMW and NIMM in short staple fiber and Lagan in jute) and the an-

cillary producers which specialize in textile machinery all firms visited

produce a wide range of industrial machinery. This obviously has the ad-

vantage of insulating the firms from the cyclical demand of textile machinery.

But in most cases it has overstretched already thin managerial capabilities

to the point where it has adversely affected the textile machinery operations.

Indeed, the firms that have specialized in textile machinery have the highest

capacity utilization and higher return on capital.

2.32 As regards product design, most products were based on design ac-

quired from leading international firms in the '50s and '60s. A stagnant and

protected domestic market, difficulty in developing local ancillary suppliers

and a strict import licensing system provided little incentive for firms to up-

grade design at a time when the textile machinery in the world was undergoing

very rapid technological change which has lead to greatly sophisticated machines

running at greatly enhanced speed and production. The result was that most

Indian firms which commenced in the '50s and early '60s produce machinery

that has limited export potential. The entry of 1iw wiLth a competitive prolduct

range in 1965, plus the realization that exporting is essential for growth, has

stimulated the other firms to upgrade their designs. M7-lost of this effort

(detailed by firm in Annex 12) was directed at redesigning components to meet

Indian conditions, marginally increasing the speed of existing machines and

adapting machines for other than their original purpose, i.e. cotton ring

frame for worsted spinning or doubling; and copying the design of an imported
machine with some modification to suit the Indian market or the manufacturers'

machl.ne too'Ls.

2.3 Most Ir.dan f..s, h .oever, lack the expertise and the finance to

support a sustained R & D program. Only one Indian firm has spent more than

A.A Oil sales in R ' D compared to 2-57 spent by much laraer international firms.

Indeed, the pace of technological change is such that it is taxing the capabil-

ities of the orld's largest textile machinery manufacturers. For example, it

is estimated that it took 500 Russian and Czech scientists and engineers seven

years to -roduce the first commercial open-end spinning machine. Even the

three largest Western European spinning machinery manufacturers (Platts in
TK, Rieter AG in Switzerland and Ingolstadt AG in Germany) could not individually

support an R & D program to compete with this new spinning machinery and have

10ined tonether, with the financial support of their respective governments,

in a collaborative R & D program to build on the license purchased from the

Eastern European industry.

2.34 In early 1975 the Indian industry started an R & D program and

will contribute Rs. 600,000 per year to research institutions that can sup-

port the development of the ThI. The Textile Machinery Manufacturers Asso-

ciation (TMMA) has started a dialogue with the textile industry research

associations and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)

to lay down the guidelines for allocating this sum as well as a matching
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grant from the CSIR. Initially, the research fund will go to develop the

infrastructure of these research institutions. Later on, a program for

R & D will be formulated jointly. An initial program is expected late in

1975. The experience of developed countries suggests that research institutions

have been most effective in solving specific problems or designing specific

components such as hydraulics, metallurgy, air bearings as well as adapting

certain areas of machinery such as drafting systems to different fiber uses.

But this effort should only complement and not substitute for developing the

capabilities of the individual machinery manufacturers which have to retain

responsibility for machine and system design.

2.35 In view of the small size of Indian firms, limited finance and design

and engineering capabilities, as well as the vast technological gap that sepa-

rate them from international firms, the most economic alternative would still

be to import designs. But this arrangement will be of little value in broaden-

ing the industry's technological base unless it is coupled with upgrading manu-

facturing capabilities, training programs and marketing organization. Only

then can the Indian firms increase their exports and grow to the extent where

they can acquire the base to continuously upgrade their machinery either on
their own or in collaboration with international firms.

2. Manufacturing

2.36 With three or four exceptions, manufacturing lags behind similar

act'Lv'Lties 'Ln Western Europe a nAJapan. Plant sites ad buildingae genernlly

good and in many cases excellent. But plant engineering leaves much to be

desired. Ten of t'hfe 20 firm , visited had their own foundries, With one ex-

ception, they are in poor condition with old and ill-maintained melting, molding

handling and fettling euipme.nt. Pattern making and core making were of

slightly better standards, but pattern storage was usually poor. This ob-

viously led to high rejection rates and poor nualitv castings.

2.37 Machine shop layouts in the newer plants are generally good. This

is not the case of the older plants, especially the sections producing spe-

cial…zed nroducts such as spindles, rings and fluted rollers where the in-

stallation of the infrequently modern machine tool or alternation of processes

necessitated by indigenous substitution of raw materials has thrown original

layouts out of pattern. With few exceptions, machine tools and equipment are

10-25 years old and in poor condition due to both difficulty of importing

spare parts and bad maintenance. This is particularly so in the heavy machine

tool sections where little if any replacement has taken place. Single purpose,

non-automatic light machine tools dominate throughout, with consequently vari-

able operator workmanship. In the early 1950s, when most Indian firms com-

menced manufacture, machinery was of low speed simple construction and had

remained virtually unchanged for the previous 50 years. For these models, and

with abundant cheap labor, the original,machine tools were adequate. In the

early 1960s there was a revolution in textile machinery design leading to

machines 3-4 times faster than the 1950 models. Within a few years this

sophistication in design had outmoded all existing machine tools, as tolerances

became critical, and extensive investment in re-tooling became the order of the
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machinery has become so sophisticated that, as an example, the world leader in
shuttieless loom manufacture insists that textile mills buying their machinery
set up training schools for its operatives. It is therefore advisable that Indian
supervisory personnel be sent for regular training abroad. Close liaisoui and
training is also necessary between TffI companies and their respective sub-
contractors or ancillary suppliers of components. It is impossible for the
original machinery maker to produce quality products if bought-out components
are of inferior quality. Continued two way visits between suppliers and
original machinery manufacturers, on an organized basis, are highly desirable.

2.46 In many factories, the working conditions in foundries and machine
shops are very poor with overcrowded conditions, poor ventilation, excessive
heat and lack of adequate lighting. Power cuts are in some cases responsible
for lack of lighting and air movement by fans. Labor safety is generally
even worse. There is a short supply of protective helmets, eye goggles, and
some workers work without shoes in dangerous areas. Simple aids for handling
heavy components reducing worker fatigue are scarce.

5. Marketing

2.47 Marketing, which consists of market research, sales, erection, com-
mission and after-sales service, ranks with product design and product quality
as the most important determinant of performance in capital goods industries.
It is precisely the consistent integration of these three functons tb t has
enabled Swiss and German textile machinery manufacturers to compete wit' the
much lower priced Japanese machinery in East Asia. in ind ia, only about 40%
of the textile machinery is marketed by similarly well equipped firms or
agencies. 'These include Voltas Ltd., Star Marketing & Services and Ae-soriated
Textile Engineers. The most notable among them being Voltas Ltd. which
was entrusted by LMW to perform its marketing function. In addition
to erection and commissioning, Voltas Ltd. trains operators and undertakes
periodic maintenance under contract from textile mills. Spare parts are also
equitably priced to induce textile mills to purchase original equipment parts
rather than using cheaper but inferior quality spare parts that adversely
affect machine performance and hence the manufacturer's reputation. This
forward looking marketing strategy has paid off handsomely as witnessed by the
order backlog of several years production, of which 18 months is for exports
and this despite the fact that firms have to pay 10% down payment on order.
The present position is expected to be further strengthened by completing the
range of spinning machinery by starting to produce carding engines in late
1976. This -will enable LMW to independently supply, erect, commission and
maintain projects on a turnkey basis; this is particularly important for its
major export markets in developing countries.

2.48 Most of the other large textile machinery manufacturers have their
own marketing organizations but unfortunately their performance leaves much to
be desired. Often, their marketing function is substantially terminated with
the sale of machinery. Machines are frequently shipped withi a large number
of parts m'ssing. To reduce prices, erection and commissioning is left to
the textile mills, irrespective of whether mills can competently do this or
not. Moreover, because of antiquated, and sometimes ill-maintained, machine



tools the manufacturers cannot enforce strict standards and textile mills have
no assurance that spare parts will fit original equipmrLent. Hence there is a
distinct disincentive on the part of textile mills to undertake preventive
mintenance programs as it is easie: to wait for p2rts to 'all ar.d then replaceLA.flb COSS*~~ 00 0 * ~ * ~a0, I A O~. LJ d..tO ~ fL. nuu LAIU L.

them with generally low priced components produced by independent suppliers
using low -uality raw -terials. This laxity in enforcing quality .
plus the inordinate delays in delivering spare parts has been particularly
detrimental to indian tex 4tle 1machiner- makers in e-port r arkets. A enu,mber

of firms have taken steps to correct these deficiencies but this effort needs
to hi irnensifiedA Tho inart4nn wing of the Textile Committee 1 / has been
empowered to enforce quality standards for 18 critical items but persistent
complaints sugget thAt this function nppds tn be cnnsiderah1y expannad and
strengthened.

6. Finance

2.49 The financial performance of the TMI has substantially improved as
a result of the two very good years of 1973 and 1974. The largest beneficia-
ries were the weaker firms that were able to substantially increase their
output because the better firms were already operating at full capacity.
This should give a hefty cushion to weather the difficult years ahead. The
most profitable firms in the industry remain the producers of critical
components (spindles, ball bearings, drafting systems etc.), with profit
and sales ranging from 10-20% and a return on capital of 15-18% compared
to 0-50% for the integrated machinery manufacturers (Table 7). This reflects
the recent spurt in import substitution in those items as well as the fact
that this segment of the industry is less prone to frequent fluctuation in
demand. It supplies the original equipment manufacturers' during the boom
periods and supplies textile mills with spare parts for their less expensive
conversion and rehabilitation programs during the lean years.

2.50 As would be expected there is wide variation in performance among
individual machinery manufacturers. The best pertormer was once more U"W with
a return on capital of 32% in 1973 and 50% in 1974. The fact that this took
place with lower profit margin on sales reflects both the increase in labor
and capital productivity (capital/output ratio dropped from 3 in 1972 to 2 in
1974). But because of heavy corporate tax and large interest payments on debt
incurred in connection with continued expansion the return on equity improved
only marginally from i1 to 13%.

2.51 Despite the large increase in raw material ana componene prices
during the last three years most firms maintain a healthy liquidity with
current ratiLos sel.dom dUroUppin.LLL Ub.elW LWU. BUL tLLe UtLJ tULY postLi.LUn ol

weaker firms is precarious and averages about 75:25 which casts doubts on
the4 abiityto u-ertke itbot asublstantial Infusion ofcpia, h

1/ This committee was constituted by the Government under the aegis of
The Textile Commissioner's Office to set and enforce quality standards
on textiles and textile machinery produced in India.



TAbLE 7

Financial Ratios for the Textile Machinery Manufacturing Indu3Lty

Rate of Retufq Rate of Retui I
Firms G iL1~ , on Euity -7 Current Ratio Debt/Equitr Ratio Financial Year

Yiear 1 Year 2 YeaLr 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Year IFN?ear ;2

1. IMW 32 50 11 13 2.28 1. 85 46/54 5l/49 1972/3 1973/A

2. NHM 8 6 5 1 2.20 .2.11 58/42 63/37 1972/3 1973/4

3. 1HC 3 8 0 O 2.88 ;1.98 83/17 83/17 1972/3 1973/4

4. Texmacao 9 11 18 17, 2.78 2.21 80/20 77/23 1972,"35 1973/h

5. NpS.E. 1'2 18 5 5S' 1.89 11.67 55/45 49/51 1971/,i 197 :,>

6. CMMCO 6 1, 11 23 3.18 2.75 77/23 73/27 1972/s 1973,'!

7. T. Manieklal ;24 20 12 1C 1.67 .1.66 146/54 49/51 197213 197,3/_

8. Famatex 146 27 20 55 1.84 10.41 78/22 73/27 197K,' 1972,/3

9. Star 19 2 7 13 20 2.54 2.02 73/27 67/23 1972/3 197.3/L

10. Suessen 13 20 11 15' 2.63 11.97 51/49 54/146 197:,/3 1973,'L

11. LCC 21 83 10 314 6.75 3.00 5,6/44 50/50 1972,'' 197,3,'L

12, H.K. 'Spindle 11J44 50 25 20 1.60 1.07 67/33 58/142 1971/? 197',/3

ff Defined as (Profits Before Tax plus Interest) divided by (Working Capital. plus Net Fixed Assets)
/ Defined as (Profits After Tax) divided by (Paid Up Capital plus Reserves and Surplus)
/ Most recent years for which data is available,

Source: Finns' Annua'l Reports
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large scale modernization programs that are needed to upgrade product design

and manufacturing methods to compete on the domestic and export markets.

G. Prices, Cost Structure and Cost Competitiveness

2.52 Prices of Indian textile machinery have sharply increased over the

last two years as they have all over the world. Over the last two years price

increases have ranged from 35% for automatic looms to 233% for plain looms,

(Table 8); on the average prices have Lncreased by 65% (roughly 2% per month).

It is difficult to identify the reason for the wide variation in price in-

creases for different types of machinery. Difference in raw material require-

ments explain part of the variations but discriminatory pricing policies in

some areas also contrL'bute. It 4s noteworthy that the presence of competition.

particularly from LMW, which prices its products on a cost-plus basis rather

than on what the market will bear, has had a salutory ef fect on pri5es (Table 9)

Given the rapid price increases machinery manufacturers did not conclude any

f'xed pr.Lce contracts with textile mills. The latter, on the other hand, were

particularly reluctant to purchase machinery without firm prices, since in

some cases prlces were arbitrarily determined and bore little relation to cost

increases. To reconcile these two positions the TM1A and the Indian Cotton Mill

Federation have evolved nrice escalation formulae relating price of machinery

to increases in prices of raw materials, power, interest rates, and wages.

TABLE 8

Price Trends of Major Indian-made Machinery

(Rs.)

Increase in price

1973 1974 1975 1973-1975 (%)

Blow Room n.a. 1,100,000 1,300,000 18 /1

Carding Engines 43,400 58,000 81,000 86

Draw Frames 57,000 70,100 85,800 51

Combers 230,000 263,000 317,400 38

Speed Frames
(108 spindles) 150,000 186,000 258,100 72

Ring Frames
(440 spindles) 106,000 126,600 196,000 85

Automatic Loom Ruti B 24,300 29,300 37,000 35

Automatic Loom CIMMCO 11,900 12,900 23,900 200

Plain Loom CIMMCO 3,600 5,200 8,400 233

/1 1974/75.

Source: If-A questionnaire.

2 53 The determination of prices and cost competitiveness of capital

goods is normally a difficult exercise since international prices are usually

influenced by the size of the manufacturer's domestic market, marginal cost



TABLE 9

Machine Pri.ces_:97

IAKSHMII N.M.M. H.M.C TEKHACO TEUTOOL N.S.E. CIHMCO PLATT SACO-LOWELL RIETER
Machine in Its. in Rs. in Rs. in Rs. in Rs. in Uts. in Rs. in US $ in Rs Sfr. in Rs.

Blowroom 1,3000,000 1lo400, 000 371,665 2,9610, 00)
CVHP 914#900'

81,000
Cards S.H.P. 1 HP1 10,1400, 35,993 287,9414

(961,0o0)' (160,000)
Sli[P 73,100

(120,150)

Drawframe 85,800 77,500 85,200C 24,586 196,6818 50,004) 150,00(
(96i,000) (115 ,000)

Sliverlap 182,000 80,000D 240o,000
Ribbon3.ap 209,000 100,0010 3C00,000
Comber 317,400 120,000 360,000

258,100

Speedframe 240,600 260,000 21414,000 168,000 78,536 628,288 180,000 540,000
(1L08 Spind]Les) (300,000) (330,000) (96 Sp:i)

Ringframe 196,000 216,000 150,000 152,700 57,1486 1459,888 115,000 345,00()

Doubler 1iC),OOO 108,350

Loom Auto** 32,700 23,900
(38,920)

Loom Plain*i* 8,400

Winder 131,700 151,000
-Doublevinder 152,700 195,000
Warper 195,000

/ Parenthesis denotes f.o.b. export prices
Reuarks:
* IlLowroom comprising: 3 *- 442 blenders 1-41132 blender 1 d1istr:ibutor 2 delivery wheels **614" lReedspace Platt Rovematic

speedframe
1 - fan 1 - conveyor belt 1D520 ultra and fans 2 - 1462 hopper feeders 4-:4: 183" Reedspace Platt Ring-

cleaner 1 delivery wheel and fan 2 -, 560 scutchers with 581 lap doffers tr8 Spi3adles
1 *- 521 ultra cleaner 1 air steam necessary control panels and filLter s

cleaner
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pricing of exports, and by the fact that machinery is seldom identical in

design and performance. This is particularly true of textile machinery where

a substantial part of the machinery 's sold as part of turnkey prodeot6 or

where machinery quality, reputation for effective after-sales 
service, and

terms of supplier!s credit are important considerations 
in evaluating prices.

2.54 The Mission's analysis of competitiveness of the Indian TMI is

carried out in two steps. The first step involves a comparison of machines

produced by the leadinrg Indian textile machinery firm; 
LMW. and the same

machines produced by its Swiss collaborator Rieter with a view to identifying

the sources and extent of Indian comparative advantage. 
The second step

involves a comparison between LMW and other Indian manufacturers 
to determine

the effect of modern manufacturina methods, training, and sales and after-sales

service on the cost structure and profitability.

2.55 There is a large difference between domestic prices ol Indian

machinery and the prices of equivalent Swiss machinery (Table 9). In 1974

prices of Indian machinery were roughly half those of Swiss machinery for ring

frames, speed frames and draw frames which are being produced 
in India in a

sufficiently large production run to take advantage of 
economies of scale.

Combers, however, which have only recently been produced 
in small quantity in

India and still have a large import content on which the manufacturer has to

pay 40-220% duties on imported components are only 20% cheaper than Swiss

machinery.

2.56 A more realistic view of price and cost competitiveness 
can be

obtained by comparing the f.o.b. prices of Indian exports and 
those of the

Swiss manufacturer which exports over 75% of its output. Export prices for

Indian machinery are about 20% higher than domestic prices 
on account of

higher import content to replace off quality Indian components, 
more rigorous

quality control, packaging, internal transportation and more expensive

marketing effort. Even on this basis Indian prices are still 40% cheaper

than Swiss prices for ring frames, speed frames and draw 
frames, and 5%

cheaper for combers.

TABLE 10

Comparison Between Indian and Foreign Cost Structure

(1974/75)

Difference

Foreign Indian-1 Absolute Relative

Sales Price 100.0 60.0 40.0 40

Raw Material 40.0 28.0 12.0 30

Labor 11.0 2.2 8.8 80

Overhead & Salaries 18.0 7.3 10.7 55

Sales and Royalties 7.0 6.0 1.0 12

Depreciation 7.0 3.0 4.0 55

Interest 4.0 1.5 2.5 63

Profit before tax 15.0 12.0 3.0 20

1/ -ost effic
4 ent indi-n manufacturer
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2.57 Comparison of the top Indian and foreign manufacturers' cost struc-
ture (Table 10) suggests that the Indian manufacturers have a substantial ad-
vantage in all factors of production. Raw materials which normally make up
40-55% of the cost of machinery account for 30% of this difference which
stems from the fact that in 1974/75 Indian steel was 30-40% cheaper than
European steel and 10% cheaper than Japanese. This advantage has been cut
by half in recent months as steel prices in developed countries have declined
due to the recession. The largest Indian advantage, however. lies in labor
input (both direct and indirect) and overheads, which together account for half
the price differential between Indian machinery and its European counterpart.
This is in spite of the fact that Indian plants are, by design, less capital
intensive and require 50-70% more labor than Swiss plants producing equivalent
machinery. But lower wages (one-tenth to one-fifteenth of European wages)
and high productivity resulting from intensive training, more than make up
for the larger labor input. The lower capital intensity in Indian plants is
also reflected in lower depreciation and interest charges and enables Indian
manufacturers to combine both capital and labor advantage.

2.58 Given the substantial price and cost competitiveness enjoyed by
Indian manufacturers one would have expected them to use their excess capacity
to capture a larger share of the growing African, Asian and Mriddle Eastern
markets. The leading Indian manufacturer which has been expanding at a rate
of 15-20% per year has a large domestic order backlog and usually comes
under severe pressure from the Indian textile industry if it does not give
the domestic market first priority. The other manufacturers oTI the other
hand cannot produce quality machinery because of obsolete equipment and pro-
auction methods, ill-trained labor and ineffective after sales service.

TABLE 11

ComUparison oUf Cost S'tructure of Three Classes o0 Manufacturers
(1974)

Efficient Intermediate Inefficient

Prices 100.0 100.0 100.0

Raw materials and Components 46.1 56.1 51.7
Labor 3.7 12.0 27.2
Manufacturing expenses and

overheads 12.4 13.3 12.1
Sales Expenses 9.8 6.0 1.6
Depreciation 5.1 2.6 0.8
Interest 2.5 4.0 5.3
Profit before Taxes 20.4 6.0 1.3

100.0 100.0 100.0

2.59 This is clearly reflected in the above comparison of three types
of Indian manufacturers namely: (i) an efficient firm producing up to date
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machinery using modern manufacturing methods; (ii) an intermediate fiLr

producing relatively modern equipment using 1940s and 1950s production methods;

and (iii) manufacturers using 1940 production methods to produce 19SO c.achi-

nery. A number of observations are fairly striking. First, that the high

capital charges that the modern manufacturer has to pay are far outweighed

by its lower labor costs and lower rejection rates as reflected in lower raw

material costs. Second, despite lower prices, higher royalties and sales

expenses, the efficient firm still manages to make a profit before tax of 20%

over sales compared to 1.5% for the inefficient producer and 6- for the inter-

mediate one. The conclusion is fairly obvious. Modernization programs cover-

ing 'mproved designs, plant machine.,, and training programs are urgently needed

and will pay off handsomely. But these programs will be fairly expensive and

might be beyond the f4nanc4al resources of some of the inefffEient firms whose

financial structure is already strained and where management methods are not

suited for produActin and sales of nrecision machinery. Fortunately these firms

produce machinery other than textile machinery and should concentrate on such

other machinery. Their exit frnm the textile machinerv market could in fact

improve the prospects of intermediate firms by enlarging their markets and

making their modernization nrograms that much more easy to accomplish. It

would, therefore, be counterproductive, in the long run, for the Government
to bale them out or take them over as it is currently doing.

III. EXPORTS

A. Export Record

3 VI .ILe LCA-J has one of the best export records am..ong the Indian engin-

eering industries. Exports have increased from Rs. 1.1 crores in 1968/69 to

,D. 15.5 crores in 10974/75 and now racount for 17% of the total …MI output

compared to 3-4% for the other engineering industries (Table 1). Most of

the increase took place in 1974/75 where exnorts increased by Ra. 10 crores.

The world demand for textile machinery in 1973/74 had fast surpassed capaci-

ties of internationnl firms and delivery dates of un to three years at prices

that were increasing by 30-50% per year were common.

3.02 The Indian TMI took advantage of its short delivery dates (six

months to one year) and low nrices (20-30% below international prices) to

penetrate this difficult market where manufacturers' reputations fetch a

high nremiimn. Indian manufacturers consider this price differential as

the initial price to pay to penetrate a market dominated by large inter-

national firms with a reputation for high quality products delivered on time

and supported by efficient erection, commissioning, and after-sales service.

3.03 One of the most encouraging aspects of the TMI's export record has

been its expanding base. Over 25 firms exported in 1974 compared to only

10 in 1968, and whereas only one firm had exported 10% of its output in 1970,

6 of the leading firms surpassed that level in 1974 and one firm, MC, has
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exported over one-third of its output (Table 12). The latter performance
is narticularly rema-rkable since MMC has onlly recently been acquired by oner -… - - j.~ . ..~a.... ~ L.{4L ~U LJ 1
of the leading engineering groups in India after a very weak performance and
is in the nroepss of modernizing its facilities and mna'ement systems. Th-e
industry has also considerably expanded its markets. In the early years
exports went nrim-Aril- to countries with which indA4 had bilateral trade
agreements, such as Egypt, Poland, Czechoslavakia and USSR. In 1973/74 most
of the machinery was sold either in Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong in competi-
tion with international firms, or to provide equity participation to Indian
entrepreneurs in new textile mills in iMalavsia, Singapore and Indonesia.
Some of the better firms have even exported machinery and parts to the F.R. of
Germany, Switzerland and Japan.

TABLE 12

Exports of Leading Textile Machinery Manufacturers (1972-75)
(Sales in Rs. million)

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75
Total Export Total Export Total Export

Company Sales Sales % Sales Sales % Sales Sales v

1. LMW 59.4 2.4 4.0 62.2 2.8 4.2 123.3 23.2 18.8
2. NMM 84.6 2.2 2.6 92.9 5.1 5.5 129.9 29.2 22.4
3. MKC 33.2 3.1 9.3 44.6 .3 0.7 77.9 26.8 34.4
4. Texmaco 46.7 2.2 4.7 53.5 na na 60.4 10.3 17.0
5. Textool 13.7 0.3 2.1 19.1 na na 32.3 2.9 9.0
6. CIMMCO 19.9 0.3 1.5 21.0 .1 0.4 21.2 0.4 1.8
7. Manekial 43.0 4.5 10.4 41.5 .2 0.4 49.4 0.3 0.6
8. Swastik 10.0 0.1 1.0 12.7 .2 1.5 18.7 3.0 16.0
9. Famatex 17.5 3.3 18.8 16.9 2.0 11.8 12.6 0.2 1.6
10. Calico 12.9 0.1 0.7 12.6 1.0 8.0 13.6 0.1 0.7

Source: IDA questionnaire.

B. port Prces, incerti-ves andu Profitability

3.04 Unlike the ind-ustrles the Bank hbas previously surveyed (commercial
vehicles, tractors, foundries and forgings) the f.o.be export price of Indian
textile machinery of relatively modern design is 15-25% (and somtetimes 50%)
higher than domestic prices (Table 9). On the other hand, export prices of
older models are roughly 10% l thar domestIc cost. The relatively higher
export price should not, however, be construed as windfall profit for Indian
manufacturers. First, the need to maintain quality forces manufacturers
to substitute more expensive imported components for low quality local compo-
nents. Second, packaging and inland transnortation adds 5% to manufacturing
costs and the export marketing effort adds another 5%. Of more significance,
however, are the terms of payment. Unlike domestic sales nrices which are
based on a cost escalation formula agreed upon by the M41 and the textile
industry and which takes into account price increases in raw materials, power
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and wages, export sales are based on fixed prices. This was obviously a major

attraction to foreign buyers in 1973, since few international firms quoted

fixed prices because of long delivery dates and rampant inflation. 
This meant,

however, that Indian manufacturers had to absorb the cost increases which in

1973/74 were of the order of 10-20% over the six to nine months in which

machinery had to be delivered. In total, manufacturing cost of exports are

generally 20-30% higher than for the domestic market compared to only 10-20%

price surcharge on exports.

TABLE 13

Comparison of Profitability of Domestic and Export Sales

(%)

Domestic Sales Export Sales

Sales Price 100 120

Cash Assistance (10% of f.o.b. price) - 12

Duty Drawback _ 6

Total Realization 100 138

Production Cost for domestic version 85 85

Additional cost of imported
components - 10

A^4-t, onal m=-ketirn cost- 5

Packaging and Inner Transport 5

Price Escalation - 15
85 120

Profit 15 18

3.05 The difference between these two figures is supposed to be covered

by the export incenti-ve system which consists of: (i) duty drawback of

import duty and excise duty paid on raw materials and components used to

produce the machinery, (ii) cash assistance equal to 10% of the f.o.b. export

price of machinery to compensate manufacturers for taxes paid on local inputs,

and (iii) import replenishment entit-le.ents in free foreign exchange amounting

to 20% of the f.o.b. value of exports to cover the import content of the

machinery. Thle relative flexibility associated with the use of import reple-

nishment licenses makes them highly attractive and they therefore command

a premium of 10=20'% of the nominal value when sold. Translated into monetary

terms the total incentive package is equivalent to 20-25% of the f.o.b. value

of exports as sh.on in the table below, thus making exports marginally more

attractive than domestic sales for the efficient firms (Table 13).
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C. Export Credit

3.06 The Government also provides medium to long term export credit
through the IDBI and commercial banks (which rediscount their export loalis with
IDBI with a 1.5% spread) at a preferential interest rate of 7.5-8%. Loan
maturity ranges from 3-10 years depending on the size of the 'loanis and com-
petition from alternative sources of supply, the average being about 7-8 years

(Ar,r.e AA-). A-ane ,.pa-.uent is expectedI to cover the 'oreign exchange-/l4Jw~&AFJ&Yzu LI. 4.A. ~ L. "V iL L £1. L.L1 ~ A.L~,

content of exports and is usually of the order of 15% of the f.o.b. value of
exports. Supplier's credit i's guarateed by the Export Credit Guarantee Corpo-
ration (ECGC) which insures exporters against political and commercial risks.
But the exnorters cary; the foreig exchange risks; which worked to their advan-
tage in the-last few years, and should not pose an adverse risk in the fore-
seeable future. The total value of all export credit sanctioned up to Jine 1975
was about Rs. 150 crores, of which the textile machinery was the largest single
recipient (Rs. 30 crores) and acrnountpd fnr 20?n' of total expnort finance-,
(Annex 13). This financed roughly 60% of total textile machinery export; the
balance consisting of down nayments or export order financed largelv under
bilateral trade agreements. In total, the export package, though less com-
petitive than credit terms offered by OECD countries in eeneral; and Janan
in particular, seems reasonable in view of India's price competitiveness.

D. Export Consortium

3.07 An important consideration in selling textile machinery, parti.cu-
larly in developing countries is the ability to supply complete plants on a
turnkey basis, since textile mills in developing countries generally prefer
to have one principal source of supply. With the planned production of card-
ing engines in 1976, LMW will be the only Indian textile machinery firm capa-
ble of supplying complete spinning mills. Other manufacturers participate in
an export consortium under the aegis of the Project Engineering Corporation,
a division of the public sector import and export company, the State Trading
Corporation (STC). This consortium negotiates export prices, arranges for
export finance and divides the export orders among Indian manufacturers. STC
has secured a number of large export orders, notably in Egypt and Korea.
But a number of functions remain unfulfilled. Most notably, there has been
a lack of follow up on sales to ensure that quality and delivery dates are
adhered to and that erection, commission, and after-sales service are adequate-
ly carried out. Tnese weaknesses have led to a number of costly errors that
have tarnished the reputations of Indian manufacturers.. Indeed there are
several instances where customers would on no account purchase Indian machinery
however cheap, prices are offered. And presumably it is for this reason that
the leading indian manufacturer wno is justiriably jeaious of its reputation
has refused to participate in the export consortia for Korea and Bangladesh
after a sad experience in Egypt.

3.08 Prtme respo.-sibility 'or correct'ng these deficiencies an' restoring
Ert.Lu~ .~JJLJU.L1 LU. UL1 LJ1 ILI~ U J. L. L -LLJ 4 U A. L .

the reputation of the Indian industry rests with the individual firms concerned.
T.heir task L--.as b .jeen simplified by the recently liberalized and streamlined
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procedures for export of spare parts and service personnel so that personnel
and spare parts could be flown to foreign customers on a day's notice. Pre-

viously, delays of 3-4 weeks were common.

E. Prospects and Problems

3.09 The export prospects 'or 1Y7I/I7 are good. As Api 1,

industries had orders for Rs. 24 crores of which Rs. 18 crores are expected

to be fulfilled in 1975/76. The prospects for significantly inceasing

exports during the next two years are, however, not bright due to intense com-

petitionL from international firms th.at are operating at only 60% of canacit…-

Furthermore, the decline of Japanese and European steel prices relative to

Indian prices has shaved off half the 20-30% price advantaae eninvpd by the

Indian manufacturers during 1974.

3.10 The longer term potential is nevertheless encouraging. The world

trade in textile machinery has been growing rapidly and will continue to do

so, though at a slower rate. Textile machinery exports of OECD countries

have grown from TTS$2,460 rillion in 1971 to USS3.400 million in 1972 and

US$4,200 million in 1973, of which roughly 50% was imported by developing

countries (Annex 14). Indian exports have thus hardly scratched the surface

(0.3% of total developing countries' imports) and could considerably expand,

particularly in South Asian countries where Indian exports are not restricted

by their collaborators. 1/ A doubling of exports from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30 crores

in a period of three to four years should be a meaningful target. This

corresponds to roughly 210-25% of planned production which the leading firms

have suggested as a reasonable figure to counteract the adverse affect of the

frequent fluctuation in domestic demand. In addition to geographical location

and lower prices, India has the added advantage of being able to supply a

large number of qualified personnel to help erect, commission and run textile

mills at a fraction of Japanese and West European costs. For example, Star

Trading Co. -- the export marketing arm of the Star Group of textile machinery

firms -- has executed, in its capacity as prime contractor, large turnkey

projects in Libya and Sudan that have generated a total of Rs. 43 million over

the last three years. Furthermore, there is an active Indian community in

South Asian countries and a number of Indian entrepreneurs are setting up

textile mills in these countries and using Indian machinery as their equity

participation.

3.11 The conversion of these opportunities into orders will require

important structural changes. Manufacturers have to upgrade their design

and modernize their facilities to bring about badly needed improvement in

performance. Similarly, efficient erection, commission and after-sales

service must be meticulously executed; only then can damaged reputations

be repaired and initial markets consolidated and expanded. This will also

require careful market research and planning. So far only U11,; has any clear

marketing strategy. To demonstrate its.capabilities it is planning to build

1/ European firms usually do not allow their Indian licensees to export to
E.u rope, t rcz, the Middl4e Eas t ar ndatin meca w ith.ou.t their r -i-

approval unless exports are made under bilateral trade agreements.
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one complete textile mill in each of the potential importing countries and
provide first class after-sales service. This is similar to the policy it
has successfully pursued in increasing its market share in the domestic
market. On the other hand, other Indian firms being in a less competitive
situation take up whatever order is negotiated by STC without developing
prerequisite marketing and sales staff.

3.12 The Government has also taken a number of steps to further encourage
exports. Until recently manufacturers were apprehensive of frequent changes
in the export incentive systems, particularly the cash assistance schemes
which the Government changed from year to year. Based on the recommendations
of the Sondhi Commission that examined the export incentive system for engi-
neering industries, 1/ the cash assistance level prevailing at the time of
receipt of export orders will henceforth apply until the export order is
carried out. The Government is also considering increasing the cash assist-
ance by 25% to compensate the manufacturers for the disadvantages incurred in
the total a-verage cost of production. Currently, the cash assistance level is
calculated on the basis of marginal production costs. The Government has
also increased the funds allocated to pre and post-shipment credit provided to
manufacturers and has streamlined the long term suppliers' credit provided by
Indian manufacturers to their Lore'gni customers.

3.13 But the major Government contribut'on lies in assisting exporters
in improving their competitiveness by upgrading their machine design and
improving their quality. As regards the latter, exporters definitely have
a strong case for obtaining import licenses for precision machine tools that
are needed to intain the precision required for machinery and spare parts
production. It seems that in spite of official pronouncements firms still
have some difficulty obtaining import licenses for machinery, and the
better firms that have been straining at full capacity for the last eight
years have started machinery reconditinning programs. But these programs
can only be in the nature of a holding operation. The savings in rejection
rates in raw materials (w.hich account for about half of the price of the
machinery) would more than make up for the foreign exchange expenditure, not
to mention the loss of export orders on account of damaged renutation.

3.14 As regards machinery design, most of these designs were acquired
from foreign collaborators 10-20 years ago and only a few of them are compe-
Litive with Japanese and European machinery. The Indian firms are still too
small and do not have the capabilities to upgrade their textile machinery and
it is unlikely that they can develop their capabilities within the next 5-10
years. As mentioned earlier, even the leading West European firms have formed
cooperative programs to compete with the design consortium formed by the East-
ern European countries. Accordingly, new designs will have to be imported
from foreign firms. On the basis of the Mission's contacts these collaborators
are, however, reluctant to transfer the latest technology to India without ex-
port restrictions since they think that efficient Indian manufacturers could
be strong competitors. They also consider India's foreign collaboration re-
gulations restrictive in terms of equity participation and capital and profit
repatriation for them to establish manufacturing facilities in India.

1/ The recommendations of the Sondhi Comin4tte^e are given in Annex 15.
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3.15 Nevertheless, it might be financialiv attractive for a number of

technologically advanced firms to transfer some of their manufacturing

capabilities for some of the -rchinerv for which prospects in the developed

countries are no longer very promising but for which there is a substantial

market in labor surnpus economies. An excellent example is that of the high

speed shuttle loom which a sister company of LMW and Ruti AG, the leading

Swriss loom -nufacturer , plan to manufacture in India as a ioint venture for

both the domestic and export markets. The possibilities of producing more

up-to-date machinerv such as shuttleless looms and open end spinning for both

domestic and unrestricted export markets is, however, quite limited within

the existing framework of collaboration agreements as foreign firms would

obviously want to have substantial equity participation and control over

manufacturing operations to ensure the quality of their product, as well as

less restrictive repatriation of both capital and profit to compensate them

for the loss of their export markets in their prime manufacturing activity.

IV. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

A. Fifth Five Year Plan Targets and Requirements

1. The Textile Industry

4.01 The target for annual cloth production for the Fourth Five-Year Plan

(1968-73) was 11,050 million square meters of which 1,000 million square
meters were to be exported. By comparison, annual. production at the end of

the fourth Plan was 9,270 million square meters of wnich 464 million square

meters were exported, resulting in a shortfall against Plan targets of 17% and

54% for production and export respectively. in terms of expected growth, the

shortfall is even more dramatic. Production increased by only 0.5% per year

during the Plan period compared to the Plan target of 4.7,%. As a result per

capita cloth availability declined from 16.5 to 15.6 square meters compared to

a target of 18.0 square meters (Table 14).
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TABLE 14

Production, Exports, and Per Capita Availability (1968-74)

Cloth Production Domestic Per Capita
Cotton ManMade Blends Total Exports Availability Availability

(million square meters) square meters/year

1968/69 7,896 1019 108 9,023 511 8,512 16.52
1969/70 7,706 927 127 8,760 466 8,294 15.70
1970/71 7,849 975 195 9,019 464 8,555 15.90
19l71/72 F 7 i3rCnIf 171I IL 4 8,26 1X.03

I~I IllS. I ,JJI Vi Z,JJU 0 ,/Il '44 ,SU j.

1972/73 8,022 972 272 9,266 482 8,787 15.60
190731/.7 I 17,7 94Q II A 0 174 716 a8,36 14.A 5.

I 1 _J I 9 I I, 2" guu J lt 27 Ulu I aV U,vJU'J~._J

1974/75 7,800 970 300 9,070 490 8,470 14.45

Five Year Plan Targets

Fourth Plan (1968-73)

9,350 1,500 300 11,150 1,000 10,150 18.0

Fifth Plan (1973-78)

10,400 1,600 800 12,800 1,500 11,300 17.5

Mission's Projection for Fifth FYP

8,800 1,150 350 10,900 600 10,300 16.1

Source: Report of the Task Force on Textile Industries, 1973.

4.02 The targets for the Fifth Five-Year Plan (1973-78) are also optimis-
tic. Per capita availability is targeted to increase by 2.5% per year during
1974-79 from 15.6 to 17.5 square meters per year. The decentralized sector is
expected to increase its share of the domestic market from 47% to 53%, while
most of the exports will originate in the organized sector. First priority in
the organized sector is given to the rehabilitation of the public sector mills
(NTC); followed by the cooperative spinning mills which are either formed by
cotton growers or hand loom and power loom weavers, or both; and finally the
private sector which is expected to account for two-thirds of the exports.

2. The Textile Machinery Industry

4.03 To achieve those targets, the Plan envisages a large scale program
for modernization and rehabilitation of existing mills and expansion of
existing capacity. The major elements of this program are shown below:
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TABLE 15

Modernization/Replacement and Expansion Program for the Fifth FYP

Spindles Automatic Looms Processing
(million) (Unit) (million meters)

R%eplacemet 2 .2o0 25,200U 19
Expansion 5.720 85,510 500

8.000 110,710 590

Source: Report of the Task Force on Textile Industries, I 173

Me of h program is est_mated a * 1 7 
prices of which Rs. 490 crores equivalent would be foreign exchange (Table 16).

TABLE 16

Cost of Modernization/Replacement and Expansion Programs
(at 1972 Drices}

(Rs crores)

Local Foreign Total

Replacement 325 65 390
Expansion 575 425 1,000

900 490 1,390

Source: Report of the Task Force on Textile Industries, 1973.

4.05 The report of the task force on the textile industries has also
determined the total numbers of major machinery required for the modernization
and expansion programs. But it has not phased these requirements over the
planning period. Using the average annual investment figure as a rough order
of magnitude for machinery requirements and comparing them with the installed
capacity and production forecasts of the TMI, one corfcludes that there will
be a short fall in blowrooms, carding engines, speed frames, automatic looms
and weaving preparatory machinery (Annex 16). As regards processing machinery,
the Fifth Five-Year Plan requirements are only indicated by one total value
figure and thus it is difficult to compare the demand/supply situation for
specific pieces of equipment. From our discussions with industry representatives
it appears, however, that with the exception of a few types of machinery not
manufactured in India, such as jet dyeing and rotary screen printing, manu-
facturers could meet the requirements for the balance of the machinery.
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B. Domestic Demand Forecasts

1. Textiles

4.06 It should be noted that beyond specifying targets and broad priorities,
the planning documents provide little guidance on the structural changes required
in the textile industry to achieve the objectives of the Plan and little has
been done to evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative programs to bring
about thlose structul change Fursthermore, the Plan targets are need-based
and do not indicate whether demand for the cloth produced will materialize
or whether the textile industry can generate the resources to undertake the
investment required. Demand targets for cloth are based on the assumption
that per capita i.co.e i real te.s will grow-at a rate of 2.*J/o per year
during the Plan period and that the income elasticity of demand is unity.
This, however, is contrary to historical trends i4d India as well as in other
countries at the same income level where income elasticity of demand for
textiles has been of the order of 0.2 to 0.4 1/. If anything, per capita
availability over the first two years of the Plan (1973-75) has declined
from 15.60 to 14s45 meters, nrimarily because the relative increase in
food prices has left the poor with less money to spend on clothing. If one
assumes an average annual GDP growth rate of 4.5%; a nonulation growth rate
of 2.3% per year, an income elasticity of demand of 0.25 for cotton cloth,
and an incomne elasticity of demand of 1 for synthetic fibers and blends
which because of the very high excise tax are mainly consumed by the richer
segment of the population. then the per capita cloth consumption would grow
at a rate of 2% per year and would be only about 16.1 meters per year (13.6
meters for cotton cloth, 0.55 for blends and 1.8 for synthetics) at the end
of the Fifth FYP. This target is only slightly higher than the industry's
projections of 15.8 meters by 1979 and implies an average sales growth rate
of 4.7% per year compared to the Fifth Five-Year Plan target of 12.5% per year.

4.07 To determine the requirements of the textile industry to meet this
growth the Mission has briefly reviewed both the structure and performance
of the textile industry and the structural changes required to achieve those
targets. These are detailed in Annex 1. Given the size and complexity of
the Indian textile industry it is obviously difficult to reach any firm con-
clusions about those changes at this time. Nevertheless, a number of tenta-
tive conclusions appear justified. On the raw material side, the quality of
cotton is by far the worst of the handicaps under whieh the Indian textile indus-
try labors, and a quantum increase in productivity (about 30%) could be achieved
by improvement there. Most Indian cotton is excessively dirty, variable in
staple length and contains a great deal of immature fibers. This situation
is further aggravated by the practice of Indian mills of grossly overspinning
cotton to save on raw materials. But against the saving in raw materials, if
any, one has to weigh the disadvantage of reduced capital and labor productivity
and increased power consumption. A quantitative revaluation of this practice
seems, therefore, warranted. The increased use of viscose and synthetic fibers,

1/ Income elasticity of demand increase to about 0.8-1.0 for countries with
a per capita income of $600-$800 per year, and then falls to 0.6 in richer
countries such as the USA.
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particularly to clothe the masses, would also warrant serious consideration in

view of the increased durabilitv anA lower cost of the cloth produced. On the

production side, there is much scope for improving the use of existing capa-

city. In terms of number of spindles and looms the industry is larger than

is necessary even to meet the most optimistic target of the Fifth Five-Year

Plan. Much of the equipment is appropriate to labor surplus economies, except

that in most parts it is in very bad condition. Much of it could, however,

be updated to give about 80-90% of the performance of new machinery at 40% of

the cost of new machinery as had been demonstrated by a number of mills. But

this undatina will have to be coupled with improved working conditions and

technical supervision to bring about a badly needed improvement in the appall-

ingly low labor production. As regards exports, there are limited opportunities

for Indian specialty fabrics (e.g. hand woven saris) but substantial opportunity

exists for the export of international fabrics to developed countries. The

demand in international markets is increasingly for fabrics having a number

of attributes not generally possessed by Indian-made textiles. If exports

are to be increased, it will be necessary to develop a segment of the industry

specially to meet the quality requirements of the export market.

2. Textile Machinery

4.08 The longer term implications of these changes for the 'TI are

difficult to assess since they will require policy changes that have a sub-

stantial bearing on employment, income distribution and exports. In the

next three to five years, however, the demand for textile machi'nery will be

largely determined by three major factors,.namely the demand for domestic

cloth which has already been discussed in para. 4.06, the capacity of the

textile industry to generate resources to buy equipment, and government

export incentive policies to induce the development of an export oriented

textile industry.

4.09 A complete set of consistent statistics on the textile industry's

financial structure and performance as well as its sources and uses of funds

is not available in India. But a reasonable picture was pieced together from

the Annual Survey of Wompanies' Finances conducted by the Reserve Bank of

India (RBI) and from commitment and disbursement figures from the main

financial institutions (IDBI, IFCI, and ICICI). On. the banis of the RBI data

which covers 260 textile mills, accounting for two-thirds of the industry's

output, the gross f'xed assets formation has consistently declined over the

years from an average of 4.9% of sales in 1963-67 to.2.3% of sales for

1968-73 compared to 8-12% internationally. About 80% of this investment was

in machinery of which 15% was for imported machinery financed by ICICI 
and

IFCI. About 60% of the domestic machinery was financed by the IDBI redis-

counting scheme and the rest was financed by long term debt and equity at 
a

marginal Idebt/equity ratio of 66t34.

4.10 The amount of capital likely to be generated by the textile indus-

try in the next few years is difficult to assess. The investment in the

textile industry in any one year has been strongly related to profitability,

which in turn has been fluctuating widely, largely in step with the monsoon.

A bad monsoon invariablv leads to higher food prices which leaves about 60%
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of the population, accounting for over two-thirds of the textile industry
sales, with less money to buy cloth. Investment is also related to the pro-
fitability of other industries, whose financial performance over the last
five years has been superior to the textile industry and have hence attracted
resources away from it. Even the use of the average investment performance
over the last five years for purposes of forecasting investment in the next
few years could be misleading because of the substantial change in ownership
of the textile industry following GOI takeover of the 103 "sick" mills which
account for 20-25% of the textile industry's output. Unlike the previous
owners who diverted their profit to other activities, the public sector hold-
ing company in charge of these mills, NTlC, has formulated a five to seven year
rehabilitation program at a cost of Rs. 120 crores at 1973/74 prices. Already
Rs. 13 crores have been used for the rehabilitation of about 25-30 miiis. If
one excludes the sick mills from the RBI sample, then the average investment
undertaken b- the industry in u-achinery over the lasL Live years wouid be of
the order of 3.5 - 4% of sales or one-third of their estimated return of
4.. restmAent

A.11 TIf we furtber ass ta- the textile industry- w gro at 47% per
- 5.k~~& 16L=L 6 L1I4L L11 4- L.- &ALUU-aLL.Y W.L.LL r UW aL '*I. j~

year over the next five years as forecast in para. 4.06 then it would be in a
position to ir.vest 3.5 t%o -4% of i.ts sales f o r . La UchinL.L L Vry provideLAI Lha su'
ficient institutional financing is available to maintain a marginal debt/
equity -ratio of 66!34. On this basis the --ount of invest...entinminr
over the next five years would be about Rs. 370 crores at 1973/74 pri-!es
inrliiAng PRs 100 crores for the rehabilatat1on of the NTC mills (Table 17).
Although this investment figure represents only 28% of the demand projections
of the Fifth Five Year Plan it Still rpnresents a heffry inrr1ase of 10% per

year over the boom year of 1973/74.

TABLE 17

Domestic Demand Projections for Textile Machinery at 1974 Prices
(Rs. crores)

Total
1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 (1975-80)

Textile Mills (other
than NTC) 45 49 53 * 58 64 270

NTC mills 15 17 20 23 35 100

60 66 73 81 89 370

4.12 But this growth will not be evenly distributed among the various
segments of the industry (Table 18). The largest growth is expected to be in
spinning machinery (12% per year) to satisfy the modernization requirements
of the NTC mills, the expected modest expansion of the better private mills,
and the cooperative spinning mills. The lowest growth is expected to be in
weaving machinery (7%) reflecting GOI continued preferential treatment of
power and hand loom sectors over the organized sector.



TABLE 18

Domestic Demand for Machinery at 1974 prices

1975/76 (est.) 1979/80 Average Annual
(R. rres) (Ps. crores) GrwhPt 7

(1975-79)

Spinning Machinery 40 62 112
Weaving Ma chinery 1n 1 3 7
Processing Machinery 10 14 9

60 89 10

4.13 The IDBI rediscount scheme will remain a major source of finance

for textile machinery sales. In 1974/75 the value of rediscounted bills sanc-

tioned under the scheme reached Rs. 115 crores; a 50% increase over the 1973/

74 figure of Rs. 76.3 crores. Preliminary figures indicate that the value of

sanctioned bills will grow by another 25% in 1975/76 and roughly 10% for the

next three to four years (Table 18). If one makes the reasonable assumption

that the share of textile machinery in the IDBI scheme will be maintained at
the 1970-73 average of 40%, then the IDBI rediscount scheme will finance bet-

ween 50-60% of the machinery sold domestically. The balance could very well

be financed either from equity (retained profit or increase share capital) or
from long term debt without adversely affecting the industry's financial

structure. It might be desirable, however, to restore, at least selectively

for the exporting mills, the effectiveness of the IDBI rediscounting scheme

by raising the present limit of Rs. 5 million (including principal and interest)

on the amount of bills discounted by any textile firm in any one year. This

limit was set in 1965 and its usefulness has been eroded by the two to three

fold increase in the price of machinery and the increase in interest rates.
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TABLE 19

Mission's Projection of the Textile Machinery Financed
by the IDBI Rediscounting Scheme

Total Bills Total Value of Bills Util- Domestic Sales % of Machinery
Sanctioned Rediscounted ized by TMI2/ of Textile Sales Financed
by IDBI Bills Utilizedl/ _ Machinery by the Scheme
(Rs. crores) (Rs. crores) (Rs. crores) (Rs. crores)

1974 Current
prices prices /3

1974/75 115.0 92.0 36.5 60 60 60
1975/76 (est.) 130.5 111.3 44.0 60 66 66
1976/77 (proj) 144.0 122.4 49.0 66 78 631977/78 (proj) 157.0 133.5 57.0 73 93 61
1978/79 (proj) 174.0 148.0 62.0 81 110 57
1979/80 (proj) 192.0 163.2 67.0 89 130 52

1/ Historically equal 0.85% of bills sanctioned in the year (Annex 8).

2/ Have ranged between 40-50% of total bills utilized in the year between
(1971-74) and 50-63% between 1966-71 (Annex 8).

3/ Currer.t prices are based on the assumption that marketing prices would
increase by 8-10% per year.

C. Development Options

4.14 Although the 10% growth rate in domestic machinery sales projected
by the Mission is 50% higher than the average rate for the last five years
and equal to that of the l<-t three very good years, it is still only 50-60%
of what is required to induce the structural changes necessary for international
competitiveness. These changes, which would cost about Rs. 20-25 crores overthe next four years, can only be supported by an increase in sales of Rs. 35-40
crores at 1974 prices. Since the prospect of increasing domestic sales is lim-ited by domestic demand for textiles, the extent and pace of these changes will
hinge on expanding exports, Three major export options are discernible;
namely (i) continued reliance on the domestic market with marginal expansion
(Table 20, Case I); (ii) modernization of the TMT to double exports in four
years (Table 20, Case II); and (iii) modernization of the TNI coupled with
the development of an export oriented text41e 4ndustry (Table 20, Case III).
The following sectior;s discuss these options, their implication for the
structure of both the textile and textile machinery lndustries and the policy
changes required to support them.



TABLE 20

Pr_____tions of Production, coorts and Growth of the Textile l4achineY7 Jndustry (197;-19 2)

Production (in ]-975 Rs. crores) Average Annual Growth
_ = _ _ =~~~~~~~~~T 17-5/ _W_U Rat e (1L975-79)%__

Domestic Eco(rt Total cT estic .Exoort Total Domestic D coort Total

CAS T: Exsting Stru.cture

Spinrning Machinery 40 12 52 62 16 78 12 8 11
WJeaving Machinery 1C. ;2 12' 13 6 7 11 9
Processing Machinery 1C) 2 12 i.X l . 9 11 10

6C) 1 6 76 89 22 ELl 11 9 10

CASE II: lModernization of TMI

Spirnnirng achiner 4C) 1 2 52 62 2c5 87 12 20 11
Neavring MachineZ'r 10 )2 12 13 : 16 7 10 8
?roc'ssing Ma3hinery 10) 2 12 _ :17- 9 10 8

6C 16 76 89 31. 120 11 19 1.2 

Dornestic _ ]3nort Total
Di- Indi- To-
rect rect tal

CASE III: Modernization of the TM] plus Develop-
r.ent of an Export Oriented Textile Industur

Spirining Machine;ry hC) 1:2 52 62 25 1LO 35 97 13 30 1.7

Weavirg lXachinexr 10 2 12 13 3 6 9 22 5 45 16
Prodessing Ilachinery 1( 2 12 21 h 7 21 9 '7 26

60 1i' 76, 89 31 20 51 140 11 34 1.7
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1. Option I - Inward Looking Strategy

4.15 As mentioned earlier, the prospects for substantially expanding ex-
ports within the existing inward looking TMI industry structure are not en-
couraging, particularly since the factors that the TMI capitalized on to ex-
pand exports in 1973-74, namely lower prices and short delivery dates, have
been considerably eroded with the decline in world trade in textile machinery
and the relative decline in international prices of steel compared to Indian
steel prices. Even the few good firms whose reputations have not been tarnished
by non adherence to quality and delivery dates might not be able to substantially
expand their exports since their domestic orderbook position extends from three
to five years and they would, as they have in the past, come under severe
pressure from the textile mills if they expand their more profitable exports
at the expense of the domestic market. Furthermore, it might be difficult for
efficient firms to sustain the growth rate of 15-20% experienced over the last
four to five years partly on account of the difficulty of training sufficient
labor and supervisors in a short period of time and partly because of the large
sums of capital needed for such expansion. This is particularly so since
inaustry generally shies away from borrowing from financial institutions on
account of the convertibility clause that entitles nationalized financial
institutions to convert up to 25X of their loans into equity. 1/ Efficient
firms are also concerned that they might become vulnerable to the strong fluc-
tuations Ln dUorestc Uemana if they substantially increase their domestic
market share, particularly because in times of difficulty textile mills usually
place their order for machinery w'ith thei'r associated textile macninery manu-
facturers irrespective of quality and price. On the other hand GOI's intentions
of promoting exports have on.ly been recentrly backed by positive, if still in-
sufficient, actions. 2/

4.16 Thus unless a major modernization program is undertaken to raise the
standard of a large se.,.en.t of the industry exports are not likely to 'ncrease
to more than an average rate of 9% per year from Rs. 16 crores in 1975 to
Rc= 22 crores in 1979; and an increasing part of the additional exports is
also likely to be in the form of equity participation of Indian entrepreneurs
in ioint venture in South Asia, rather than orders obtained in competition
with international firms. The combined effect of the growth in domestic and
export markets would then be translated into an overall annual growth rate
of about 10%.

1/ Even though this clause has not yet been exercised, it seems to inhibit
efficient firms from borrowing and limits their expansion to their
ability to generate internal resources. Tne cascading effect, in terms
of inhibiting the induced growth of suppliers further increases the cost
of such a policy.
2/ L See L A 5.L

2/ See Annex 15.
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J.17 U... uthis increase _411 not be eveanol, A4de,4-d -mnn - n-- r. anr ---,4 i I /P t LIS.L~ LJ). fO -. -YL1S tk -S.V t1a m.4L 

of the TMI. Most of the exports are likely to remain in spinning machinery and
'17 ..411ont ..ue to exp3n -4ts share of product4on, and s Aoes in both domestic

and export markets at the expense of the weaker firms particularly Textool
and Tndequip 4i the rino frome and NSE in hlonronms NMM and MMr are li4,ely
to grow at roughly 8-10% and will maintain their market share. But Texmaco
is likely to grow at on!- 5' and then only as a result of Its affiliat4in
with a large number of textile mills in the Calcutta region, as well as with
entrenranaiurs whn nre Vikelv tn invest abrno-d it-s market sharp is exnpe-ted

to fall to 10% (Table 21).

TABLE 21

if
Projected Market Share - of Hajor Spinning Machinery Manufacturers

(Production in 1974 Rs. crores)

Average Annual
1974 1979 Growth Rate

Production Market Share Production Market Share (1974 - 79)
%~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 70 

LXW 12.4 24 23.4 30 15
NMM 10.5 20 15.6 20 8
MMC 7.8 15 11.7 15 8
Texmaco 6.0 12 7.8 10 4
Others 15.3 27 19.5 25 5

52.0 100 111.0 100 10

1/ Domestic and Export Sales

Source: IDA questionnaire

4.18 A differential growth rate is also expected between different types
of spinning machinery. Tne largest growth is expected in high speed drafting
conversion equipment (20% per year) that will be required for the rehabilitation
of the NTC mills. Tnis wiii require a 30-50u increase in the capacicy oI
existing manufacturers which are, by and large, quite-efficient and compare
fLavorably with Euro pean lanufacturers. Combers, wnichi are currenliy Deing

only produced by LMW, are also expected to grow at a rate of 15-20% per year
fuor the next four to five years as a substitute for Imports. ,,Te expected
start of production of high production cards by LMW and NMM in 1976 will
com^plete the range of sp-inning .us.hlr.ery produced in India. Pigh 0 rdcWo

cards currently produced in India will require additional enclosure to reduce
the amount of dust a.d short fiber released to the atmosphere. -*Thi.s is noow
usual in high production cards in Europe-and there is no technical difficulty
in the arpllrc-a-nn of imi 1ar e^r.clo t r cards of Tndia4n .mr.ufacture
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4.19 Processing machinery manufacturing is expected to be the second
fastest growing segment of the TMI (10% per year). The bulk of the productionwill still be sold domestically with little change in market shares of the
major firms.

4.20 For the weaving machinery, the largest growth is expected for modernweaving preparatory machinery, whose manufacture has been only recently
taken up in India such as the high speed pirn winding machines produced byLMW. The prosnerts for a large increase in loom manufacture are not very
encouraging since over half of the expected increase in textile production
is expected to oriainate in the power and hand loom sector and over 50% ofthe second half of the increase could well be achieved by a modest improve-
ment (10%) in utilization of existing capacity of the orgarized textile in-dustry sector. Accordingly the number of additional looms required in the
next four to five years would only be of the order of 25-30,000 plain looms
and 12-15,000 automatic looms corresponding to a rate of growth of 5 - 6%per year.

4.21 The implications of such a small growth on the loom manufacturing
structure and performance is difficult to assess, particularly for automaticloom production, because of the uncertainties associated with both demand andsupply. First, it is quite possible that the stagnant demand for automatic
looms reflects consumer dissatisfaction with the slower and lower quality auto-matic looms currently produced in India as much as Government policy ofencouraging the power and hand loom sector at the expense of the more capitalintensive organized sector using expensive automatic looms. Thus, it is
quite possible that Lakshmi Automatic Looms which plans to produce 1,800 Rutfilooms by 1980-81 (of which 900 would be exported) could repeat the performanceof its sister company, LMW, when the latter captured a large part of thespinning machinery market even in a time of recession. There is also someuncertainty on the supply side as the two major loom manufacturers (NMM and
CIMMCO) have applied for licenses to produce sophisticated shuttleless looms,primarily for the domestic market, even though this makes very little econo-mic and technical sense in India (except possibly for color woven suitingsand wide sheeting). The major advantage of shuttleless looms over conventional
high speed automatic looms is the reduction in labor cost and this feature haslittle to commend it in labor surplus economies such as India. 1/ It is alsodoubtful that firms that still have difficulty producing low speed looms ofgood quality will be in a position to manufacture high speed precision machinerysuch as the shuttieless loom without a complete reorientation of manufacturing
and management systems. Moreover, the production of precision equipment willrequire a major effort in locating and developing ancillary suppliers and mostTMI firms in India have yet to develop efficient ancillary units for their
l-ow speed m-achi'Lery.

1/ A discussion of the suitability of weaving machinery to Indian conditions
and factor endownment' is given in Annex 1, paras. 48-52, and paras.
100-107.
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4.*'22 In view of these diffirulties as well as poor yarn quality and

lower wage rate, automatic and conventional automatic looms will be adequate

for a large pa-t of the trade. If yarn quality is improved during the next

few years the case for using some conventional automatics will be greatly

strengthened but it will not provide a case for the widespread use of shuttle-

less looms, unless the textile machinery firms substantially reorient them-

selves towards export markets.

2 Option II. Modernization of the TMI

4.23 The second development option would be to modernize the TNI and

double exports over the next four years to enlarge the industry production

base and reduce the disruptive effects of the frequent fluctuations in domes-

tic demand (Table 20, Case II). The possibility of, and the requirements for,

restructuring the TMI into an export oriented industry have been discussed

in various sections of this report. They can be summarized as follows. At the

individual firm level this will require upgrading machinery design, replacing

machine tools, improving manufacturing methods, instituting training programs

and developing marketing organizations. At the industry level it will mean

development of effective ancillary suppliers and radically improving the

operations of the export consortium organized by the STC. At the government

level this will require that Government not unduly fragment the industry by

granting licenses to a large number of manufacturers to produce the same item.

It will also mean more liberal allocation of foreign exchange for raw materials,

spare parts and machinery, further streamlini4g and liberalization of the

export incentive system, as well as more selective approval oL collaboration

agreements for firms with definite modernization and export programs, parti-

cularly when the collaborator undertakes to purchase a large part of the

output. The existing terms of export finance are adequate but the amount of

export finance will also have to be inrcreased to acco.-odate the increase

in exports.

4.24 The major textile machinery manufacturers have already formulated

modernization and ex-pansion programs at a cost of Rs. 20-25 crores for the

next four to five years of which 25-30% would be in foreign exchange. The

programs would enable the fi4rms to double their e ,orts in the next four

years to Rs. 31 crores which corresponds to 25% of the total industry output.

For some firms (NITMN, NO-C) the resulting inrrease in cost would be compensa,ed

by economies of scale that would result from spreading .existing labor and

capital cost over a 1arge output. l4ost rehabilitation programs involve im-

provement in manufacturing facilities and methods and some marginal change in

product mix, and these can be supported by increased exports. This is clearly

apparent for the spinning machinery where the largest three manufacturers

already have a larae domestic market and do not need to make substantial changes

in design to expand exports.
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3. Option III - Modernization of the TMI and Developing
an export oriented textile industry

4.25 The substantial change in product mix (such as high speed automatic
loom, shuttieless loom, knitting machinery, drawtwisters, sophisticated pro-
cessing machinery) that is necessary to provide sustained long term exports
for all segments of the industry cannot be developed without a strong domestic
market base. This could only be developed if the Government actually encourages
the development of an export oriented textile industry both for direct export
of textile as well as indirect export through an export oriented garment
industry (Table 20, Case IUI). The experience of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea
suggests that this could be done in a relatively short period of time provided
positi-ve ana determined export oriented policies are pursued. Indeed, India
can have a substantial advantage since it can supply its domestic export
industr-ry with mach'nery at half the price paid by its East Asian competitors.
Labor wages are also 20% lower; but its productivity will have to be substan-
tially increased. In the operatLon of export oriented industry it will, there-
fore, be necessary to limit the size of direct labor force and concentrate on
spinning wilth very low end breakage rates and with a minimum of loom stops.

4.26 Thus an export orIented textile industry will be a more capital in-
tensive industry than the existing domestic oriented industry with a marginal
capital/labor ratio of US$S0-15,000 per Job, couLpared to US$6-9,uO0 per
additional job created in textile mills oriented towards the domestic mar-
ket. 1/ But even then, the capital intensity of expor- oriented mills would
be far less than the Indian public sector firms which accounted for over 60%
of total investment, but only 22% of the output, of the 4ndustrial sector.
Furthermore, the development of an export oriented textile industry will have
a useful spinoff in that it wi11 tend to raise the standard of the textile
machinery industry, and more importantly assist in the development of a labor
intensive garment industry. This is clearly borne out by a comparlson of
India's and Korea's export and employment performance in the textile and gar-
ment industries (Table 22) which shows that while India's domestic oriented
textile industry base expanded its export in current terms from US$116 mil-
lion in 1964 to US$391 million in 1974 with a nealigible increase in employ-
ment, Korea's industry which has started from an export base half as large
(US$58 million in 1964) and had a capital labor ratio 2-3 times that of india's
has expanded its export to US$1.67 billion in 1974 and has more than tripled
its employment from 110,000 in 1964 to 340.000 in 1974. And the latter
employment figures could further be magnified if one takes into account both
employment generated elsewhere in the economy as a result of relaxing the
foreign exchange constraint, and to a much lesser extent the employment induced
by the multiplier effect of increased domestic income.

1/ The raw materials and technological requirements for an export oriented
textile and garment industry are d4scussed in Annex 1, paras. 124-164.
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TABLE 22

EMPLOYMENT AND EXPORT PERFORMANCE OF

INDIA'S AND KOREA'S TEXTILE INDUSTRIES

India Korea

Employment Exports Employment Exports

(Thousand) (US$ million) (Thousand) (US$ million)

1964 970 116 110 58

1970 927 173 220 331

1971 941 163 244 519

1972 972 215 279 707

1973 n.a. 235 317 1,243

1974 n.a. 391 340 1,670

Source: Handbook of Statistics on The Indian Cotton Textile Industry,

(Bombay); and Economic Planning Board (Seoul)

4.27 The developmeut of this export oriented textile industry could easily

raise the direct and indirect export of textile machinery to about Rs. 50 
crores

by 1979 or 55% of total output; and this figure could well be doubled or tripled

in the following three to four years. This will require further expansion

of selected textile machlnery units at an additional cost of roughly 
Rs. 10-15

crores in the next five to six years. But this will be beyond the financial

capabilities of existi.ng units particularly since the recent rapid price in-

crease in equipment, depreciation allowances no longer cover the replacement

value of machInery.

4.28 But a substantia1 and rapid reorientation of the textile and textile

machinery industries, and for that matter most other industries, towards 
ex-

ports will require murh more than marginal changes in existing export policies

which merely attempt to compensate exporters for disadvantages arising from

the Government's fiscal and foreign exchange policies and as such do not

provide the stimulus to restructure and revitalize an industrial sector which

has been drained of vitality and resources for the last decade and has fallen

way out of step with international trends. What is needed instead, are

policies that unmistakably signal industry the Government's unwavering long-

term commitment to make production for exports more profitable than domestic

production. These policies should aim at energetically solving the basic

weaknesses of the industrial sector - lack of capital; finance; quality raw

materials, and precision machinery; teclinical know-how to design, produce and

market quality products; and basic utilities and infrastructure. Indeed,

given India's acute foreign exchange situation and declining export markets
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for its traditional exports, one could, in cases when India has a comparative
advantagee go as far as making accessibility of the industry to the protected
domestic market contingent on export performance. This is the essence of the
successful export policy followed by large exporting countries. Indeed it is
unlikely that without such a determined program the Indian textile industry can
maintain its exports at the 1975 level of 500 - 600 million meters. much less
expand it.

4.29 An analysis of exporting firms in the textile machinery, as well
as of other engineering industries, indicates that exports are concentrated
in a relatively small number of firms. 1/ These firms have a large domestic
order book position and despite relatively rapid expansion are barely keeping
up with the growing domestic demand, thus leaving little surplus capacity
for exports. A more rapid export drive will require a much faster capacity
expansion as well as upgrading technological and marketing capabilities which
will undoubtedly strain the firms' financial positions. As such there seems
to be a need to complement the existing export incentive system by more positive
export incentives that aim at fast injection of capital and technology in firms
that undertake to export a substantial part of their additional capacity. One
such policy instrument could be preferential access to long term credit at terms
concessional enough to compensate firms for the effort and risk associated with
rapid reorientation from a protected domestic market to a competitive export
market. Part of the hesitancy firms have shown to expand production for ex-
ports can be explained by the uncertainty they have faced about frequent and
unpredictable changes in export policies and incentives. By providing an
ex-ante predetermined export incentive this measure would have an encouraging
effect on export oriented investments.

4.30 Tnis approach could be criticized as leading to capital intensive
operations. But as was clearly demonstrated above in Table 11 where we compared
the cost structures of three operations at different levels of capital intensity,
modernization will pay off handsomely in terms of savings on raw materials which
constitute about 50% of total production cost on account of lower rejection
rates. More importantly, however, it will lead to better quality machinery and
macI..h larger exAport sales. M LrUogh aLLLC.Lysis UJ. CJ1p.LUYLILC11L 'n LLthe textiL Le machin-
ery industry (as well as most other Indian industries) indicated that most of
the additio.al4- l-1r;gueae during th-e 'last dea--de "rgnat'd In eff-cene

-~ a~%L%AL4.LLCLA. -1AAAF.UyLVYCLL 6=U=J.LdL=U AUL L.L.1% LLA~ L~L UCtLU= VL. 6LL.U .ALL U±.L.L .L..A.Ment

firms, and this despite the fact that they were using telatively more capital
intensive methoWdsL. In otLLLher words- t h=e employ-Mlent generCateU as a resuilt 01f

expanding production more than compensated for the lower employment generated
per U S**.LO 4ni 4f oAuAtpu ..i ila ton to the iAndi:ec e.mplo fl.en . aenerated i

related raw material and component suppliers as well as increased employment

' Retween. 1972-197L t-en fi-rm ac--ount-ed for abo-t - of engiinerincg

exports, 50 firms accounted for about 50%, 100 firms for about 60%
and 1SO fi1rm. fnr Ahn,tt 75% nf tntAl Pnvinppr1na Pwnnrtc The sAme
observation applies to textiles exports.
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elsewhere in the economy due to expanding production made possible by the rise

in foreign exchange receipts. Furthermore, the discrimination in favor of

efficient firms would enable better utilization of the managerial and techno-

logical know-how that these firms have painstakingly developed over a long

period of time. If anything, technological and managerial know-how are as

scarce in India, if not scarcer, than capital. In any case, given India's

limited financial resources any increase in funds directed towards the export

sector will have to be coupled with a corresponding decrease in funds for

the domestic market, preferably through more stringent lending terms for long

term loans and supplier's credit. This would ensure that capital intensi-ve

methods are only used where they are absolutely needed.

4.31 An important conclusion of this study is that the textile machinery

produced domestically is quite suitable for Indian conditions but the expan-

sion of exports of machinery and the development of an export oriented tex-

tile industry will require more sophisticated machinery whose design w11

have to be imported. But it would be a waste of resources to indiscriminately

grant foreign collaboration agreements to inefficient fi-s that would be in-

capable of producing quality machinery. Consequently, priority for granting

foreign collaboration agreements should be given to firms that undertake to

export a significant part of their output. This selectivity would weed out

those firms that are either incapable or unwilling to export and would addi-

tionally consolidate production in a few firms that are capable of digesting

and buiung u the exenive 4ported know-how and thus enlarge their domestic

market base so essential for a sustained export drive. But, as mentioned

earlier, foreign firms are generally reluctant to transfer know-how to enable

Indian firms to export unless such foreign firms can obtain a reasonable share

of the export profits in compensation for their potential market loss. The

foreign investment regulations recognize this need but their application has

often resulted in delays and other difficulties which have discouraged foreign

firms from investing in India. The analysis of over 100 Indian firms' opera-

tiors over the last four vears clearly indicates that foreign collaborators,

who have a significant financial stake in Indian firms actively participate in

management and labor training, have been instrumental in rapid transfer of

technological and managerial know-how, and have strengthened export capability.

4.32 Finally, import licensing policy could be further exploited to favor

exnorters- GOI should examine arrangements which will favor firms in indus-

tries with export potential to expand production for exports, improve quality,

and increase export sales using policy instruments which minimize bureaucratic

processes. The role of additional import replenishment licenses (REPs) and

improvement in the flexibility of their use, in particular elimination of

indigenous angle clearance should be analyzed in quantitative terms for both

Actual User's Licenses and REPs.

4.33 In summation, the thrust of the suggested changes in investment

incentives, industrial licensing, foreign collaboration agreements and import

license policies is (i) to make exports more profitable than production for the domestic

market; (ii) to relate access to the domestic market to export performance

when this is appropriate; and (iii) to enable certain industries, again where

this is appropriate, to establish a sufficiently large production base to

compete in export markets, if necessary at the expense of non-exporting units.
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Only then would the latter improve their operation. The experience of the
last 20 years has clearly shown that Indian firms have responded positively
to Government policies that affect their profitability. This should be no
exception. Ultimately, the policy changes would lead to larger exports,
better quality products for both the domestic and export markets, larger
employment and a stronger industrial structure with potential for further
growth.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

5.01 The basic conclusion, is that despite the rapid growth of the last
few years the TMI still has a number of structural weaknesses. Most firms
are quite small by international standards and, with tew exceptions, machinery
are of the 1950 and early 1960 vintage produced by old, and sometimes ill-
maintained machine tools at the expense of precision. Very few firms have
developed R & D capabilities to substitute for expiring collaboration agree-
ments; and, except in one or two cases, the industry has not developed a
strong supplier base or effective after-sales service. The prospects for the
TMI are not particularly bright in its present structure, now that the process
of import substitution has been largely completed. The domestic textile
industry which accounts for almost 85% of the TII's total saies is ilikely to
remain sluggish, and the increasingly competitive export market for textile
machinery can only provide partial relief to the best firms. Modernization
programs can increase exports of existing machinery but cannot provide a long
term basis for sustained export of quality machinery unless the domestic
market base is enlarged. This can be done by developing an export oriented
tex t'Le indus t ry .The moaChlinte-Ly nUeedteUd f0r it w0uld provide- a base fr a

modern and progressive TMI and, more importantly, stimulate an export oriented
11aIor '-tens'ive Ja-d.; i-,usr- Tis -wil hoevr reqir aasic re-.A.au LLI L "-r,.aL IACLLL A.LuU U,~ $_ *, . I.1.L WA.L.±, LLLWCVCL , Lc4u±A.Lu a u4 L re
orientation of the content and administration of the export incentive system
to assure the indust-.y of ong- 

4
-rm -

4
-nc nt i h- -t1. ul no nly, m^oa eorts-

more attractive than the domestic market but make access to the protected and
p-rofitable domestic market continaent on export performance.

B. Reomnain

S.02 Three nntionn have been discussed for the develonment of the TMIT
These are: (i) continued reliance on the domestic market with marginal ex-
port expansion, (ii) modernization program of the manufacturing capabilities
to double exports in four years, and (iii) modernization of the TMI coupled
with the development of an export oriented textile industry. Of these three
options the third is the only one that makes long term economic sense. But,
it will require basic policy changes that are likely to require considerable
time to take effect. Accordingly it would be practical to start with the
second option to pave the way for the longer range development program. This
will require concerted action between Government and industry.
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ole of Goveer-nment

It-is recommended that Government:

(l.) Re-evaluate the Fifth Five Year Plan targets and priorities for the

textile industry and formulate, on the basis of a detailed cost

benefit anyalysis of alternatives, comprehensive and realistic
development programs and policies integrating critical factors of

nrodurtion such as raw material, machinery, finance, with a view

towards restructuring the textile industry to produce low cost

durable cloth for the maiority of the population and considerably

expand exports of both cloth and garments (paras. 4.07, 4.28).

The outcome of this re-evaluation should serve as a basis for

estimating the magnitude and composition of machinery needed for

the next five years.

(ii) Review the industrial licensing, import licensing, export incen-

tives and foreign investment systems and procedures not only to

make production for exports more profitable than the domestic

market but also to enable exporters to expand their domestic market
base even at the expense of non-exports (paras. 4.29-4.33).

(iii) Strengthen, or at least avoid further fragmentation of the tex-
tile machinery industry into a large number of small firms by

limiting issuance of industrial licenses to a small number of

efficient firms (para. 4.23). This is particularly so for
sophisticated machinery - such as high speed shuttle looms,

shuttleless looms and rotary screen printers, for which the small

domestic market cannot support economic size production (para.

4.21, 4.22). In granting licenses for these items priority should

be given to firms that undertake to export a significant share of

their capacity (para. 4.31).

(iv) Encourage marginal textile machinery manufacturers to concentrate

on their other activities rather than bailing them out (para. 2.59).

Their exit from the industry should improve the prospects of other
firms that will need a larger market base to support their moderni-
zation expenditure.

(v) AissiLst the iLndustry upgradue thale design bby favorably considering-
purchase of design or collaboration agreements for firms that have

definite modernization and export programs (paras. 2.35, 4.31).

(vi) Review foreign investment regulations to stimulate iJoint ventureS
with leading international textile machinery firms willing to make

India their e-ort base (psras. 3 14, 4,31).… r%
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(vii) Increase allocation of foreign exchange for the purchase of capital
goods, spare parts, and components, particularly for exporting firms
that formulate modernization programs to increase their exports
(paras. 2.38, 3.13, 4.23).

(viii) Improve the operations of the export consortium formed by STC
to ensure that previous deficiencies are corrected and that, in
the future, quality and delivery dates are strictly adhered to and
that erection, commissioning and after-sales service are meticul-
ously executed (para. 3.07). Poor performers should be excluded
from the consortium as they tarnish reputations of better firms.

(ix) Reinforce and expand the quality control function of the Textile
Committee to ensure that machinery and spare parts specifications
are strictly adhered to (para. 2.48).

(x) Consider increasing the limit of Rs. 5 million/year imposed on
the amount of rediscounting facilities that could be used by any
one 'LU to restore to exportiLng fLrms the effectiveness oL the
IDBI rediscounting scheme which has been eroded by increases in
achi.LneL U pLLLLLeL andintere IJrates (r. 4. IJ, '4.30)

2). Role of T-A-us-

The recommenrdations presented under this heading are pri-rily d e=
signed to help improve plant operations and expand exports. Specific recom-
mendations for individual manufacturers are contained in the confident4al
consultants' reports which are to be made available to the firms which would
m-nrn:loc nnei Imr1l mant :n net4nn nrocrr:nm pnuar4rna -r--r--r r--o-- - *o

(i)~ Prnoitii-t Pln4nc' arnd Enos4nering - Review nroduirts decigned to

increase reliability and reduce manufacturing costs and negotiate
wheprp nnrnnriatp fnrpign rnclAainrAtinn 'ndh/r trohniral sssis-

tance to improve and modernize machinery and rationalize product
mix (para. 2.32, 2.34, 2.35). Contract negotiated should provide
for compensation through increased exports (para. 4.31).

(ii) Manufacturing - Review and modernize where necessary production
methods to reduce costs. Special attention is needed to process
engineering, preventive maintenance and tooling (paras. 2.37,
2.38).

(iii) Materials Management - Review materials management procedures to
reduce inventories. Review materials handling methods to reduce
work-in-process inventories and workers fatigue (para. 2.40) and
provide technical assistance to develop reliable suppliers (paras.
2.16, 2.45).
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(iv) Industrial Relations - Develop effective training programs for

labor, supervisory personnel and middle management. Improve

working conditions and enforce safety regulations (paras. 2.43-

2.47).

(v) Marketing - Correct previous deficiencies in exports sales and

develop a sound marketing organization capable of aggressive sales

and efficient erection, commissioning and after-sales service

(paras. 2.48, 3.08, 3.11).

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975
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BACKGROUND PAPER ON THE INDIAN COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

i= The performanre of the twtila induistry over the lnct ten yeas has
been distressingly poor. Cotton cloth output has grown at only 1% per year;
accordingly ner capit2a I-nnsumption d ec-lined by albout 1.5% per year from

14.7 meters/year to 12.1 meters/year between 1963 and 1974. Exports fared
somewhat better: they grew at a rate of 12x per year in rc,rrpnr vnlue term.

albeit from a very low level. But these exports consist primarily of cloth
at the lower end of the qualitv snectrum (mostly grev cloth) for which demand
is contracting, and hence cannot provide a basis for long-term export growth.

ii. The reasons for this lackluster performance are many. Among them
is the heavy dependence of the textile industry on the sluggish agricultural
sector for the bulk of its raw material, and for a significant part of its
sales. The Indian textile industry is still almost entirely cotton based, and
a good deal of the local cotton is of extremely poor quality. The per capita
textile consumption has consistently declined because the increase in food
prices has left the rural and urban poor, who account for more than 80% of
the population and 60% of consumption, with less money for clothing. Tne
combined increase in consumption of the richer segment of the population and
exports has in quantitative terms offset the decline in demand from the
poorer segments, but did not provide any real stimulus for growth.

iii. This lack of growth meant that the modern and more efficient sector
of the industry could not have expanded its output without infringing on the
market of the Decentralized Sector (hand loom and power loom) which according
to official statistics employs roughly 7 million people. The Government took
a number of steps to protect the Decentralized Sector (which accounts for 48%
of the domestic market) by restricting the growth of the organized sector,
particularly in more profitable medium and fine cloth range. But, in the
absence of vigorous export incentive programs to divert the output of the
organized sector from the domestic market to exports, these measures have led
to a weak textile industry. Profitability has been quite low (about 6.5%
return on capital) compared to other induscries (10-18%), ana thus a significant
part of the industry profit has been diverted to other industries. By 1974,
the gouverrLent set up a public sector firm--NationLal Textile Corporation (NTC)--
to run 103 mills (accounting for 20-25% of the output of the organized sector)
mst or whi-ch "a closed d-w..- when un-der pri-vate o-wners"ipmos L ~L WLILL L4U %;LUZCU UUWLL WILM&U ULLU1. JL p1 VaL UW LL~.LP.

iv. .. e .ma4or targets of th.e F4fth F4v -V - an aze: (. ) to f _ inras

per capita consumption of cloth from 12 to 17.5 meters/year, and (ii) to ex-
n-and anort-a f4rrm Rnn te 1 inn mill4nn m toir- hu 1Q7Q Th-i inuct-rmant- ronmira-

ment of such a program is about Rs. 1,400 crores at 1972 prices to increase
existinc nanrityv hIy 57 million qnindlps and As,000 lnnms and replare 2.7

million spindles and 25,000 looms. The Decentralized Sector is expected to
increase its share of the domestic market from 48 to 53%. while most of the
exports will originate in the organized sector. First priority in the organized
sector is given to Dublic sector (NTC) mills. followed by the cooperative spinning
mills which are formed either by cotton growers or weavers, or both; and finally



the private sector which is expected to account for two-thirds of exports.

Beyond specifying these broad objectives and priorities, very little has been

done to evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative programs. Furthermore,

the Plan targets were drawn on a need basis and do not reflect the capacity of

the textile industry to finance this investment or sell the cloth produced. A
major reassessment of the plan is therefore needed to determine the structural

changes needed to achieve the dual objective of increasing the supply of low

cost durable cloth for domestic consumption and substantially increasing

exports.

v. In terms of number of spindles and looms the industry is larger

than is necessary even to meet the most optimistic target of the Fifth Five-

Year Plan. Much of the equipment is appropriate to labor surplus economies,

except that in most parts it is in very bad condition. Much of it could,

however, be updated to give about 80-90% of the performance of new machinery

at 40% of the cost of new machinery as had been demonstrated by a number of

mills. But this updating will have to be coupled with improved working condi-

tions and technical supervision to bring about a badly needed improvement in

the appallingly low labor production.

vi. The quality of cotton is by far the worst of the handicaps under

which the Indian textile industry labors, and a quantum increase irn producti-

vity (about 30%) could be achieved by improvement there. Most Indian cotton

is excessively dirty, variable in staple length and contains a great deal

of immature fibers. This situation is further aggravated by the practice of

Indian mills of grossly overspnni'ng cotton to save on raw materials. But
against the saving in raw materials, if any, one has to weight the disadvantage
of reduced capital and labor productivity and increased po-er consumption. A

quantitative revaluation of this practice seems, therefore, warranted. The

iLcreased use of viscose which could be produced from home produced pulp and
polyester fibers would also warrant serious consideration in view of the

increased durab-llity a.d lower. ecoomic cost of cloth produced.

vi4. ack cializatio s a serious weakness of the industry as it

leads to under-utilization of capacity and lower machine and labor producti-

v.ity. Most firms in the Mill Sector and, to a lesser extent, to co-oneratives

of the Decentralized Sector, aspire to manufacture every product over the

whole of the very wide srectrt-m of counts and cloth constructions which
constitute the Indian domestic market for textiles, and companies generally
feel that product flexibllitv is essential for the maintenance of commercial
viability. The soundness of the commerical grounds on which companies have

their nractice of having a very wide product range may be arguable but there

can be no doubt about the merits of specialization from the point of view of

reducing manufacturing costs. With regard to vertical integration (i.e.

having spinning, weaving and finishing in one plant or under common management)

the situation is less clear. There are some economies to be gained from hori-

zontal specialization but in regard to spinning and weaving these economies

are easily lost by increased handling costs and technical process-interface

difficulties. In this respect the present industry structure is probably

near the optimum. Finishing is however a different matter. The productive

capacity of modern finishing machines is too great to permit efficient plant
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utilization where a finishing unit is linked to one integrated fabric Droduc-
tion unit and is required to cope with the wide variety of goods now made
bv the typical comnanv. There is a case for reorganisinR a substantial part
of finishing into independent units charged with providing services to
manufacturers purely on a commission basis.

viii. In the conditions obtaining in India today there is a general case
for the use of labor intensive processing carried on in cottage industries or
in co-operatives. So far as spinning is concerned there are serious diffi-
culties in the operation of a labor intensive process. Handloom weaving is
certainly economic for the production of some speciality cloths but it is
unlikely that, in the long term, it can be justified for the simple cloths
which can be made so well on Lancashire type non-automatic power looms. These
non-automatic looms are installed in quite small sheds under conditions which
are technically good and under which high machine and operative efficiency
should be possible. The production statistics however suggest that efficiency
is very low indeed. So low in fact as to arouse real doubts as to the sound-
ness of the statistics. The present system of differential excise duties
between hand and power loom fabrics provides an incentive to inaccuracy in
making returns. In particular it can be financially rewarding to understate
the amount of cloth actually produced on power looms. It is probable that
the power looms are in fact working very efficiently.

ix. As regards exports, there are iimited opportunities ror Indian
specialty fabrics (e.g. hand woven saris) but substantial opportunitv exists
for the export of international fabrics to developed countries. Ine demand
in international markets is increasingly for fabrics having a number of
attributes not generally possessed by Indian-made textiles. if exports are
to be increased, it will be necessary to develop a sector of the industry
specially to meet the quality requirements of the export market. It is
expected that the fostering of this sector will have a useful spin-off in that
it will tend to raise the standards of the established textile industry and
the textile machinery industry, and more importantly, assist in the development
o01 a 'LabLor intensive garments industry into a -JLor export inustry. Initially
it would be possible to establish this garment industry on imported cloth.
I.deed this could well be the best way to enter the mnss market for made-un

textiles, either as a commission garment maker or as a principal. Once
established the new industry could begin to onmmission the manufacture of
suitable fabrics in India. These two approaches are mutually complementary
a.n offer an nffertive olutttinn to the serious unemn1ovment Droblem facing

India.
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TrWTRODCTJTION

1. The purpose of this annex is to review the performance of the Indian
textile indust ,, the major corstraints facing it, the structural changes
needed to achieve the dual objective of increasing the supply of low cost
durable cloth for domestic constumption and substantially increasing exports,
as well as the implication of such changes for the textile machinery industry.
The Annex explores a number of alternatives to restructure the industry but
does not evaluate the very difficult policy decisions that need to be made
to carry these out as theyvwere outside the Mission's te.rms of reference and
need considerable more time and effort.

2. The performance of the textile industry over the last ten years has
been distressingly poor. Cotton cloth output has grown at only 1% per year;
accordingly per capita consumption declined by about 1.5% per year from
14.7 to 12.1 meters/year between 1963 and 1974. Exports fared somewhat
better; they grew at a rate of 12% per year in current value terms (from
a very low level). But these exports consist primarily of cloth at the lower
end of the quality spectrum (mostly grey cloth) for which demand is contract-
ing, and hence cannot provide a basis for long-term export growth.

3. The reasons for this lackluster performance are many.. Among them
is the heavy dependence of the textile industry on the sluggish agricultural
sector for the bulk of its raw material, and for a significant part of its
sales. The Indian textile industry is still almost entirely cotton based,
and a good deal of the local cotton is of extremely poor quality. The per
capita textile consumption has consistently declined because the increase in
food prices has left the rural and urban poor, who account for more than 80%
of the population and 60% of consumption, with less money for clothing. The
combined increase in consumption of the richer segment of the population and
exports has in quantitative terms offset the decline in demand from the
poorer segments, but did not provide any real stimulus for growth.

4. This lack of growth meant that the modern and more efficient sector
of the industry could not have expanded its output without infringing on the
market of the Decentralized Sector (hand loom and power loom) which, according
to official statistics, employs anywhere between 7-10 million people. The
Government took a number of steps to protect the Decentralized Sector (which
accounts for 40k of the domestic market) by restricting the growth of the
organized sector, particularly in the more profitable medium and fine cloth range.
But, in the absence of v'gorous export incentive programs to divert the output
of the organized sector from the domestic market to exports, these measures have
led to a weak textile industry. Profitability has been quite low (about 6.5%
return on capital) compared to other industries (10-18%), and thus a significant
part of the industry profit has been diverted to other industries. Accordingly,
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the vast majority of the Indian textile mills has poor equipment, and pro-

duces low quality cloth from the cheapest and poorest quality cotton possible.

By 1974, the Government set up a public sector firm-National Textile

Corporation (NTC)--to run 103 mills (account'ng for 20-25% of the output of

the organized sector) most of which had closed down when under private

ownership.

5. Tne majOr targets of the Fifth Five Year Planr (FYP) are: (i) to

increase per capita consumption of cloth from 12.1 to 17.5 meters/year, and

(ii) to expand exports from 500 to 1,300 million meters by 1979. The Decen-

tralized Sector is expected to increase its share of the domestic market from

48 to 53%, while most of the exports will originate in the orzanized sector.

First priority in the organized sector is given to public sector (NTC) mills,

followed by the eooperative spinning mills which are formed either by cotton

growers or weavers, or both; and finally the private sector which is expected

to account for to-thirds of exnorts Beyond snecifying these broad objectives

and priorities, very little has been done in the way of planning, e.g. to

evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative prograns. as well as ways

and means of carrying them out. The consensus of opinion in both industry

and Government appears to be that by 1979 per capita consumption is not likely

to exceed 13.5 meters/year and that exports will be of the order of 700-800

million meters by 1979. A maior reassessment of the Plan is therefore needed.

6. This annex is in two parts. The first part is concerned with the

manufacture of cotton and allied textiles to meet domestic requirements.

Here, despite the introduction of much new machinery, the productivity per

installed unit of capacity has been falling for some years. It is clear

that shortage of plant and machinery is not a major constraint of the in-

dustry and this Annex identifies and examines the real constraints and

discusses means by which the situation could be improved while continuing

to use indigenous resources. The second part is concerned with the export of

cotton and allied textiles, taking the view that this is potentially India's

greatest earner of foreign currency. Except for a very limited market for

handwoven speciality fabrics, international trade in textiles is increasingly

demanding cloths of very high quality and very low incidence of minor blemishes.

As the cloths produced for the home trade are quite unsuitable for this market,

and there are no good prospects why this situation should change in the near

future, it follows that a segment of the industry specializing in the production

of international quality textiles is needed if a substantial export trade is

to be established.

COTTON TEXTILES FOR DW-MESTlC CONS-u-RITION

A. Performance of the Industry

7. India's per capita consumption of cloth is very low. During the

period 1963 to 1973 the per capita consumption of cloth fell by 17_1/2% (from
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14 7 to 12 1 meters)- I) n tbhia sitt4- the - F Plan target of

17-1/2 meters per capita in three years from now must seem a difficult
nehievemen.t. The simnle story of tho lnat- dade is that t population has
increased by nearly 27% but the annual production of fabric by the cotton
teŽxtlle indut-rv han incrrenAd hv nnly 9.3%.

8. Almnst all spinning canac{tv isq in theM will Sectnr. Cooperativ
spinning mills producing yarn for the decentralized industry have about 5%
of the present total canacitv of 18-5 mfllinn snind1nAl From 1Q96 to 1973
the installed spinning capacity increased steadily from 14.1 to 18.4 million
spindles and over the same period the rate of yarn production increased from
865 to 994 million kg per annum. Thus an increase in the total number of
spindles of 30.5% produced an increase in yarn output of only 14.9%. In
other words the annual production of yarn per installed spindle has fallen
from 61.3 kg to 50.0 kg.

9. The explanation for this substantial reduction in productivity per
spindle does not lie in a changed average count. The average count spun was
only fractionally finer in 1973 than in 1963. Nor does the explanation lie
in reduced speed potential of the installed spindles. International Federation
of Cotton and Allied Textile Industries (IFCATI) estimates put the proportion
of the 1973 spindle population being less than 10 years old (i.e. new within
the period) at 33%. As the new spindles will have an operating speed potential
some 25% higher than that of the average spindle in place in 1963, and as
much as 50% higher than the older spindles scrapped during the period, an
increase in average potential operating speed of the order of 7-1/2% will
have been achieved in the course of this expansion of capacity.

10. Taking this factor into account it would have been reasonable to
expect the total amount of yarn spun per annum to increase by 40.3% over the
decade. Sufficient, despite the rapid growth in population, to have permitted
an increase in the per capita availability of cloth of about 12-1/2%. This
would have raised the amount available from the 1963 figure of 14.69 meters to
16.5 meters in 1973--a figure giving a comfortable margin over the 4th Five-
Year Plan target of 15.8 meters per capita. As mentioned previously the per
capita availaoility actually realized was only 12.1 meters.

1 In* 1 ehe light of tnis experience it would be unwise to press on
with further plans for increasing the installed capacity of the textile
industry. Broadly the capacity planning of the 3rd and 4th Five-Year Plans
was sound, but it has not led to the increases in output which might reason-
abi ha1ve bee exetd. . A1 AAA A A r _ . _ 1J 1t - -- . 1 .- _ __.al have ben Clearly plantL avaiaUbLLLy is noL Lte major con-
straint. It is therefore necessary to take a closer look at the industry
in order to dete4mine the real limitations on output.
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B. Availability of Power

12. Cotton spinning is an energy intensive process. In modern medium

count, ring spinning mills, one spinner tends about 5,000 spindles. The

power required to drive these spindles depends on the count, the package

size, and the spindle speed, and is typically of the order of 200 kilowatts.

Thus, in a country such as the U.K. the cost of power to drive the spindles

is olten greater t'han the wages of the spinner. For some years now the

Indian textile industry has suffered from serious limitation of power avail-

ability. Clearly it is qluite u1neconomic to set a production target for the

industry, sanction the purchase of additional machinery and then deny that

industry the power needed to drive its factories. If, as seems likely, India

will continue to suffer from a chronic power shortage for many years yet, the

only rational policy is to determine the quantity of power which can sensibly

be allocated to textile manufacture and to plan the industry capacity in-

relation to this -l location.

13. At this point, it is worth noting that power consumption in spinning

is more than linearly speed dependent. For typical Indian conditions, spin-

nlng 30's count on ring frames of 7" lift and 1-5/8" diameter rings at 11,000

rpm the specific power requirement would be reduced from 1.87 to 1.14 horse-

power per 100 spindles by reducing the speed to 9,000 rpm. A power reduction

of 39% for a speed reduction of 18%. As the productivity per spindle will,

of course, be reduced only in direct proportion to the reduction in speed

it is clear that where power availability is the principal constraint a use-

ful increase in production can be obtained by reducing the spinning speed.

In the situation just described the increase in production for a given power

consumption at the ring frame would be 41.39%.

14. In considering the best strategy for a mill as a whole the situa-

tion is complicated by the fact that the speed/power relationship for the

preparatory machinery has a very different characteristic and, moreover,

technical considerations seriously limit the degree of speed flexibility

possible in some of the preparatory processes. Given a mill ideally balanced

with regard to preparatory capacity and actual spinning capacity the most

rewarding strategy to deal with a total power consumption constraint is to

reduce spindle speed to such an extent that wnen the spindles are run full

time sufficient power is saved in spinning to permit-just sufficient addi-

tional running time by the preparatory machinery to match the increased

spinning frame output.

15. The optimum spindle speed for a given percentage power cut can be

determined reasonably easily using a linear programing technique. By way

of example, this has been done for the conditions outlined above (30's

count, 7" lift, 1-5/8" ring, spindle speed for balanced o-eration 11,00

rpm) when subjected to a power cut of :25%. The answer is to reduce the

spindle speed to 9,570 rpm and operate all spindles full time. This gives
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an increase in productivity relative to 75% working of 9,570 - .75 x 11,000
.75 x 11,000

that is, 16%. Tnis makes it necessary to operate the preparatory machinery
for 16.0% longer, that is a total of 116 x 75% = 87% of the total time. It

100
will be found that the power saved by running the ring frames at a lower
speed although 'or a longer time is just sufficient to provide the additional
power to run the preparatory machinery for the necessary extra time. The
net result of th"s simple strategy is an increase of production of 16%
relative to the direct alternative of running the whole mill at balanced
speed for only 75% of the time. It ls of course a strategy only justified
where plant is already in existence and power shortage has become the prin-
cipal co.stralnt o. production.

16. Its 4mplication for power rationing schemes is obv'ous. It is
more economic to ration power by limiting the amount of power consumed by
mill8 in any one day rather than limiting the number of days that the mill
could operate. In planning the installation of additional productive capa-
city in a situation where power stringency can be expected to be a chronic
condition a more complex appraisal is needed to see to what extent the
capital cost of additional spinning machinery may be Justified by the power
saving of lower spinning speeds. Although given a situation of chronic
power shortage there is a sound case for operating spinning machinery a,
lower speeds than would be economically optimum in the absence of a power
constraint, the net effect is inevitablv to increase the real cost of yarn
manufacture. For this reason it is pertinent to consider ways in which the
power constraint on textile manufacture may be removed. The prospects for
doing this in the near future generally throughout India by expansion of
public generating capacity are poor. A policy far more likely to succeed
is that of encouraging mills to install local generating capacity exactly
matched to their needs and to use this not as standby equipment but as the
normal system of powering the mill. In terms of operating costs, in parti-
cular fuel consumption, this solution is likely to be more economic than
continued use of the national grid supply for the following reasons: (i) the
high transmission losses of the national grid (currently c.20% in India)
will be avoided; (ii) no part-load working of the prime movers will be in-
volved, as the power requirement is accurately predictable and substantially
constant for 24 hours per day the prime mover will operate always in the
region of maximum efficiency; and (iii) the thermal energy requirements for
warp sizing and fabric processing can be obtained from the waste heat rejected
by the prime mover effectively at no cost.

17. Local power generation is also attractive in terms of capital cost.
In a situation where cuts are at such a level as to justify the installation
of standby power, there is clearly an overall investment economy in the
avoidance of duplication of generating equipment and in saving the cost of
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transmission lines and sub-station equipment. As an alternative to the

acceptance ox power cuts local generation again offers lower in.vestment cost

per unit of effective productive capacity where the expected percentage of

time 'st by po…wer cuts exceeds the cost of generatina enuinment exnrpssed

as a percentage of the capital cost of the mill machinery. At prices obtain-

i..g in the U. K. the cost of four diesel electric renerators of such a size

that only three need be used at any one time is roughly 10% of the cost of

maachinery for a 50,000 spindle mill with 700 looms and a complete range of

finishing equipment. Thus in terms of capital cost only the purchase of

ger.erating equipment is iustified if nower cuts are expected to exceed 10Z.

Generating sets of high thermal efficiency, both diesel engine and steam
turbine paered; are commercially available worldwide in sizes appropriate

to typical mill needs (about .5 megawatts for a 50,000 spindle composite mill

with a comnp1te range of processing equipment).

18. Whatever solution is chosen it is essential that this basic prob-

lem of textile manufacture be resolved. There is no justification whatever

for increasing the installed capacity of the industry until such time as

there will be sufficient power available to drive both existing installations

and the proposed additional capacity.

C. Raw Materials

1. Cotton

19. The cotton textile industry of India labors under a number of

handicaps as a result of which its overall performance is, by all measures

of performance, very low in relation to world standards for both developed

and developing countries. The quality of the raw cotton available to the

industry is, perhaps, the most important of these handicaps. It is diffi-

cult to pinpoint any one facet of cotton quality to which attention should

be directed. No Indian cottons available today can be classed as other than

of the lowest quality in relation to their counterparts available to the

industries of other nations. They are generally excessively dirty, variable

in staple length and other fiber properties and contain a great deal Of

immature fiber. In addition the nominal staple lengths produced are always

too short for the end uses for which they are intended.

20. As a result gross overspinning, i.e. spinning a yarn fiLner than

that for which a cotton is, by international standards, suitable, is the

norm in India. This gives rlse to difficulties at all stages of manufacture

and processing. For example, in ring spinning a yarn breakage rate of less

than 2 per 100 spindle hours 'is usual in r.odern mills but in ever. the best

Indian mills breakage rates in excess of 20 per 100 spindle hours are not

uncouuonr. This practice of overspinning has been defended on the grounds

that although labor is cheap, cotton is-expensive. But is this defense
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valid? To answer the question, it is necessary to determine two factors:
(a) the extent to which shortcomings in cotton quality are resnponsible for
the low productivity of the Indian textile industry, and (b) the cost of
producing cotton of a higher quality.

21. Let us consider (a) first J,,t how w is Indian productivity
by international standards? In terms of yarn production per installed
spindle per a-…um it is ver- ! i_eed. Nomalized to 20's coun6t Lthe
output of yarn per spindle per annum for the Indian cotton textile industry

4y~ 1072 ~ ~ t,~ ~ ~ of 1fl7 '7 L, C~ T1_ TY - iin 1973 * 82.3 kg against figures ol 19.7. kg for HnU NKong and 2L0.4 Kg
for USA. Some of the difference is accounted for by the low proportion
of "active" spindles in India and by the effect of power cuts. Tne magni-
tude of this factor is difficult to assess, but an alternative approach is
offered by the tables of Productivity Norms for the India Textile Industry
compiled by ATIRA. From these it has been calculated that if Indian spindles
were operated 24 hlours per day for 360 days per year without power limitations
then the yarn output per spindle per annum for 20's count would only be raised
to 151.2 kg. Tne difference between this figure and the figure of 199.7 kg
achieved by Hong Kong is probably a fair measure of the handicap imposed on
the Indian industry by the poor quality of Indian cotton.

22. In other words, if the quality of Indian cottons were raised to
international standards for comparable cotton types, the per-spindle output
couid be increased by about 32%. Some of the improvement would result from
higher machine efficiency resulting from fewer machine stoppages and breakage
of yarn but the most direct gain in spinning would come from the lower twist
requirement when larger and more uniform staples are used. At present the
number of turns per unit length required to make yarns in India is typically
of the order of 20% greater than world norms. Reduction of turns npr unit
length will of course give a direct increase in yarn production for a given
spindle speed, but in addition increased yarn strength from the use of better
cottons will permit the use of higher spindle speeds without excessive end
breakage. These two factors together could well give the productivity in-
crease of 32Z suggested as possible above.

23. Productivity gains from the use of better cottons are not confined
to the spifnning proress, Warp and weft preparation efficiency and weaving
performance will also improve. A meaningful measure of the quality of a
yarn from the noint of view of its beh.=ior in. subsequent processes 'Ls
offered by the standardized Uster imperfections count. This test, which is
in-tern.ationall- accepted, co,ants t-he number oil imperfections, of various
specified types, per 100 meters of yarn. The Uster company has published
tables of world norms for the nu.mber of imperfections of each type to be
found in a number of specified yarns and ATIRA has published similar tables
giving norms for yarns spun ln India. Comparison of the Indian and world
norms shows very clearly the penalty which the Indian industry suffers as a
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result of overspinning. For example the number of "thick places' per meter
expected in 36's combed quality yarn is in the range 0.6 to 3 for world norms,
but for Indian yarn the range is 3 to 39 with an observed mill average of 17.
For the same yarn the number of neps per 100 meters by world norms is in the
range 0.1 to 3; by Indian norms it is 10 to 30, with a mill average of 28.

24. High imperfection fresuencies in the yarn inevitably lead to high
breakage frequencies in weaving preparation and at the loom, but this is not
the end of thep matter Yarn defprtq rpeislt in t-loth eipfer-ts and it- is e-omrnin

practice in India to employ an army of 'menders to remove defects from the
cloth. This is a4an --o-*r An hich 4 -Je , pro-4 of labor but which in
India, because of the ready availability of labor, is accepted as the not
s.mrea.snn,l, pZ..

4 ce one must pay For overs.nlng. U UA Te true 4 f

mending were able to remove defects reasonably efficiently. Unfortunately
th's 4S not so; very £e- dUe4ects -#_ cotton cl oth1 Ott .I e Ufct mended

and in countries such as the U.K. no mending of cotton cloth is attempted.

25. Another disadvantage of overspinning is the low yield of yarn from
a given weight of raw cotton. For carded yarns the difference in yield may
be between 5 and 10% but for a very important part of the Indian count range,
the "higher medium" count group wnicn accounts for 36i. or totai production,
the situation is very much worse. For these counts, Indian cotton cannot be
used without combing, and this involves an additional loss of between 15%
and 25%o of the fiber. If the yarn produced from the combed Indian cotton
were a good yarn the situation would not be too discouraging, but in fact
a combed Indian cotton yarn is not superior to a carded American yarn. Com-
parative figures from the Uster and ATIRA surveys show that in regard to
numbers of thick places and neps a 30's yarn from carded American cotton is
fully equal to a 30's combed yarn from Indian cotton. In regard to the Uster%
figure the combed Indian is fractionally better at 16 against the carded
American figure of 16.2. This is a very small return for the process compli-
cation of combing and the associated loss in weight of roughly 20%.

26. Let us move on to factor (b) which constitutes the other side of
the equation. Strictly, consideration of the cost of improving cotton
quality is outside the present terms of reference. but a few observations
on the situation might not be out of place: (i) the soil and climatic
requirements of suitable cottons can be met in Indfa. althotigh nerhans not
without some measure of artificial irrigation, (ii) recent attempts to pro-
duce "superfine" cottons in India to replace the contons fnrmerlv nhtnined
from Egypt and the Sudan, have been to a large extent successful, and
(iii) the yield per acre of tvnilAl TeIndian cottons is very much lower than
the yield obtained from American Uplands types grown in other lands. That
it is possilal toprdue oo cttn tr. India 4- beyond- doubt. The growthof -- r- -~ ,- , -~ ,.. --.. j.o .. u-. Lis 4I , 

6
tLJ

of American type cottons in the Punjab introduced more than fifty years ago
and the more recent Aevelopment of super"ne _ ___ A --n s _ _ __deon_trate'^- -' -~~~ '%L ' '; W} O^U}'.;=&L; Q L;V1-t VL | IL&C Ut=[DJ1l :UVLbiLdLCLUU LII Ld.
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it can be done. It is equally beyond doubt that the availability of better
cottons would enormously improve the performance of the Indian textile
industry.

2. Use of Man-Made Fibers

27. Throughout the world increasing use is being made of man-made
fibers both alnno and t form of blends, particularly in blends with
natural fibers. Two man-made staples suitable for blending with cotton
stan otb anss tbeing 1of greatAe A-414ft tB4:_ _t _C r-

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A.V. L.1 - Mz-%a.;ULs czLUUL t IoUuL,>u L.Lir

Indian cotton textile industry during the next decade. The first is viscose
.. 7j'. stap l LL9t .LkLe Ln tiL ';L 's cellulosic andu able to

absorb a signlficant amount of water. In its original form it had the dis-
advantage of a low tensile modulus, particularly wnen wet. It can now be
produced as a polynosic rayon in which form it matches cotton very closely
. _ -_ _ _ - -_ , - - - - I _ .I . _ I I . . , .in msut physical properLtes, incluaing wer moaulus. it can tnerefore torm
a satisfactory two component blend with cotton or with polyester staple.
It can also be used in a useful three component blend with cotton and
polyester. In both the original form and in the polynosic form viscose rayon
staple/cotton blends are well established for medium count yarns (12's to
50's) in applications where good yarn appearance is called for. It is very
clean working and is basically cheap, particularly in a country such as
India where timber suitable for pulp can be readily grown. In recent years
eucalyptus trees have become the preferred timber for rayon manufacture and
they are now grown for this purpose as a 7-10 year crop in tropical
countries. As there are natural eucalyptus forests in India there can be
no serious obstacle to cultivation of this wood, with the object of increas-
ing the availability of rayon staple. Production of viscose staple fiber in
1973 was 62,627 tons, roughly 5.4% of the mill consumption of cotton during
that year. If the quantity were increased fivefold to, say, 300,000 tons per
year, it would, by usefully upgrading the average raw material standard,
raise the overall productivity of the cotton textile industry with a minimum
expenditure of foreign currency and reduction of food growine notential The
associated artificial afforestation would, if suitably sited, make a contri-
bution to conservation of water resources.

28. The other imnortant man-made staple 4i pTt141-
it is not cellulosic. It is thermoplastic synthetic polymer of high strength
and high modulus which, unlike bot-h cofttr ar.4 rayon, is al.ost completely
hydrophobic. Its most striking properties are remarkable durability and
very goodI appearance retention. In combination- with .to or .; ves
yarn and cloth properties which are almost ideal for most apparel uses. It

givesagood appearar.ce ar.d"ha "wi.tLouL reedU of starchn or resin finisnes
and confers easy-care properties on made-up garments to such a degree that
shirts, blouses and trousers car, be "drip-dried" after washing and worn imme-
diately without need of ironing or pressing. In addition fabric weights can
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be materially reduced while still giving durability 
of a far higher order

than is possible with cotton or rayon alone. The present capacity for poly-

ester staple production is only 24.000 tons per annum and shortage of the

polymer precursor, DMT, and very high excise tax is preventing full utiliza-

tion of even this modest capaci ty. In this situation it is not surprising

that the industry regards polyester staple as a luxury 
commodity and the

1973 output of 11,500 tons was almost all consumed in expensive non-

utilitarian end uses. A particularly expensive and non-utilitarian use 
which

is currently fashionable iS to spin very fine yarns from a polyester/cotton

blend then, after weaving, "burn out" the cotton component to leave a

diaphanous all-polyester fabric. This practice is undoubtedly commercially

rewarding to the industry but from the national point of view 
it is grossly

prodigal of resources. In the first place the cotton, which is completely

wasted, must be of the expensive, long, fine staple type, much of which is

imported. Secondly, the great merit of polyester staple, its sheer utility,

is not exploited. In the West it is now used as a reinforcing fiber to give

durability and easy care to such an extent that 
all-cotton fabrics have come

to be regarded as luxury items. The all-cotton shirt is now the status

symbol of the man who can afford to buy shirts with a short life and pay

the higher cost of laundering and pressing. The fact that polyester staple

is essentially a cheap durable fiber which will 
event-ually play an important

part in reducing the real cost of clothing the nation should be accepted 
by

India. There are immediate difficulties concerned with 
fore'ign exchange and

the availability of the polymer precursor but this 
should not prevent the

carrying out of a realistic appraisal of the real 
cost of continuing the

present policy of reliance on cotton for clothing 
the masses.

29. It is possible that one day India will be in a position 
to produce

polyester precursor chemicals from domestically 
available hydrocarbons but

even if this does not come to pass there is every 
expectation that such

internationally available chemicals will become very 
much more plentiful

and cheape- in real terms during the next ten years. In this situation the

proposal to increase the capacity for polyester staple 
production to 50,000

tor.s seems unduly cautious. This quantity, used in 50/50 blends with cotton

and rayon, would be sufficient for reinforcement of 
only 3.7% of planned

fabric consumption. A capacitv of about 200,000 tons by the end of the

decade could well be the real need.

3. An Integrated Raw Materials Policy

30. In 1973 the cotton and allied textile industry of India 
consumed

a total of 1,2J30 thousand tons of fiber made up of!

ThoMusand tons

Indian cotton 1,053

Imported cotton 106

Cellulosic staple 61

Polyester staple 10
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On the basis of the 5th Five-Year Plan the Task Force on Textile Industries
reports that the expected consumption of fiber in 1978/79 is 1,615 thousand

tons made up of:

Thousand tons

Indian cotton 1,301
Imported cotton 144
Cellulosic staple 143
PolVyqter 27

In adition a small quantity of dnmestically nroduced acrylic staple is

expected to be available.

31. This is an ambitious program in regard to the production of Indian
cotton P which i8 presmably possible. Accepting this as a p rogram capable

of achievement, the following is an alternative broad strategy worthy of
detaiL'LedU consideration.

(i) IMaterialIy improve the intern,atLio.al gradLi.g of Indian

cottons by:

(a) increasing the acreage of American Upland types;

(b) increasing the acreage of long fine staple types;

(c) correspondingly reducing the acreage of low-yield
Asiatic cottons; and

(d) modernize ginning practice.

(ii) Increase the availability of cellulosic staple twofold and
polyester staple fourfold relative to the Plan. This would
mean almost a fivefold increase in cellulosic and a more
than tenfold increase in polyester availability relative
to the productions actually achieved in 1973.

Successful implementation of (i) would increase the total yield to about
1,500 thousand tons and obviate the need for any imports of cotton. Imple-

mentation of (ii) would, taking account of the lower waste losses with
man-made staples, reduce the requirement of cotton to about 1,200 thousand
tons, the new breakdown being:

Tnousand tons

Indian cotton crop 1,500
Less exports 300

1,200
Cellulosic staple 286
Polyester 108

Total 1,594
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TL'-is strategy has several merits. From the viewpoint of the textile industry

it would improve productivity and thus reduce both operating costs and the

investment needs of the industry. From the textile consumer's point of view

it would increase the attractiveness of textiles, reduce their cost and

increase their durability.

32. Economic appra'sal of the strategy is a complex task. The maior

considerations involved are:

(a) The effect of improved cotton growing practices on the

cost of production or raw cotton;

(b) the costs of producing polyester, nylon andu rayon in. India;

(c) the cost reductions in textile manufacture resulting from

the availability of better cottons and blends;

(d) the value of the increased durability of textile products;

(e) the foreign exchange value of the cotton which will become

available for export as raw cotton, as yarn or cloth and as

a component of made-up goods;

(f) the effect of increased use of man-mades on the profitability

of textile exports.

(a) Cost of Cotton Production

33. The present cost of growing cotton in India requires detailed

st-udy. By world standards it is probably low, but meaningful comparison is

difficult because of the very low quality of the product. 
In a typical year

the average price of Indian cotton in world markets is little more than half

the average price of the cottons of the rest of the world (excluding Egypt

and the Sudan, both producers of high priced cottons). Some indication of

cost levels is given by the fact that in 1971 the support price offered by

t…e Governme.t to growers of A.merican tne cottons in India was about T. 3.4

per kg against 32 cents per lb, the cost of production of cotton of si-

milar genetic types in the USA estimated by USDA surveys,. Assuming 8

Rupees $1, this comparison shows that the Indian support price to

growers is 57% of the US cost of production.

34. The likely cost of grow'irg better cotton in India depends on the

response obtained from the more liberal use of fertilizers and control

chemicals, genetically pure seed ana irrigat'on. At present the average

yield per hectare of American Upland types grown in India is 
roughly 1/5 of

that achieved in America. The highest for the whole of a distinct area in

India, growing American Upland types, is achieved in the Punjab where the

yield is about 3/4 of the American figure. It may be presumed that, if in
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other areas of India, expenditure per acre on seeds, chemicals and irriga-
tion is raised to the American level the yield per acre may be raised to at
least something approaching the Punjab figure-say 3/5 of the American
figure or 3 times the present average yield.

35. In 1971 the harvested and ginned cost per hectare in these areas
of India was about Rs. 340 for a yield of 100 kg per t/a. The cost of seed,
chemicals and irrigation in America in the same year was US$43 per acre, i.e.
Rs. 757 per hectare. Thus we are considering a situation in which the yield
per acre is increased threefold by incurring a threefold increase in cost
per acre. This gives no pay-off in terms of reduced cost per pound of
cotton but it does pay off in providing a better cottor. at onlr. h.alf th1e
cost of production in America. When account is taken of the cost of freight
it offers a considerable direct advantage to the Indian textile industry and
also an opportunity to establish a very profitable cotton export trade.
Brieflv, impr-oved cotton growing p-actice may not materially affect the cost
of production but it will provide a better product at roughly half world
prices and release about 4 4lli4on hectares of land for food production. This
latter factor has some emotional appeal but it should be seen in relation
to the fact that in 1972 the total area devoted to food grain crops in
India was 124 million hectares.

(b) Cost of Producing Man-mades

36. There is no good direct economic case for manufacturing synthetic
staple fibers in India. Tne major inputs are raw materials and plant and
machinery costs. In the large American plants the cost of labor is only of
the order of 5% of all costs for polyester, nylon and rayon staple manufac-
ture. Even though wage rates in India are very low the saving of labor costs
cannot be significant in relation to total costs of production in America,
Europe and Japan. The use of pulp from indigenous sources could give an
advantage in the production of viscose rayon. In America the cost of the
pulp is about 40% of the total cost of production of viscose staple. The
cost of indigenous pulp in India could conceivably be as little as half the
cost of American pulp and this would, other things being equal, give home
produced rayon a cost advantage of 20% against world costs. With regard to
plant and machinery costs, which form 30-40% of totaL costs, very little
could be saved by manufacture of machine parts in India but there could. be
some saving on the cost of building construction.

37. Against the possibility of these relatively small savings being
made must be set the high risk of unduly low plant utilization. Power and
other shortages are very common features of the Indian industrial scene ar.d
these could be disastrous for any industry so capital intensive as fiber
manufacture. On the other hand, if hi.gh plant utilization ca. be ensured,
synthetic staple could be produced at costs of the same order as world costs
and viscose staple could be produced at a little below world costs. With
all man-made staples home production would have the merit of safeguarding
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supplies to the textile industry but it would be unduly ontimistic to expect

a significant saving in cost. For our present purposes it will be prudent

to take the cost of man-made staple, considered as an. innut to the textile

industry, at world prices.

(c) Saving of Manufacturing Costs

38. The cost reductions in textile manufacture from the availability

of better cottons and blends come both from increased machine and operative

productivity and also from reduced material costs. The potential gain from

the first factor has been assessed earlier in this section (paras. 21 - 23)

as a production increase in spinning of 32%. In financial terms the gain

would be slightly less because of the increased power requirement cornsequent

on the use of higher spindle speeds. The net cost reduction would be of the

order of 25% of all spinning costs. Direct gain from the second factor would

be small, say 5%, for carded yarns but could be as much as 20% of material

costs for combed qualities. The gain under this heading from the blending

of cotton with the relatively low priced man-made staples depends 
on the view

one takes of the value of the improved cottons. If they were supplied to

the mills at a little above cost there would be little, if any, 
saving from

the addition of man-mades. If, however, these improved cottons were valued

and supplied to the mills at world prices the savings would be considerable.

For example, world polyester staple prices have been falling steadily in

relation to cotton prices. When account is taken of the areater density and

higher proportion of waste of cotton, the polyester component has, 
weight for

weight in the finished cloth, been the cheaper component for some 
years now.

In 1973 when cotton prices were very high the in-the-cloth polyester/cotton

price ratio fell to less than .S It has risen a little since and it is not

at present possible to make anything better than a guess as to what the ratio

will be dur4ng the next few years. Taking the longer term view, however,

there can be little doubt that the trends of the past 20 years will continue

and it is probable the ratio - will ultimately stabilize at a value within the

range .3 to .6. If we take the figure of .5 for our present purpose, the

saving in raw material costs for 2:1 polyester cotton cloths 
works out at

1/3 of the raw material costs of the corresponding 100% cotton cloths.

(d) Value of Increased Durability

39. The benefit to the national economy from increased durability of

textile products made from better cottons anrd blends of polyester with cotton

could be enormous. Increasingly the life of garments in the West is terminated

not by wear but by changes of fashion or even a des're for change alone. This

situation also exists in the upper strata of Indian society but for a large

proportion of the population the durability of garments is importast. The

difficulty is to determine the magnitude of the effect over the 
whole range of

textiles produced. Let us assume that for half the population the life of a

garment is determined solely by its durability and that for the 
other half of
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the population durability beyond the present level is of no value. Let us
further assume that the affluent half of the population consumes, in value

terms, three-quarters of the fabric produced, i.e. that the affluent consume
textiles at three times the rate of the indigent. Taking to 2:1 as the
durability ratio between polyester/cotton and cotton alone, the quarter of

present production now consumed by the indigent would be reduced to 1/8

giving a net saving of 12-1/2% of total textile requirements for the country.

(e) Export Value of Improved Cotton

40. If the cotton growing industry of India-moves up the world league

tab1e and becnmes an average producer of medium staple cottons, in terms of

quality and yield per acre, it will have become a considerable asset to the

atior.. This asset may be denloved in a number of ways. For our present

purposes let us suppose that it is deployed in the way suggested in para.

2.25 above. This is based on the Dxport of 300 thousand tons of cotton out

of a total crop of 1,500 thousand tons. From (a) above it appears that

Indian cotton. growers could expect their production costs per lb of lint to

be of the order of 57% of American production costs for similar cotton types.

It would be uarealist'ic to assume that the cotton produced would be as good

as that produced in America and, initially at least, prejudice based on the

past reputation of Indian grown cottons would tenrd to hold down realizable

prices. It seems reasonable to assume that the new Indian grown cottons

would command a price of the order of 80%. of the price of American grown
cottons. On the further assumption that freight costs would not be signifi-

cantly different this would give a return of about 23% of the market price

of American type cottons. The 1974 price was roughly Rs. 13 per kilo so

that export of 300 thousand tons would bring in foreign exchange to the

value of Rs. 3,000 million and with a profit content of about Rs. 1,000 million.

This return depends on the form in which the cotton is exported. The total

return is, of course, greater if the form of export is yarn, cloth, or most

rewarding of all, garments. It must, however, be accepted that the export
of yarn and cloth does not demand a supply of home produced cotton (for many

years Britain was a great exporter of cotton goods). A profitable textile

and garment industry based on imported fibers could be established in India.

Nevertheless there are useful economies in freight charges and financing

costs if indigenous cotton of satisfactory quality is available to the tex-

tile industry.

D. Machineryj

41. It has been estimated by IFCATI that roughly 33% of the spinning
machinerv and 22% of the looms in India are less than 10 years old. Compa-

rable figures are not available for the finishing (processing) machinery

of the i.ndustry, but observation and inquiry in the course of the mission

suggest that an overall figure of 25% less than 10 years old is of the right

o:der. Th.is covers a wide spectrum of situations- Possibly as much as 40%

of printing capacity is less than 10 years old, but the proportion of scour-

ing ard bleaching equipment more than 10 years old could be as high as 90%.
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42. So far as age distribution is concerned, the industry is good by

world standards of established textile industries. The F.R. of Germany, for

example, is a very efficient producer of textiles and there 85% of 
spindles

and 80% of looms are more than 10 years old. Age distribution, however, does

not tell the whole story. In the case of spinning and weaving, almost all

machinery installed during the last 10 years has been of Indian 
manufacture.

It has been made on the basis of collaborations and licensing 
arrangements

with Western textile machinery makers and although the quality 
is, by and

large, satisfactory, the designs are by no means the most modern. This is

not a wholly unsatisfactory situation because many Western 
developments have

been primarily of a labor saving nature and there is no pressing 
need for

such developments in India. With minor reservations, it can be said that

the machinery at present being -ade in India and much of that supplied during

the past 10 years is ideally suited to the conditions obtaining in the country.

1. Spinning

43. Most of the older machinery, too, although not of a type suitable

for today's conditions in tne high laUor cost countries, 
is not inappropriate

to Indian conditions. Unfortunately, however, much of it is in a deplorable

condition and operating in a most unsatisfactory environment That this is

not inevitable was evident during the course of the mission. 
Two of the

mills visited, although equipped with very old machinery, were operating

extremely well by any standards. Machine condition was excellent; all prac-

tices were good and the standard of housekeeping was all that could be asked

for in even the most modern mill. In each mill the machinery had been modestly

updated from time to time, everything was scrupulously maLntairned and the

net result was a productivity level little short of that achieved by the most

modern mills seen.

44. The majority of mills with old equipment, however, can 
only be

described as industrial slums. By Western European standards of mill house-

keeping, the machinery is operated in conditions of almost unimaginable

scualor. The machinery itself is in bad state of repair and this, together

with the appalling operating conditions, gives an abysmally low technical

performance in terms of both quantity and quality of product. 
It is diffi-

cult to be precisely quantitative in regard to the effect of 
these conditions

on productivity, but the productivity surveys carried out by SITRA give some

useful pointers. For example, from these surveys it can be seen that among

58 mills spininfng 60's from carded Indian cotton, productivities ranged from

22.8 to 51.4 grams of yarn per active spindle shift although 
all were making

nominally similar yarns from nominally similar cottons. Despite this, the

lea C.S.P., a direct measure of strength, ranged from 1,485 to 2,100. This

difference was not caused by a difference in twist factor. 
The weaker yarn

had in fact slightly the greater number of turns per inch; 
34.2 as against

32.7. Waste loss of the spinning frame also covered a wide range 
from about

2% for the more efficient spinners to nearly 9% for the least efficient.

All these measures of performance were roughly paralleled-i.e. 
strong yarn

and low waste loss was generally associated with high machine 
productivity and

also with high operative productivity which, in terms 
of sides tended Der
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operative, ranged from 3 to 6. The waste of resources which this inefficient
operation of existing plant represents is a socio-industrial problem rather
than a technical problem. If it could be eradicated the return in increased
nrnductivity would be considerable. For a relatively small expenditure on

updating and reconditioning the productivity of the worst mills could be more
than dnh bled and the outnut of the whole industry increased by from 40 to 50%.

45. The renuiroment is not more technologists. There are already
enough technologists who know how a mill should be run and who are aware of
the penalties which poor maIntenance and bad bhusekeeping inevitably exact
but there are too few people willing and able to establish conditions under
wiLch a worLk force may be inspired to carr out duties at all lev.els con-
scientiously and competently. In discussion of this problem, firms which
are operating oLdU machiUerCy .L Ltciently epressed the view tLLuat mlls dege

nerate not because the labor force is basically uncooperative, nor as a
result of obstructive policies initiated by sectional interests in the labor
force, but largely because of the failure of management to provide and main-
tain good working conditions and operative amenities. This could well be
true as it was noted that in all the bad mills the general environment was
bad--broken floors, poor lighting, walls dirty, and all amenities in a
dilapidated condition. The efficient mills, even those with very old
machinery, had good level floors, clean paintwork and a general air of well
being.

46. Particularly discouraging was the situation of a number of mills
visited which had bought good modern machinery and merely installed it in
the same squalid environment as the old machinery. In one such installation
of about 5,000 ring spindles of the best modern type (Lakshmi-Rieter) had
been set up in an old spinning room alongside about 10,000 very old spindles
and fed from the same source of roving. The floor was badly broken, the
place was filthy, and the new frames (still only about 6 months old) were
giving a performance very little better than that of their decrepit neighbors.
The management said they were very disappointed with the new frames. Con-

trast this with the situation in the two mills already mentioned, where very
old ring frames, which had been updated and reconditioned at a cost of the
order of 40% of the cost of new frames, were giving a performance equal to
that of new frnmac in n now millz At one of the mills the reconditioned
frames were spinning 80's at 16,000 revolutions per minute with a breakage
rate of 7 per 100 spindle hours, whereas the new Takshmi-Rieters in the old

mill were spinning 60's at only 11,000 revolutions per minute and with a
breakage -ate 4n -ce- of In --- spindle hours,

47. Thle machinery, SItuation may be sum-arlzed by saying that the total
installed capacity of the industry is more than sufficient to meet the target
OL the 5th Five-Year rlar.. A smiall fractiLon of the machinery should be scrapped

and replaced by new. A very large proportion, perhaps 50% of the ring frames,
require to be updated and reconditioned at a cost of about 40% of new aid the
environment and general working conditions in the majority of old mills are
desperately in need of radical improvement.
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2. Weaving

48. Man, Of the-comments made above in relation to spinning are equally

applicable to weaving. Most of the mills are industrial slums by Western

European standards, practices are bad and productivity is very low indeed.

There are roughly 4,000,000 looms engaged in the weaving of cotton and allied

fabrics. Of these, 208,000 are in composite units in the Mill Sector. The

remainder are in the Decentralized Sector and are operated in units of from

1 to 20 looms. The actual performance of these looms outside the Mill Sector

is not well documented. Published figures suggest that output is very low

indeed but because of the close links between hand loom and nower loom weaving

and the system of differential excise concessions real doubt exists as to the

reliability of the statist'cs which are available (this matter is disCussed

more fully in paras. 107 - 111 under the heading "Credibility of cloth

production statistics"). Because of these doubts, because there is no

technical reason for the efficiency of power looms to be appreciably lower

in small installation and because in the Power Loom establishments visited

during the course of the mission performance was similar to that observed in

the Mill Sector, no attempt will be made here to seek a technical explanation

of the apparently inefficient operation of power looms.

49. Rather more than 80% of all looms in the Mill Sector are non-

automatic and these are generally staffed on the basis of 2 looms to 1 weaver

although in some mills the allocation is 4 per weaver. The automatic looms

are mostly of the conventional shuttle type with automatic pirn changing

although there are quite a lot of shuttle-changing automatics. In the mills

visited most of the pirn-changers were operating automatically with alloca-

tions of from 4 to 16 looms per weaver. Many of the shuttle-changers, however

were operated non-automatically because of technical difficulties concerned

with interchangeability of shuttles. These looms were operated with alloca-

tions of 2 to 4 per weaver and for all practical purposes should be regarded

as being non-automatics.

50 A very small number of shuttleless looms have been imported. Two

small installations were seen by the mission, one of Sulzer and the other of

Dornier rapier type looms. The case put by both machinery making and textile

trade representatives to justify the expenditure of foreign exchange was that

shuttleless looms make better cloth more cheaply. This is not so. It is

true that an analysis of world cloth quality would show a very strong correla-

tI4on between cloth quality, degrpep of sonhistication of loom type and cost of

weaving but this is not to say that there is a causative relationship. The

work load of a power-loom (i.e. non-automatic)i weaver has two maior comDonents

(a) periodic replenishment of the weft yarn supply carried by the shuttle and

(b) the repa'r of yarn breakages which occur randomly during weaving.r Shuttle

yarn (pirn) replenishment frequency depends on a number of factors but for

the range of cloths we are corncerneAd with is typically in the range 12 to

30 times an hour for each loom. Thus at the higher end of the range a weaver

tending two looms has to replenish a shuttle once per minute. Between. making
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shu,ttlp rooplan1shments he spends his time dealine with task (b) which7 under
Indian conditions, is the major part of his work load. By improving the
ttrength and uniformity of the yarn, the task (b) load can be greatly reduced

and in principle this will permit a weaver to look after more looms but the
extent to which this fact may be exploited is seriously limited by the time
taken to walk from loom to loom as the allocation per weaver is increased
and also by machine interference consideration. Even with the best yarns,
giving a negligible component (b) work load, the practicable number of non-
automatic looms which one weaver can tend is limited to about S. To reduce

the work content further it is necessary to automate component (a), weft
yarn replenishment, leaving a situation in which labor requirements can be
very substantially reduced by reducing component (b). Thus, with automatic
looms and a rational labor policy there is considerable incentive to improve
yarn quality, reduce component (b) of the work load and increase the number
of looms per weaver. At a load of about 24 looms per weaver and a low
component (b) the labor of replenishing the magazines which feed the auto-
matic weft replenishment mechanism becomes the limiting factor. This can be
overcome most rationally by adopting one or other design of shuttleless loom
so that the weft can be supplied to the loom in the form of large packages
each holding 3 or more kilos of yarn rather than in the form of pirns each
holding only about 50 g of yarn. An alternative solution is the Unifil
device which by preparing pirns actually on the loom and automatically filling
the pirn magazine permits a conventional pirn-changing automatic loom to be
converted to accept a large package weft supplies.

51. Again, as in the step from non-automatic to automatic, the step
from conventional automatic to shuttleless (or Unifil conversion) looms
permits even greater economies of labor by further reducing component (b) or
the work load. By this means allocations of 80 or more looms per weaver can
be operated with high machine erficiencies although it does, of course, mean
that the yarn for both warp and weft must be very good indeed. It is there-
fore nor surprising that firms equipped with expensive shuttieless looms use
only the very best yarn in order to utilize the labor saving potential as
'ully aS possible. In-rouce on suleless lo e

to be very good quality cloths. It is incorrect to suppose that shuttleless
loomis can pr duce good clothL fro.. bad yarn. 1"he true situatio. is that, given

good yarn, the cloth made on conventional automatics in good condition will
u/e asoun as llUL*A ma-le on slu-leJess V l8oo eol -SC tCOO4 z fi an.t a.V .

tage of shuttleless weaving is reduction in labor content and this feature
has very lttle to co..erditirI.dia. There are o other c.sida
which may be important in some circumstances. The first is that shuttleless
looms give a --re Con.ven.ient method of introducing automatic color ch.anaes
in the weft, and particularly so where single picks of one color are in
demnnd . This is a feature which is , useful 1In the copleor-woven suit1ings tr2dpe

The other feature is that no shuttleless loom can make cloth with conven-
tionnal slvpdapq although mnRt Of them give reasonablv satisfactorv false
selvedges. Finishers used to conventional selvedges tend to have difficulty
with falsq qelvudpam and given the cho{fe the maloritv of customers still

prefer the conventional.
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52. To summarize the situation it is true to say that with the wage

rates now paid in India and the low quality of yarn available there is very

little to be said against the use of non-automatic looms to produce most of

the fabrics needed for the home trade. If yar.n quality is improved during

the next few years the case for using more conventional automatics will be

greatly strengthened but lt will' not provide a case for the widespread use

of shuttleless looms. With yarn quality at its present level shuttleless

looms would ue a disastrous irnvestent both technica1ly and economically.

E. The Labor Force

53. T.he numbers employed in al1 branches of the Textile Industry of

India are very high indeed even by the standards of other developing countries,

and incredibly hi-h b- the standards of developed countries. They are high

in relation to installed capacity and even higher in relation to the output

of .he industr,. In a country which has a large unemployment problem it is

sound policy to employ labor intensive rather than capital intensive methods

of nroduction, particularly where labor intensive working, either by requiring

cheaper, simpler machinery or by giving higher productivity per unit of

installed capacitv, reduces the capital investment required per unit of pro-

duction. In India, however, there is ample evidence that this policy has been

carried much too far. The industry has got the worst of both worlds and is

suffering both low operative productivity and low machine productivity.

54. In spinning, for example, the amount of a particular yarn produced

per operative shift in Hong Kong is 2.2 times greater than the amount of a

similar yarn produced per operative shift in India. At the same time the

number of actual working spindle shifts needed to produce the same amount

of the same yarn is 1.42 times greater in India than in Hong Kong. This is

particularly discouraging when it is appreciated that the machinery of the

Indian spinning industry is very similar in type, although not in condition,

to that installed in Hong Kong. The situation is even worse in weaving. In

Hong Kong the productivity per operative shift figure for a standard sheeting

is 2.87 times higher than the comparable Indian figure for weaving on auto-

matic looms. Relative to Indian productivity per operative shift on non-

automatic power looms Hong Kong operative productivity is 6.5 times greater.

Productivity per loom shift is roughly the same for automatic as for non-

automatic power looms in the Mill Sector in India, but again it is signifi-

cantly below the corresponding figure for Hong Kong.

55. In most other developing countries the comparison 's similar.

Relative to such developed countries as Japan and USA the contrast is

even greater-clearly there is something wrong when the use of a substan=

tially larger labor force results in a'lower output per unit of capacity.

Part of the explanation lies in the fact that the majority of the mills in

India are using a labor force of a size which is much larger than is optimum
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in the opinion of management. Although it is far larger than is iustifiahle
on technological grounds, management is not free to reduce it. This situa-
tion often militates against the operation of good practice. For e-xamne,
a compulsory excess of labor in spinning encourages "overspinning" of cotton,
gives management little return for money spent on the maintenance of drafting
systems and on those consumable stores such as travellers, cots and drafting
aprons which have an important bearing on spinning performance and yarn
quality. In consequence end breakage rates in spinning are many times higher
than world norms and yarn quality is very low indeed. In other circumstances
this could not be tolerated because it would incur far higher costs in spin-
ning room labor than would be justified by savings in raw material or mainte-
nance costs but with a fixed labor force there is no incentive to better
practice. Thus the burden of a too-large labor force reduces machine produc-
tivity and increases the capital cost content of each unit of production.
If this were the only penalty it would be serious enough but in fact it is
only one of the lesser evils of gross overstaffing. Far more important is
the effect of the associated malpractices on the quality of the product.
Irregular yarn which has been spun with a high breakage rate causes trouble
and excess costs in rewinding, in warp preparation and in weaving. The
finished cloth is more expensive and of inferior quality, particularly in
regard to the incidence of visually objectionable yarn faults.

56. Employment is clearly a sensitive political area in India and one
can sympathize with the desire to provide employment through the textile
industry but only insofar as it is compatible with the efficient use of
expens've capital equipment. In spinning there is a serious dilemma. The
older labor-intensive methods of yarn production, cottage wheels, Brunswick
*.._..1..eel.s and Ambar Cnarkha spinning, require a higher capital investment per
unit of production than do the modern labor saving systems of ring spinning
and open=end spinning. It is just possible that large manually operated
spinning jennies which could be built by local craftsmen and used in coopera-
tives could have a place fLor coarse yarn spinning, but for the most part the
only economically viable way of producing yarn is in well-equipped, power
driven mills of at least 30,000 ring spindles or 10,000 open-end rotors.

57. There is more scope for employing greater nuuuers Ln weaving; some
speciality cloths such as elaborately patterned saris can be produced viably
on simple handlonnos but for qu-ntity production handloom wea-ving can have
no long-term future. On coarser fabrics there is limited scope for the use
of "high performance" handlooms which can be operated at 100 to 120 picks
per minute as these machines are much cheaper to build than even the simplest
power looms. Generally, however, the most economic syst-m consistent with
the provision of maximum employment is the use of non-automatic power looms.
They may be installed in composite mills, run by cooperatives or privately
as a cottage industry. As there are no large economies of scale in the actual
weaving process they are viable in very small units (perhaps even singly) so
long as centralized, commission or cooperative, facilities for warp prepara-
tion are available. The normal economic work load in in the range 2 to 6
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looms per weaver depending on the fineness and quality of the yarn. As these

looms are very much cheaper to build, yet have a very similar rate of produc-

tion to conventional automatics, this is in principle the most economic way

of weaving in a low-labor-cost country. I practice the performance of the

Decentralized Power Loom Industry is disappointingly low in terms of both

loom and operative productiv'ity.

58. aimost 20% of the looms in India are in fact automatics although

Mill Sector performance of non-automatic looms is satisfactory. The reason

for th's has not been investigated. It could be that the lower labor recuire-

ment of automatics more than offsets the higher capital charges and mainte-

na,.ce costs but the saving can only be marginal with Inadings in the range 6

to 16 looms per weaver. The other possibility is that cloth appearance is

generally better from automa tics because of the elimination of the many

"starting place" marks which are to be found on all but the most openly

woven fabrics produced on non-automatic looms. In cloth intended for export

this could be an important consideration.

59. Labor utilization in finishing is a very complex topic. Generally

there is no serious Denalty to the use of labor-intensive methods based on

very simple equipment; and a great deal of finishing in India is done in this

w_y In a low labor cost country the only advantage offered by the sophis-

ticated labor saving equipment which has appeared over the last decade or so

is that. bv eliminating the human element more consistent performance can.be

achieved. This could well be important in relation to exports which may be

destined for consumption by a mass production garment making plant but for

domestic sale the standards achieved on simple equipment are quite acceptable.

This is generally true for all the main cotton finishing processes.

60. To summarize, the situation may be said to be one in which it is in

the national interest to eschew the use of new labor-saving machinery except

where (a) additional capacity is needed and the capital cost per unit, of

production is lower for the labor-saving machinery than for machinery of the

old type, or (b) the new machinery produces a product which is superior in

some important respect. This means that, apart from the possibility of a

viable form of large jenny being developed for rural use, spinning must be

done using high productivity modern machinery installed in large mills and

the numbers employed in spinning should be reduced te near world norms. In

weaving, however, there is some scope for the use of very labor intensive

hand looms and the main channel of production should continue to be based on

relatively labor intensive use of non-automatic power looms. Labor-saving

automatic looms are needed only to meet quality requirements for higher grade

fabrics. In finishing, too, continued use of labor intensive methods can

be justified for most processes and fabrics.
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2. Competence

61. That the Indian textile industry, although equipped with reasonably
modern machinery, produces very low quality goods while employing a remarkably
large labor force to do so, is a matter worthy of further investigation. Some
responsibility for this state of affairs lies in the failure of the cotton
growers to provide satisfactory cotton, but equally culpable is the labor
force of the industry. Some of the best mills seen during the mission were
satisfactory by world standards but the vast majority of mills are very badly
operated. This stricture applies equally to spinning, weaving and finishing.
Nor is it confined to the less profitable mills and the "sick" mills--several
of the large profitable mills seen were surprisingly badly run. The practices
of shop floor labor in most mills are deplorable. The importance of cleanli-
ness, or more particularly the avoidance of accumulations of short fiber in
the many critical regions of textile machinery, is often completely ignored.
In a small number of the mills visited the standard of machine cleanliness
was high but in the majority it was extremely low indeed. In these mills
the extent of short fiber accumulations was such as to greatly affect yarn
and cloth quality and be a major cause of roving and yarn breakages in spin-
ning and of loom stoppages in weaving. Generally there appeared to be an
inverse correlation between overstaffing and machine cleanliness. This is
surprising as one would expect that, constrained to carry a substantial surplus
of labor, management would take advantage of the situation to maintain particu-
larly high standards of cleanliness. Regrettably this is not so. With regard
to "housekeeping"--the handling of materials in process, the care of bobbins
and the handling and storage of finished yarn packages and cloth pieces--
it was discouraging to see that, despite the abundant supply of labor, the
standard in most mills was abysmally low. Apparently minor damage sustained
by roving or yarn packages as a result of rough or careless handling leads
to df.ficulties later. From bale opening to fabric finishing materials
handling was unsatisfactory. Only in packing departments was any real attempt
made to avoid damage, adu then of course it is too late.

62. It is difficult to come to any firm conclusion as to the basic
cause of this unsatisfactory state of affairs. Discussion with technical
ronagem.ent revealed that the iportance of cleanliness ar.d good ho-usekeep'ng
was appreciated but this was generally accompanied by a fatalistic acceptance
of the situation as it is. Generally they were aware that standards were
very low but were unable or unwilling to do anything about it. This apathetic
attitude could arise from a realizationr that, -- there is ample labor avail=
able to deal with excess yarn breakages in both spinning and weaving and to
"mend" defects in the resulting cloth- action to im.prove operative practices
would at best be unrewarding and might even lead to operative discontent out
of sheer boredom. In other words; it is not that overstaffing is made neces-
sary by managerial tolerance of bad practices, but rather that bad practices
arise and are tolerated, or even condoned, by management because of over-
staffing.
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63. With regard to another, equally important, aspect of mill operation

the situatioon is rather different although equally unsatisfactory. Standards

of machine maintenance and setting are generally very low indeed. In spin-

ning, cards are badlv ground and badly set, drafting systems are in poor order

and the relative positioning of spindles and rings is far too rough. In

weaving it is the same story; all parts of the loom mechanism are neglected

and this gives rise to frequent stoppages from loom malfunctions and an exces-

sive requirement for such consumable stores as shuttles, picking bands,

healds and reeds. Again technical managers are aware of the importance of

this aspect of mill operation and have detailed knowledge of the requirements.

Despite this they appear to be completely unaware of the extent of their

failure to achieve satisfactory standards of machine maintenance. Solution

of the problem would substantially increase the productivity of the Indian

textile industry, lower its costs, and increase the value of its product.

F. Industry Structure

64. Legally and administratively the textile industry is clearly divided

into two sectors, the Mill Sector and the Decentralized Sector. The two

sectors operate within a complex network of restrictions and concessions,

obligations and privileges. For example, installation of machinery is subject

to the granting of license, composite mills are required to produce specified

quantities of controlled price cloths even though this may be unprofitable,

the production of certain cloths is restricted to hand loom weavers and units

of less than five power looms. There is also fiscal regulation of industry

activities. Most textile products are subject to excise duties levied accor-

ding to a bewilderingly complex plan made even more complex by a var'ety of

concessions granted to particular sections of the industry. For example,

excise duty is levied on most cloth on a scale dependent on the fineness of

the yarn from which it is made. The standard rate is applied to all cloth

produced by the Mll Sector but very much lower concessionary rates apply to

cloth produced by power looms in the Decentralized Sector. Here the rate is

dependent on fineness but also dependent on the number of looms operated by

the unit which manufactured the cloth. A fuller treatment of the effects and

implications of the legislation by which Lthe industry is contr.olled is not

within the terms of reference of this mission. In this section attention will

be paid only to those aspects Of Government control which directly affect

the performance of the industry.

1. Activities of the Mill Sector

65. Broadly the Mill Sector consists of two sorts of mills, 'spinning'

and 'composite'. There are 335 spinning firms which produce yarn only and 251

composite mills which have both spinning and weaving capacity. Of these

199 also have finishing canacitv (finishing is known -as Drocessing in India).

About 31% of total spinning capacity is operated by the spinning mill and of

the composite mills those with finishirg canacitv operate 912 of weaving
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capacity, i.e. only 9% of Hill Sector weaving capacity is without its own
finishing capacity. The total number of employees on the payroll of the Mill
Sector averages about 1 million and the numbers actually employed average
about 800.000.

66. All firms in the Mill Sector were originally established by private
or public limited liability companies. Many of these companies have substan-
tial interests outside of textiles and some of these, finding their other
activities to be more profitable, have allowed their textile mills to run down
to such a level that they can only be described as "sick," Rather than let
these mills die Government has intervened with schemes for the rehabilitation
of sick mills. Some of this has been undertaken by Regional Governments and
some by IRCI, a bank group charged with responsibility for industrial recon-
struction. More recently the National Textile Corporation has been formed
to acquire the assets of sick mills and arrange for their rehabilitation. At
the time of the mission visit NTC had control of 103 firms of which 98 were
actually in production. Management of these mills is to be decentralized
to the extent of forming nine subsidiary groups within NTC. The remaining
483 firms comprising the Mill Sector continue to be owned and operated by
limited liability companies.

2. Activities of the Decentralized Sector

67. The Decentralized Sector is mostly concerned with weaving. Of all
cloth woven in India almost one half is produced in the Decentralized Sector.
Roughly two-thirds of this is woven on handlooms. The number of handlooms in
use has been estimated at 3,000,000 and the number of people dependent on
handlooms for their living is thought to be around 7.5-10,000,000. The
remaining third or the Decentralized Sector cloth production is woven on non-
automatic power looms operated in small workrooms or in larger installations
financed b-y cooperatives. Tne proprietors of these hand and small shed
power looms are encouraged by concessional excise duty rates and other fiscal
concesslons arnd in addition are given monopoly rights in the production of
some cloths. Most of the yarn used in the Decentralized Sector is spun by
the Mill Sector. To ensure a sat'sfactory supply of yarn Government puts
pressure on the Mill Sector in various ways. Some yarn is supplied by co-
operative spinning units set up specifically to provide yarn to the Decentra-
lized Sector. In 1974 the capacity of cooperative spinning mills was roughly
8 -of total spinnring capacity ir. Tndia an' gLo-Wth 's being encouraged. Tnere
are also cooperative finishing units which process fabrics produced by the
Decentralized Sector. Much of the cloth produced is sold locally but there
are cooperatives undertaking retailing on a regional scale.

68. The Decentralized Sector is an important feature of the Indian
domestic economy and is a significant -art of the textile industry. In
comments which follow below those made in relation to spinning and finishing
are as relevant to Decentralized SectOr cooperative spir.ning and finishing
as to the Mill Sector. Comments made in relation to weaving are generally
applicable only to the Mill Sector of the industry.
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3. The Product Mix of the Industry

69. The range of cotton textiles demanded by the home trade in India is
far wider tnan in most other countries. Irn particular at one end of the range
there is a very large demand for high quality cloths made from extremely fine
all-cotton yarns. At the other end of thLe range there is a large arket for
coarse cloths of a quality so low that they would be completely unacceptable
, most countriLes of thLe world. In th-e "Report of the Tsk Force on Textile
Industries" the variety wise production of weight of cotton cloth at the end
of the 4th Five-Year Plan is given as-

Coarse --d Lower Medim (ups to 20's cont 42%

Higher Medium (20's - 35's) 36Z

vitne and Sutperfine (Finer than 35's) 22%

A&ftev A4distcuaing a number of noints the task force comes to the conclusion
that a similar distribution pattern should be the aim of the present five-
year plan but notes that the Indian Cotton Mills Federation holds the view
that the proportion of coarse and medium is too high and urges an increase in
the proportion of fine and superfine-. This conclusiop is the reflection of
a conscious, or perhaps sub-conscious, appreciation that the manufacture of
finer yarns and cloths is more profitable.

70. When the detailed figures for count-wise output of yarn and cloth
are considered in relation to the national objective of clothing the masses
and increasing the per capita availability of cloth it becomes clear that the
above brief table is to some extent misleading in that it gives only propor-
tions by weight. On the basis that the 'weaker' section of the population,
i.e. those people living below the poverty level and dependent on coarse
cloth for their clothing, is roughly 40% of the total population, the distri-
bution shown above appears to be satisfactory in that 42X of total textile
production is in the "coarse and lower medium" category. However, when working
from the detailed count-wise output statistics contained in the annual statis-
tical Bulletin of S.I.M.A., the distribution is expressed in terms of area
of cloth, the picture looks rather different:

Variety-wise Production of Cloth by Area

Coarse and Lower Medium 30-.2%

Higher Medium 39.3

Fine and Superfine 3u.5

4t0n f
6V%JU *
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The proportion of coarse and lower medium cloth. seen ln a way which is
appropriate when considering the use of cloth, now appears as only 30.2% of
the total.

71. When the figures are examined further to investigate the fractions
of industry capacity employed in the three categories the picture is even
further altered.

~Vait-isePProduction of. Clothby Proportion of Industry Capacitv

Spindles Looms

Coarse and Medium A 16.2% 20.3Z

Medium B 35.2 37.9

Fine and Superfine 48.6 41.8

100.0 100.0

Put into words this means that almost one half of the employed spinning
capacity and more than 40% of employed weaving capacity was engaged in the
production of fine and superfine textiles. Only less than one-sixth of
employed spinning capacity and slightly more tnan one-fifth of employed
weaving capacity was engaged in the production of coarse and lower medium
goods .

72. Cl±~enar'y tne '.nQustry is, naturally enough, applying a very substan-
tial fraction of its resources to the more profitable luxury end of the trade.

73. In view of the fact that influential people in the industry and ingoern-ment departments concerned with th-e industry have expressed the viewgoveet deatet cone6 -it W he Liu ynv xpesdteve
that it would be beneficial to spin finer yarns and weave finer cloths it is
nertinent to look further into the relationship between fineness and produc-
tivity. At constant spindle speed the number of spindle hours needed to pro-
duce one ki-logram of yarn pgoes roughly in proportion to the count to the
power 3/2. Thus the number of spindle hours needed to produce one kilogram
of 80's yarn is eighht times greater than is required to produce one i'slogra
of 20's yarn. In practice there are a number of considerations which lead
to minor deviations from this s4mple formula and it is necessary to consider
each count group separately. This has been done and it was found that if,
over the whole range. the average count were to becnme 10Z finer it wold be
necessary to increase the number of active spindles by 16% in order to spin
the same weight of cotton as at present.
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74. To those members of the industry who regard the availability of cotton

as a principal constra4it spinnin"g fier would have the merit of permitting a

16% increase in spinning activity without requiring an increase in the amount

of cotton produced. There are two objectiown to this course. The first is

that gross overspinning is already an important factor in the low productivity

oI the TIn--dian textile industr- andA to snin even finer would make matters worse.

The other objection is that increased spinning activity would require an equal

increase in power arai,nbility. Tn the npresent situation this would further
aggravate an already difficult power shortage situation. Even if, whilst

spinning 10% finerj the weight spun were reduced so as to permit weaving only

the same area of cloth, approximately 10.3% increased spindle activity would

be needed with a corresponding increase in power requirement. On the credit

side spinning finer would offer the advantage that a greater area of cloth

would be produced from the same weight of cotton, a 10% increase in average

count would lead to an increase of roughly 5% in the area of cloth available.

Unfortunately the lighter cloths would, in general, be less durable but there

is insufficient quantitative data available on this aspect of Indian textiles

to allow an assessment to be made of the magnitude of the effect.

75. Going finer would also require an increase in weaving activity. To

weave the same weight of yarn into cloth of the same cover from yarn 10% finer

would require, on average, a 9% increase in loom activity. To weave yarn 10%

finer into the same area of cloth would require a 4% increase in loom activity.

76. More detailed study of the implications is needed to appraise fully

the merits of a proposal. to modify the product mix of the industry in any

direction. The present product mix in India appears to be completely unsuited

to the cotton supplies which are available and any change which made the

average count even finer would make the situation worse. If market require-

ments absolutely dictate the present product mix efforts should be made to

improve the cotton quality. If, however, improvement of the cotton quality

is unlikely in the near future, then the only rational change in product mix

should be towards a coarser average count.

4. Specialization

77. Lact of specialization is a serious weakness ofI tLe inr.ustry. A'-ost

every company in the Mill sector and, to a lesser extent, the co-operatives

of the Decentralized Sector, aspire to manufacture every product over the

whole of the very wide spectrum of counts and cloth constructions which

constitute the indian mestic market for textLiles, ar.dL companies genr.ally

feel that product flexibility is essential for the maintenance of commercial
viab'ili'ty. *LLle sour.dness of .he c e nercial grouads on W.I.iho4esbs…£ ..t ~~ ...... A nn .d',ch cnmon4nie- bnacs

their practice of having a very wide product range may be arguable but there

can be no doubt about tb.Le merits of specialization from the polr.t of view

of reducing manufacturing costs. There are two principal ways in which specia-

llzation reduces costs. T. first -s concened With reduction of operatfing

Cost.
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78. Paper exercises on the effect of reduced variety on the nrodurt1v1ry
of spinning mills and weaving mills have revealed a number of identifiable
and quantifiable costs which are incurred directly as a result of variety.
Combining these enables the expected productivity of any given unit to be
assessed for various degrees of specialization. In the event the actual gains
from specialization are very much greater than can be accounted for in terms
of the identifiable costs of variety. In a maior field exercise undertaken
in the U.K. it was found that the real cost of variety in both spinning and
weaving was generally in the range 5 to 10 times greater than the directly
predictable cost. A typical example of the cost of variety in spinning was
the case of two almost identical mills owned by the same group and located in
the same district of Lancashire. Their machinery was the same, they each had
about 35,000 spindles and they had roughly the same counts range of 24's to
40's - a very narrow range by Indian standards. One of the mills produced only
four yarns to long term contracts, the other produced about twelve different
yarns at any one time in small batches. The production of the specialist
mill was the greater by 25% and unit costs were lower by 20%. Naturally the
profitability per unit of production was very high and the profit per unit of
installed capacity was even higher.

79. The same situation was found in weaving. In one study of the cost
of variety 58 weaving establishments with a wide range of loom and fabric
types were investigated. The number of warp changes per 10,000 loom siiifts
was used as a measure of variety. The range was from 5 to 96 and the range of
a measure of specialization, the typical lengths of run, was from 3,800 to
62,000 yards. Loom efficiencies ranged from 67.5% with the greatest variety
to 91% with least variety. Operative productivity, in units of 10,000 yards
of weft inserted per operative hour ranged from 4.2 to 11.7. Average pro-
duction costs, taking account of labor, power, capital and spares costs, were
determ-ned for each mill. Tne results are expressed in the following table.

Cost of Variety in Weaving
(a survey of 58 mills)

Warp changes per Cost of weaving in Variation in cost
10,000 loom shifts pece per yard (at frum whole popuiation

1974 prices) average

Upper Quartile 17 4.18 -23%

Average 44 5.42

Lower Quartile 70 7.23 +33%

This indicates that variety is an even more expensive business in weaving than
in spinning. As most Indian weavine units have a deoree nf Yari4ety ir t-he
lower quartile of the U.K. sample there must be considerable scope for cost
reduction and productivity gains by introducing a higher degree of npela14iz-

tion.
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80. It has not been found possible to identify with certainty the 
causes

of the unexpectedly large gains in productivitv which result from specializa-

tion. It has been established that it is not simply the result of increasing

the scale of production for each line. The units studied covered a wide range

of sizes and analysis revealed no evidence of significant econonies of scale.

Me explanatio appears to lie rather in the effect of specialization 
on the

expertise of staff at all levels but particularly at skilled 
worker, technical

supervisor an- manager levels. As the number of products is reduced skill is

increased, variables are optimized more finely in relation to very specific

requirements nmi generallv all activities concerned with manufacture proceed

more smoothly and more expeditiously.

81. The second factor is more efficient plant utilization. Consider

first the productivitv of each section of a spinning mill when producing

yarns of different counts. In the blowroom, where the cotton is opened and

cleaned, the ultimate count has only a second order effect on production rate

in kilograms per shift. In the present context the effect can be regarded

an negligible. The next important process is carding. Here there is an

appreciable effect; long, fine staples suitable for spinning fine yarns can-

not be carded at so high a speed as can the shorter and coarser 
staples used

for coarse yarns. Over the range of counts commonly spun in India the

carding rate, in kilograms per shift, is roughly twice as great for the

coarse counts as for the fine. Through the sequence of preparatory drawing

stages from first draw frame to roving the effect of count on 
productivity

increases from the first drawing, where the effect is only marginal, 
to the

final speed frame where the effect is considerable but rather 
less than at

the spinning frame. By far the greatest effect or count on productivity is

found at the spinning frame itself. The A.T.I.R.A. survey to establish in-

dustry norms in India gives industry average product'on rates falling from

317 gns per spindle shift on 10's to 12 gms per spindle shift on 120's.

82. Although it is clear that because of the wider range of sensitivi-

ties to count change in the various sections of a mill flexibility of count

can only be obtained at the expense of reduced plant utilization, the magnitude

of the effect can only be assessed after maki'ng a detailed study of how

productivity in each section is influenced by specific changes 
of count.

Such a study has been made and two examples of the effects on 
productive

capacity and plant utilization of changes in product mix are 
described be-

low. To avoid problems of machine fractions a large mill ( 100,000 
snindles)

has been assumed. The mill is so equipped that, with the exception of the

opening and clearing section / all machinery -S fully utilized when the

product mix is approximately the 1973 average product mix of the Indian

industry, viz:

1/ Opening and cleaning machinery ia relatively cheap and for good operational

reasons it is u-ual for a mill to have considerable excess capacity in

this section.
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Distribution of Yarn Production by Count

Count -10 20 30 40 60 80

Production
by weight (%) 12 30 27 19 7.6 2.7 1.7

Calculations of the effects of change have been made using this seven element
product mix but for easier appreciation the results are presented in thesimpler, three element form used in the "Report of the Task Force on Textile
Industries" and already introduced above.

83. The first change considered was a reduction of 50% in the weight
of coarse ana lower medium yarn produced, no change in the weight of higher
medium counts and as much machinery as possible kept in operation. In thechanged situ-ation the number of spindles is the effective constraint. The
reduction in the number of spindles needed for coarse and lower medium spinningincreases the spindle capaci1ty available for fine and superfine spinning by
3.66%. There is a net reduction in the total output of the mill of 17.33%.
All spindles are fully utilized but 9.9% of the cards are surplus to require-ments. As cards are quite expensive machines this is an important considera-
tio. In the draawing section of spinning preparation there is some under-
utilization of the drawframes but combers and speed frames continue to be
almost full- 1,ned.

84. The second change considered was an increase of 50% in tne weight
of coarse and lower medium yarn and again no change in the weight of higher
medium counts and aq much machinery as possible kept ln operation. In this
case carding capacity is the effective constraint. The additional carding
capacitv re…uired fo…r coarse and loer medi-. production reuuces tne availabi-
lity of card sliver for fine and superfine production by 47.6%. There is a net
increase in the total output of the mill of 0.5%. All carding capacity and all
drawframes are fully utilized but there is some surplus capacity in combers
and speed frames. The greatest penalty of the change is that 15.1% of thespindles are idle.

85. When account is taken of both the effect of specialization on
efficiency and the cost of product-mix flexibility In terms of reduced machine
utilization,the fact must be faced that however desirable versatility may be
for the commercial viability of individual companies it must inevitabl, increase
the real cost of textile manufacture.

5. Optimum Mill Size

86. Mills in India vary in size from less than 10,000 to more than
200,000 spindles and, in the mill sector, from less than 100 to more than
2,500 looms. Although this is a very wide range of sizes the difference could
be justified by differences in product range. In fact differences in product
range are not reflected in mill size. Some of the smallest mills make a very
wide range of products and although the larger mills are better able to cover
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a wide range many of the largest are still small in relation to their product
range. For examnle the Binnv Mill in Madras with 11RflO sqnindles, 2- nn
looms and 12,600 workers is not untypical of the larger units - it lists
36 'standard' yarns in counts ranging from 2's to 100's and 28 categories
of cloth ranging from heavy ducks to voiles and including such specialized
cloths as taPestries, lacquard furnishings and corduroys.

87. The question of optimum size is often debated. Around the turn of
the century the spinning industry in Lancashire almost standardized on the
80,000 spindle mill. Today the 'standard' unit for spinning an average count
of 30's could be said to be the 30,000 spindle ring mill. This is not strictly
an absolute optimum; it is, rather, the smallest unit which can fully employ
a standard twin delivery opening and cleaning line. It can be said that beyond
this point there are no economies of scale so far as machinery cost is con-
cerned. With this criterion, and taking account of the effect of fiber
characteristics on machine performance, minimum size economic units for
various counts are:

Minimum Size Economic Units

Average Number of Productive Capacity
Count Ring Spindles Kg/shift

Carded 12 11,000 4,800
20 20,000 4,400
30 30,000 4,100
40 42,000 3,800

'..umueu 40 33,000 2,900
60 49,000 2,600
80 . 59, 000 2,400

100 96,000 2,200

88. For highest efficiency, single units of size based on this criterion
" be ope:ted ver a .ounts range not wider than + .J/. Eor dA4pL= a ml±l

of 30,000 spindles could have a counts range from 24's to 36's with an average
of 30's. For a wider range it would, in ger,eral, be both eco.-w--`- and
technically desirable to use more than one blend of cotton. Although it is
nn4ite commo practice in India, the processing of more tn one b3le.d through
one opening line inevitably introduces a number of difficulties which militate
against efficient onperntrn. Where it is required that a -. 11 should produce
a wider range of counts, optimum machine utilization can only be achieved by
arranging that the mill consists essentially of tuo or mnre sc tio" possibly
with some overlapping of count and preferably with a measure of both physical
and administrative separation of the sec1e)nA For exnmple a mill w4singeo
produce counts from 24's to 50's could be most efficiently arranged in two
sections. a carded section of 30;000 snlndles spinning from 24's tn 36's and
a combed section of 35,000 spindles spinning 34's to 50's.
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09. On ths basis the smallest optimum mill to produce yarns from lO's

to 80's would have a total of 152,000 spindles arranged in five sections.

Three sections would be for carded yarns with average counts of 12's, 20's

and 30's (range 10's to 36's) with spindle complements of 11,000, 20,000 and

30,000 respectively The other two sections would be for combed yarns with

average counts of 45's and 68's (range 36's to 80's), with spindle complements

of 36,000 and 55 000 respectively. With efficiently run modern machinery the

production rate of the mill would be about 18,600 kg per shift and the count-

wise distribution by weiaht would be:

Coarse and Lower Medium 39%

Higher Medium 33%

Fine and Superfine 28%

90. The optimum size of a weaving unit cannot be so positively defined.

Where it is thought necessary to have control of sizing the lower limit is

set by the capacity of a single warp preparation unit but where commission

sizing facilities are available (as in the Decentralized Power Loom sector)

this is not a serious constraint. In most countries of the world the optimum

size of weaving unit is determined by the typical length of run and degree

of variety required. The considerations are unlike those which obtain in

spiAning. Where the degree of variety is high and runs are short it is necess-

ary to keep weaving units small because of the loss of efficiency which arises

as a result of the 'dilution of expertise' wnich occurs when many cloth sorts

are produced in one unit. In some trades where the variety needed is great,

the optimum number of looms may be as few as 200. With very standardized

products such as drills and sheetings there are economies of scale in operat-

ing as many as 1,000 looms of one type in a single unit. The guiding principle

here is to have only one type of loom and a minimum number of cloths in one

unit. Multiple units in one establishment should be clearly segregated both

physically and administratively.

91. Optimum size in finishing is almost impossible to define. At the

lower limit, for any finishing processes requiring the use of a stenter, the

minimum size is that which gives an acceptable degree of utilization of a

single stenter - say 60%. The upper limit is set by var-e- -and denlovmet

of expertise considerations; studies in the U.K. revealed that efficiency

and profitability generally reduced as size inreeased but that this trend

could be reversed by the use of highly sophisticated computer aided recipe

formulation techniques. This development opes up the way to efficient oper-

ation of very large commission finishing establishments.
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6. An Overall View

92. The complex legal and administrative structure of the textile industry
is important in relation to the social and economic goals of the Government
of India. Whether or not it provides a satisfactory instrument for control is

outside the scope of this section of the report. So far as the technology
and practice of textile manufacture is concerned this aspect of the structure

of the industry is almost irrelevant. There is virtually no difference be-
tween mill sector spinners and decentralized co-operative spinners regarded

as producers of yarn. Considering the vast difference in scale of operation
between Mill Sector and decentralized power loom weavers performance differ-

ences are not very great in relation to world norms. The only features of
the industry structure which are important from the point of view of manufac-
turing efficiency are the absence of any useful degree of product specializa-
tion and the strength of vertical integration in the Mill Sector.

93. Increased specialization with a reduction of counts ranges would

pay dividends in increased productivity in spinning, weaving and finishing.
A reduction in the degree of vertical integration, leading to more horizontal
stratirication and narrower specialization, would be rewarding in all sectors

but particularly in finishing. As modern finishing machinery is very highly
productive Ca single bleaching range can hanle the output of 3,000 loom,

a stenter 2,000 looms) it is inevitable that rigid vertical integration will

L.eau to very 'Low macl'ri,Lne utilization. factors ar.d generally inefflcient pI.t,L

operation. The only rational answer here is the establishment of large com-
mission. finishin.g u*nits, st rategically located anA i,-eperder.t o th m.nuS

facturing and marketing interests. Just how both specialization and horizontal
staiicto ma- e ~ j 8 a~~ ~ ~~~-*"- -y"s:ra:ricaton -be ir.creased 4- a atter for Gov.ermet. There -- be

difficulties but purely from the technical point of view the making of these
changes would greatly, strengthen, the industry.

G. Technology in the Decentralized Sector

I. rrit-PrHA of SXit-abilit-v

94= Regarding the objective of the Decentralized sector as being the
fulfillment of a social purpose by providing a framework within which textiles
can be produced by labor intensive means in so far as this can be done at

reasonable cost, it is pertinent to examine the technical possibilities in
each of the three maior subdivisions of the industry. This is an aspect of
textile manufacture in relation to which broad generalizations can be grossly
misleading and in particular the generalization that Western technology of,
say, fifty years ago is appropriate to conditions in developing countries
today, although substantially true in some instances is utterly wrong in
others. For a sound picture of the sit,uation it is necessary to examine the
major processes in detail. In the examination below two criteria of suitabil-
ity have been assumed.
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(a) Labor recuiremenes, in relation to. all production
costs of the corresponding Mili Sector process,
must be such that, without excessive subsidy or pro-
tection, a worker can earn a satisfactory wage.

(b) The capital investment required to maintain or estab-
lish a process with high labor requirements in the
Decentralized Sector must be less than, or at least
should not grossly exceed, the investment required
to set up machinery of equal productive capacity
and of low 'labor requirement type in the Mill Sector.

2. Spinning

95. Primitive systems of spinning were extremely labor intensive. The
simple spindle and whorl, the use of which was developed to a high degree of
efficiency in India, requires about sixty days, working twelve hours per day,
to produce 30 g of 80's yarn sufficient to make one square yard of the fine
voile or muslin used for saris. A modern ring spindle produces the same
quantity of yarn of the same count but of better appearance, in one 8 hour
shift. In addition one man can tend many spindles so that the total labor
requirement using ring spindles under Indian mill conditions is only about
0.02 operative hours per spindle, an increase in operative production of
36,000 to 1.

96. Cost studies published by ATIRA show that production costs for
80's in an average Indian mill in 1973 were:

Labor 2.1 Rupees per Kilogram
Stores .S
Power .9
misc. I.0

4.5

This means that the amount of 80's yarn produced on a spindle and whorl as a
re-sult of 720 hous _:r couIA be proluced 'n an Inuian mill in 1973 at a
cost of 0.135 Rupees. So, if we assume that a hand.spinner is prepared to
work 12 hours per day and 30 days per month he would be able to earn 0.0675
Rupees per month. Clearly, as there can be no future for a trade at which
a craftsman's real earnings are less than '1 Rupee per annum, simple hand
spinning of fine yarns cannot meet criterion (a). For coarser counts the
spindle and whorl is not at so great a d4sadvantage but even when spinning
16's it can hardly be said to be worthwhile. Working 12 hours per day it
takes about 14 dave to spin 1 kg of 16's count yarn. The average Cos't of
production of 16's in Indian mills in 1973 was Rs. 1.16 per kg. Thus a hand
spinner even on 16'a would be entributing toward the gross national product
at a rate of only Rs. 2.32 per month.
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97. Cottage wheels and Brunswick wheels increase the productivity of
the spinner by a factor of 5 to 10 so that on coarse counts they could be
marginally worthwhile except that the capital cost in relation to the produc-
tive capacity makes investment in these devices unattractive. At 1975 prices
the cost of equipping a ring spinning mill with all necessary machinery and
accessories of modern design is about Rs. 1,000 per spindle. Such a mill
could produce 16's yarn at the rate of 25 kg per spindle per month. If we
relate this to the production rate of a cottage or Brunswick -wheel spinner
of 2 kg per month the break-even capital cost per wheel is Rs. 80. It is
difficult to put a reliabie figure to the cost of' making spinning wheels but
a reasonable estimate is in the range Rs. 100 to Rs. 200. Thus it costs more,
per unit of output, to buy simple machines which produce poor yarn and have
a high labor requirement than to buy labor saving modern machines able to
produce much better yarn. This rules out wheel spinning as falling to meet
criterion (b). The same considerations apply to the spinning system known
as Ambar Charikha - a system of hand sp-inninng encouraged by the teachings of
Mahatma Gandhi. In the mid-sixties Sreenivasan estimated that the cost of
yarn manufactured bUy Ambar CJnriIa was th:ee ties q- -reat a-S th.t of -il
spun yarn even though Ambar Charkha spinners at that time were receiving only

75 per day..D 

98. The only hand spinning system conceivably able to compete with mill
spinning is the jenny. The jenny became popular for weft yarns in Britain
in the latter half of the 18th centurvy Although soon displaced by the mule
for spinning fine yarns it remained in limited use for coarse yarns in Britain
un-til well into the nrpsent centurv- For fine cotton spinning, iennies with

up to 150 spindles have been built and used but for most purposes 80 spindles
was regarded as the largest economic size. The 1enny has the merit of being
a simple machine in engineering terms. In this respect it is no more demand-
ing than a hand loom and, like the hand loom. can be built by local craftsmen
largely from wood. If the Government of India is anxious to provide employ-
ment in rural areas through the Decentralized Sector without dependence on
power supplies it could be rewarding to look further into the possibility of
using jennies.

3. Weaving

99. The enormous increase in productivity per spindle which has been
achieved worldwide by mechanization of spinning has not been paralleled in
weaving. Modern ring spindles are driven at up to 16,000 revolutions per
minute - roughly ten to twenty times the speed maintained by wheel spinners.
In contrast the typical conventional automatic loom of today runs at only
twice tne speed of the handloom used in Europe in the early part of the 19th
century. The more important advances in weaving technology and practice
.iave ueen concerned with reduction of labor requirement and improvement of
cloth quality. The mac4ine development'which has contributed most to the
achievement of low labor usage and nigh cioth quality is the so-called
automatic loom. All po'%er looms are in the broadest sense automatic but
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the term has now come to have the specific meaning of automatic weft replenish-
ment in a conventional shuttle loom. In addition to reducing labor rpquire-
ments the automatic has improved cloth quality by eliminating 'starting places'.
(A starting place is a local increase in the spacing of the weft threads which
results basically from relaxation of the warp threads during the time when
a loom is stopped awaiting a shuttle change.)

100. To take full advantage of the labor saving potential of automatics
it is necessary to use strong, uniform yarn free from neps and slubs. It is
then possible for one weaver to look after 80 or 100 looms and produce superb
cloth. For reasons which have been discussed elsewhere in this report, indian
yarns are not good and the labor saving potential of automatics can only be
partially attaLaed. In fact very few Indian mills operate with as many as
16 looms per weaver and more co muonly automatics are operated on the basis
-0 I. A - --- , ¶ …

A. 4t 6 per -weaver as againt 2 to 4 looms per weaver ifr nlon-automatLc
power looms. Not only is the labor saving potential not realized in India
but equally the potential quality '- roveme= is lost- becausethe high fre-
quency of yarn imperfections greatly reduces the importance of freedom from
starting place s a factor in cloth appearance. T.here i18 t ---refrf a
good case for the continued use of non-automatic power looms for the manufac-
ture of A vuprv lnrge AronArtr4,¶ o if the coloth t d destic Co-ns l.on.
Non-auto looms are a little cheaper to build (about 30% other things being
equal) but as the number of surih looms alrpadv n evis4atnte 4n the country
is greater than can be needed in the immediate future this is not important.
That non-auto powerlooms can be satisfaetorilv renndtiond using local re-
sources of labor and materials is important as is also the fact that there is
virtually no difference in rate of productfon of cloth h,tw.an non-autosa aA

the typical automatics currently in use in the Mill Sector.

101. There is, however, one very substantial sector of power loom activity
in India which is seriously threatened by developments in weaving terhnology
of the last decade. Roughly one third of the looms in the decentralized power
loom industry are engaged in the manufacture of what if knnwn in TndiA aR
art silk fabric. This is made from continuous filament man-made fiber, some
of it is cellulosic but increasingly nylon is being used. These yarns by
their nature are strong and uniform enough for the advantages of conventional
automatic looms, both with regard to labor savina and quality improvement!
to be fully realized. There is, therefore, at least a prima facie case for
a reconsideration of policy in regard to the production of these fabrics in
view of the potential savings from the use of conventional automatics. In
addition one cannot ignore the remarkable advances which have been made in
water-jet weaving. The water jet loom is outstanding in that it is a cheap
fully automatic loom which operates at more than twice the speed of convent-
ional automatics and produces continuous filament fabrics of superb quality.
The fact that it is only suitable for the weaving of substantially hydrophobic
continuous filament yarns is of little concern in the present context. The
4 portant nnint 4i thAt it la a low ran$tal cost- low labor requirement
machine, the existence of which seriously challenges the wisdom of continuing

production of 'art silk' fabrics on nonrautomatic looma in Tndia. A detailed

appraisal of this challenge should be made.
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102. For much of the spun-yarn fabric requirement however there is no
doubt that non-automatic powerlooms can continue to play an important part.
The case for deploying these looms in the Decentralized Sector is however
difficult to establish on purely techanical grounrds. Given compete-nt manage-
ment, good industrial discipline and freedom from restrictive practices on
the part of organized labor there is no doubt whatever that powerlooms can
be used more efficiently in composite mills. The advantage of mill operation
is not overwhelming = it should not be 8reater than a reduction of about 25%
in the cost of production. The stimulus of being the loom owner or of being
one of a closely kn.it comm nity -ould well be sufficient to offset the economies

of scale which Mill Sector operation can offer. Certainly there are no serious
techinal difficulties inherent in the oneration of looms as sinele units and

sheds of 4 to 20 looms can be very efficient indeed so long as each unit has
access to a sunnlv of well prepared warps. Nevertheless, the published figures
show that the productivity of the powerloom sector is disappointingly low in
relation to that of the Mill Sector in both per loom and per worker terms.

103. The situation with regard to handloom weaving is by no means clear
cut. There is a great paucity of information concerning the types of hand-
looms which constitute the industry, and also concerning the types and quan-
tities of cloth produced. With information at present available it is diffi-
cult to come to any firm conclusions regarding this sector of the industry
other than that the amount of cloth produced is meager indeed in relation
to the numbers of looms and weavers employed. The total amount of cloth
produced in 1972 was estimated by the Task Forces on hand looms and power
looms as 2450 million meters. Spread over 3 million looms and assuming 300
working days in the year this is a production rate of 2.72 meters per aay.
Further assuming an average density of 40 picks per inch and a twelve hour
working day this works out at roughly 6 picks per minute. Tnis is a rate
justifiable on only the most elaborate cloths, and only a very small fraction
of the tota'L o' 2 . 2450 millLou meters can ue so e'Laborate. 1teruat'Lvefly we
must suppose that the looms are used only desultorily or do not exist at all.

104. An alternative basis of appraisal is to suppose that most of the
loth. produced is plain and that tChe average operating speed is in thfb.e order

of 20 picks per minute. (This is a very modest speed, modern handlooms in
Bangladesh were recently seen operating at 120 picks per minute.) Th1-is
requires that each loom be worked for 3.6 hours each.day. This is, perhaps,
not an unreasonably lnw ratp of utilizatinn for a siple tool i is certainl
not high. The position is somewhat confused by a lack of precise information
as to how many weavers are associated with this activity. Mr. Somappa,

President of the All-Indian Handloom Fabrics Marketing Co-operative in an
article in 'Commerce'. December 1973, claimed that 7-1/2 million weavers were
directly employed on the 3 million handlooms. At 20 picks per minute this
requires a little less than 1-1/2 hours work per day per weavPr, Thi8 cnQ
hardly be described as an industry, it is no more than a pin-money part-time
occupation. But is this the true situation? If it is. is the nector necess-
arily so unproductive? Handlooms have very real advantages when used as a
cottage industry. They require no electric power and can be auite reasonably
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productive, depending on the degree of sophistication of the hand loom. The
hand looms used in Britain for the manufacture of Harris tweed are almost
as complex and as expensive to build as simple power looms. A comparatively
simple but effective design, which can be built by rural craftsmen has been
seen in Bangladesh but no comparable looms were seen by the mission in India.
It is a true hand loom, with no automatic co-ordination of shedding, picking
and beating-up, which (:an be operated manually for long periods at 120 picks
per minute. Assuming more leisurely operation and taking account of downtime
for warp changes this cype of hand loom could be expected to average at least2pcks per muLute. u itn 3 million such looms worked for an average of 12
hours per day, 300 days per year, the annual production of fabric (assumed
40 picka per inch) wo-u:.d be 8,226 million meters per year - more than the
total cloth production of the country in 1973.

105. To put the aLternative methods of cloth production into perspective
the following table ha.; been prepared. The line of the table designated
'Handloom B' is hypothetical and based on the premise that hand looms can be
operated at a. average speed of 20 pickus per m'inute for 12 hours per day,
300 days per year with a machine efficiency of 70%. The other three lines
are based on uactl or est4ated performance during 1973 -as recorde 'y various
Indian authorities. Tle Mill Sector figures are for installed capacity and
for all workers employed in weaving. Power Loom and Hand Loom figures are
trade estimates, which have been used by the Task Force on the Textiia Industry.

Performance of Mill, Power Loom and Hand Loom Weavers

Thousands Thousands Million Index of Productivity
of of meters of (Mil! = 100)

Looms Workers cloth per Loom per Worker

Mill Sector 208 260 4169 100 100
Power Loom 205 480 1270 30=9 16.5
Hand Loom A 3,000 7,500 2450 4.1 2.1
Hand Loom B 3,500 7,500 6750 9.6 5.6

The productivity indices do nothing to encourage further development of the
Decentralized Sector. Even with power looms a worker can achieve real earn-
ings of only 1/6 the value achieved by his counterpart in the mill sector and
the hand loom weaver, for all his skill, has only 1/50 the real earning capa-
city of a mill weaver. Under Hand loom B conditions the factor could be raised
to roughly 1/18 but even this is too large a differential to be accepted
with equanimity. If however these differentials are, in fact, acceptable
w-ithin the socio-economic context of India during the next decade the impli-
cations of the per loom productivity indices must be considered. The power
loom situation would be hopeless if the purchase of new powerlooms were under
consideration. The differential of roughly 4 to 1 means that one should not
spenu appreciably more than one quarter of the cost of one new automatic for
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mill use on the purchase of a new non-auto powerloom for the Decentralized
Sector. New non-auto looms of comparable quality cost from in to 40% of the
cost of simple automatics and are, therefore, ruled out of consideration.
u....., th1.eeanrgful c--arisonv is between the cnot of reeonditionine an
LAW ~& ... .a-a..…___

ex-mill sector non-auto power loom and the purchase of a new automatic for
M4ll iue. T'h. reonnA1it1nning rnn hp done verv easily within a budget of less

than one quarter the cost of a new automatic.

106. The investment requirement for hand looms is also within the bounds
of possibilitv. To continue to operate the present hand looms at their present
low efficiency would cost nothing. To raise them to the performance assumed
under 'Hand Loom B' would require some expenditure. The amount required cannot
be determined without a more detailed breakdown of the present equipment but
even if the majority of existing hand looms had to be scrapped it could prob-
ably be done within the implied constraint of a maximum expenditure of 9.6%
of the cost of a new automatic loom on each new or modified hand loom.
Although possible in these terms the wisdom of such a course is doubtful in
view of the extremely low real earning capacity of even a well equipped hand
loom weaver.

4. Credibility of Cloth Production Statistics

107. The above discussion of the performance of tne weaving section of
the Decentralized Industry leads tp two broad conclusions: (1) The amount
of cloth produced by power looms operating in the Decentralized Industry is
small both absolutely and in relation to the amount produced on similar looms
in the Mill Sector. For this reason there appears to be no good case for
encouraging further development of the Power Loom Industry. (2) The amount
0f cloth produucedu by the hard' loom weaer is so smal astosggs -eaOn.LLUAL LIJ&U~U )' LL~IuU A.VLULJA Wcv& .LZ 'u smaLU-L .I. LU b6C. LIadL

hand loom weaving is an occupation of only-marginal importance to the majority
of the people nomi-ally involved. lese concluslons have -een reached on the

La& A. A. Li U~L L i 4 L L~ LiL

basis of official statistics supplemented by estimates given by trade associa-
tlnio- There are no sigani--fic---..t 4 .al. inSea consistencles but the conclusios,s
to which they lead are such as to cast serious doubt on the reliability of
the figures. In partieular, the amouet of ot oduced by th power loom
is strongly suspect.

108. It is remarked in paras. 100 - 102 that (a). there is virtually no
difference in unit productivity between non-automatirg (npvawr lorma) nrd the
automatics currently in use in the Mill Sector and (b) there are no serious
technical difficulties in the operation of looms as sinale units and siherds
of 4 to 20 looms can be very efficient-indeed. It is necessary, therefore,
to look for the reasons why the declared amount of cloth nroduced is no nmAll.

109. First let us examine the technical implications of assuming that
the declared production is, in fact, thq true production. The range of operating
speeds for looms of this type is from 120 to 210 picks per minute. If we
assume an average speed of 150 picks per minute and further assume that the
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actual runnina time is 75% of a 300 day year, the amount of cloth produced
at 40 picks per inch by the 205 thousand active looms of the industry works
out at 6,324 million meters per annum. This is almost five times the declared
production of 1,270 million meters for 1973. This is a very large discrepancy
which it is difficult to explain. The limits of credibility are that the
average pick spacing is as close as 60 per inch and that actual running time
is as little as 50% of a 300 day year. On the basis of these values the
average operating speed of the 205 thousand active looms to produce the de-
clared quantity of cloth works out at 68 picks per minute. During the visits
of the mission no power looms were seen operating at this speed and most were
operating about 3 times faster. It seems extremely likely, therefore, that there
is deliberate understatement of the amount of cloth produced by power looms or
overstatement of number of looms. There is certainly a temptation to pass
off power loom cloth as hand loom cloth in order to profit from the preferen-
tial excise duty situation.

110. if we assume that 90% of the cloth recorded as hand loom cloth is
in fact power loom cloth the total annual production of the power loom industry
is raised to 3,470 million meters. Although still only 55% of the 'reasonable'
estimate of 6,324 million meters made above it approaches credibility and is
a much more likely situation than the declared situation in which production
appears to be only 20% of the 'reasonable' estimate. If this is the true
explanation the implications for the hand loom industry are very grava indeed.
It means that each of the 7-112 million hand loom weavers works for only
10 minutes per day and that each of the 3 million hand looms is worked for
no more tnan 25 minutes per day. Tne grave implication of these fJigures is

that the hand loom industry, described by the Task Force on Textile Industries
as eing second i .n im1portance to agricul.ure, is nothng more thlaa a facalde
maintained to permit large scale evasion of excise duties on power loom fabrics.
Lf. this explana;.lon, andl ,;s im pLiLcatiLon 'Ls accepted wb.ere Jdo we stDW opl T'.Lere
are even heavier excise duties on Kill Sector cloth and the possibility of
witespreadA evasion cannot be ignored. Total fabUric production and **he per-
formance relationships between sectors both become seriously suspect.

111. Unfortunately the documentation presently available is not suffi-
cient tO enable Lis to decide w.ere the truth lies. in the light of the dis-
crepancies discussed above it would be unwise to plan the future of the hand
loom and power loom Industries on the nerformance figures deducible from the
statistics we have been given. -

5. Finishing

112. The extent to which finishing can be done economically as a high
labor-content process in small establishments depends on the end use of the
fabric. For mass market, mass production garment making it is necessary for
technical reasons to do all finishing operations by long-run, low labor con-
tent processes. For piece goods to be sold in small quantities, which is the
lot of much of the Decentralized Sector cloth, processing can be done satis-
factorily in small batches on simple machines with a high labor requirement.
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Generally there is no :treat saving in the investment need in machinery because
th.e greater number of simple mah4n4a (44igeva foir ovAmnpl) rn_t about the

same per unit of capacLty as a large sophisticated machine such as a continuous
ud-yeing range. There in also the possibility of the consumption of dyestuffs
and auxiliaries being 'iigher with aimple machines because of end losses,
although with care these 1osses can be kpnt quite small - say less than 10%

of total usage. The extra labor requirement will always be there and it can
be considerable - nroductivity differentials could well be of the order of

5:1 but if this is an icceptable ratio there is no reason why much of the
nroduction of the Decentralized Sector should not be processed on simple,
high labor requirement equipment.

113. The question of scale of operations is important. Finishing can
not be carried on as a cottage industry but it can be done by quite small co-
operatives working in a labor intensive way and serving a district with, say,
a total of 3,000 power looms. Units smaller than this would become costly
to operate and there could well be a case for concentration on very much larger
units in order to gain economies of scale. The whole question is very involved,
depending on such things as degree of variety required, transport costs both
from the mill and to the point of sale, the availability of water and the
availability of energy. both mechanical and thermal. It is necessary to make

detailed appraisal of ;pecific situations typical of requirements in different
regions before broad policy recommendation can be made.

H. Knitting

1. Spun yarns

114. Fabrics and jarments knitted from spun yarns are not popular in

India. This is presum=bly a matter of personal choice and there is no social
or economic reason why any attempt should be made to change the situation.
Yarn to fabric conversion is cheaper by knitting than by weaving but against
this yarn costs are hi her. Tne reason for this is enat to produce generally

comparable cloths the 1nitting process requires a greater length of finer
yarn. Tne two considerations are o' roughly equal weight anrd in most circum-
stances finished fabric costs are not significantly different for similar
end uses. Lu India LL1ever there 'Ls the special Udfcu.Lty oX te poor quality

of the cotton available. As all Indian spinners already grossly overspin the

cottons a shift towards more knitted cotton, with lts conco mitat requirement
of a finer average count, would be an undesirable trend.

2. Continuous Filament (CF) Yarn

115. Man-made fibres have been challenging the established position of
the natural fibres for the whole of the centuy but it is only since 1950 that

significant advances have been made. iThe table below summarizes the relation-
shin between the three principal groups of apparel fibers since 1940, in terms

of percentage of world usage.
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Development of World Fiber Usage

1940 1950 1960 1970

Cotton 77 71 68 53

Wool 12 10 9 7

Man-mades 11 19 23 40

100 100 100 100

116. In the developed countries, and in particular the non-cotton-growing

countries of Western Europe, the changes have been even more dramatic. In

all these countries man-mades are now the dominant group. In the very early

days the synthetics were regarded as glamour fibers to appeal to a very narrow

market sector but it soon became apparent that their outstanding characteristics

are strength and durability, particularly in continuous filament form. !I.-

tially the application of CP synthetic yarns to apparel end uses was limited

by the narrow appeal of the 'lean", silk-like appearance of the early yarn-8s.

'Texturing' of yarns to give them bulk and a wool-like appearance, together

with development of knitted constructions giving good dimensional stability
to the fabrics, has enormously expanded the range of end uses in which CF

synthetic yarns are acceptable and, in many instances, preferred. The extent
to which these developments have changed the pattern of yarn usage in Britain
during the past 20 years is shown in the 'ollow'ring table.

Pattern of Yarn Consumption in Britain

1954 1959 1964 1969 1974

Cotton 50 43 35 24 14

Wool 29 30 29 27 23
Man-made Staple 9 11 14 9 24
Man-made CF 12 16 22 30 29

100 100 100 100 100

117. The figures refer to actual yarn consumpt*ion by the textile industry

of Britain, The distribution of fiber tynes in textiles consumed in Britain

would show a markedly different pattern because of the fairly high level of

im-ported cotton fabrics and of exports of wool and worsted goods. For the

staple yarn groups the position is complicated by the fact that a very large

proportion of each of these groups consists of blended yarns. A great deal

of the polyester staple is blended with cotton or wool. The same is true

of viscose rayon staple and, to a lesser extent, nylon. Of man-mades only

acrylics are widely used unblended. For our present purpose, however, the

most important group is man-made CF. Here the situation is unambiguous; the

yarns are all 100% man-made and, although some are woven together with natural

fibers, by far the greatest proportion is used to make 100% man-made cloths.

Of these cloths most are knitted, either on warp or weft knitting machines.
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118. Initially, the elusive properties of aesthetic appeal and comfort
delayed market acceptance of knitted CF synthetics, particulariv for garments
worn next to the skin. In this connection there is a fetish that only natural
fibers are really comfortable worn next to the skin - cotton for the body and
wool for the feet. The fetish was given a rationale based on the knowledge
that both cotton ad ool are able to absorb much more water than can the

synthetics. That it is desirable that water vapor should be able to pass
through a fabric is well appreciated on a sound physiological basis but the
importance of water absorbency of the fiber itself is not. Men have been
rather more conservative than women but even so a very wide measure of accept-
ance of knitted all-synthetic garments has been achieved.

119. In most Western European countries the situation has become one in
which knitted svnthetics are available for all apparel end uses, from men's

suits to women's lingerie - formal shirts, casual shirts; in fact the whole
gamut of anparel textiles. In some areas, notably men's formal shirts, there
has been some recession of demand occasioned, to a considerable extent, by
the very utility of the! product. Warp knitted synthetic fiber formal shirts
have a good appearance, are comfortable, easily laundered and do not need
ironing. In addition they outlast the conventional cotton shirt by a factor
of at least 3 and cost from 20 to 40% less than a similar shirt made from
spun/woven fabric. As the formal shirt is very largely a status symbol the
low price and high dur.bility of the warp knitted product detracts greatly
from irs ability to meet its principal objective - i.e., to raise the social

status of its wearer.

120. Such considerations are important in India too, but in addition

there is an enormous demand for sheer utility in apparel fabrics for those
in the lower income groups. Shirts, blouses, saris and lunghis could be made
more cheaply by warp knitting than by weaving. Preferably the yarn used
would be CF nylon or polyester as these would give very high durability.
Alternatively high wet modulus ('polynosic') rayon CF yarns could be used
in order to limit the raw materials to those which are available in the
country. Although polynosic rayon is rather less durable than the synthetics,
warp knitted fabrics from this material would be expected to outlast woven

cotton by a factor of at least 2. Heavier fabrics such as trouserings, suit-
ings and household drapes could be made economically by weft knitting. The

remarks made above concerning the suitability of different fibers are also
applicable to these heavier fabrics. Yarns spun from staple can also be used

satisfactorily on weft knitting machines but the fabrics produced lack the
durability of those made from Fr yarus.

12I. The possibillty of produciLrg wa r p kn'i4tted JaburiLcs from cotton yans

has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. Some progress has
wee. tade mua v'eis stully oo early wo ile . able to forecast the e mte ht to
which this may eventually be worthwhile. The certain thing is that machine
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sneeds are seriously limited even when the best cotton yarns available today

are used. Yarns of the quality produced in India are of no practical use

whatever for this end use.

122. Briefly the case for an increase in the knitting capacity of India

must be based on the high utility of both warp and weft knitted fabrics made

from CF yarns. If such fabrics became widely used by the masses the cost of

clothing the nation would be greatly reduced. The nature and strength of the

resistance which there might be to such a change cannot, however, be assessed

by a technologist. The fact that these fabrics have found ready acceptance

in many other countries is at least a useful pointer.

COTTON TEXTILES FOR EXPOYrU

A. The Markets

123. World trade in textiles is an ever changing business so far as
individual countries are concerned. A broad pattern may be seen by consider-
ing the world trade in cotton textiles as taking place within and between
the countries of five groups~ North America, `Western Europe, Eastern Europe

and USSR, Asia and Oceania, and the rest of the world. North America is a

marginal net importer of cotton textiles. Out of a total consumption of

cotton cloth of a little over 1000 million kg roughly 11% is imported. Ex-

ports are equal to about 5% of home consumption so that net imports are about

6% of home consumption, i.e. about 60 million kg per annum. Western Europe
is much more important as a trading area even though the annual consumption
of cotton cloth at 1260 million kg per annum is only 25% greater than the
North American figure. Irn the fIrst instance there is a great deal of inter-

country trading within the group but, more important for our present purpose,
is the fact tat r.et. C4orts 4rto W estern E rop are at a level of 210 mil-

lion kg, roughly 17% of home consumption. Much of this cloth is supplied
by A.ia. Eastern E%rope is Just a little more than self sufficient. The

annual consumption of cotton cloth is about 1200 million kg but total imports
arew onw1y 9 millo4n l'kg and. overall, the groun is a net exporter to the extent

of about 35 million kg, roughly 3% of home consumption.

124. Asia and Oceania is the only important exporting group. Total pro-
duction of cotton cloth is about 1720 million kg per annum of which 45 million

kg is used in Australia. Published exportlimport figures show some anomalies

which are difficult to resolve but in broad terms the position is that net

exports are probably in excess of 250 million kg, of which about 60 million

kg is exported from India. The rest of the world group (mainly Africa and
South America) can be disregarded in the present context. The total usage

of this group is probably less than 400 million kg and much of this is home

produced.
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125. This simplified view of world trade in cotton cloth is su-marized

in the table below:

Production and Trade in Cotton Cloth (Million kg) in 1973

Eastern Rest of the World

North Western Europe Asia and (Mainly Africa
America Europe (Inc. USSR) Ocean4a and S. America)

Production 940 1050 1230 1720 350

Imports 115 385 26 160

Exports 52 175 61 410

Consumption 1003 1260 1195 1470

Net imports 63 210 - 35 -250

126. The most s:rJklrg feature of the situation seen in this way is the

complementary relationship of Western Europe and Asia as importers and export-

ers respectively. Th.e picture is completed by noting the relative self-

sufficiency of North America and Eastern Europe plus USSR. This is, of course,

the situation one wouldt logically expect having regard to the fact that USA

and USSR are both very substantial growers of cotton, each contributing about

20 to the world total crop. Against this the proportion grown in Europe,

less than 1-1/2%, is insignificant but it is complemented by the fact that

almost 4L0 of the world total crop is grown in Asia. In relation to our

present concern it is tiorthy of note that roughly one half of the acreage

devoted to cotton growing in Asia is in fact in India but India contributes

only about one quarter of the total amount of cotton produced. Even so,

India is second only to the People's Republic of China as the largest pro-

ducer of raw cotton in Asia and as such can aspire to being a very substantial

exporter of textiles to Europe.

127. The present situation is that India cannot be regarded as a success-

ful exporter of cloth in relation to either the size of her cotton crop, the

size of her industry, or her-total production of cloth. Indian exports of

cotton cloth have been averaging about 47 million kg per annum out of a total

production averaging 867 million kg per annum - approximately 5.4%. There is

obviously great scope for expansion of the quantity available for export when

the comparable proportions for near neighbors, Taiwafi, Hong Kong, Pakistan and

Korea are considered. For these four countries the average fraction of cotton

cloth produced which is exported is 72.7% with a range from 71.2 to 74.6%.

128. The great concern is to find out why the export fraction from India

is so small. It is very difficult to find out exactly what the incentives to

export are really worti to a manufacturer. Many met during the mission felt

that export incentives should be stronger but this appeared to be only natural

cupidity as there was Evidence that most manufacturers seemed to be anxious

to increase exports. The most likely explanation lies in the poor quality of

Indian cottons and the cloths made from them. Of mill produced cotton cloth
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the U.K. is, perhaps for historical reasons, t*he largest single customer,
taking in a typical year roughly 25% of the total quantity exported. Excluding
the abnormal year of 1973; Indian cloth has averaged over recent years 18.8%
of all cotton cloth imports into the U.K. Enquiries in the U,K. indicate that
the quality of the cloth offered is the most serio.s factor limitirng the amount
of imports. In the abnormal year of 1973 when a world shortage of cotton cloth
led to a situation in which many importers were forred to reduce theiz. quality
requirements, Indian imports soared to 32% of all cotton cloth imported into
the U.K. This was followed by a spate of court actions and settlements by
arbitration initiated by garment makers against importers of unsatisfactory
Indian fabrics.

129. High uniformity of dyed shade and of cloth width, together with a
very low incidence of minor blemishes is being increasingly demanded by cloth
buyers in Western Europe and North America. The pressure comes from mass pro-
duction garment makers and from mass marketers of apparel and household tex-
tiles. Under Indian domestic conditions these attributes are at no great pre-
mium as most cloth is sold from the piece and made-up into garments on an
individual basis. A shirt tailor, given cloth with defects, can generally
arrange to cut out the parts in such a way that differences in nominal width
do not cause trouble and so that blemishes do not appear on the collar or front
of the garment. He is not worried by shade differences because all the garment
parts are cut from the one piece of cloth. The mass production garment maker
of Europe, however, cannot shuff.le the pattern about to accommodate fabric
defects. He must cut out blindly from multiple layers and make up with a
minimum of inspection and re-cuts because inspection and re-cutting employ
expensive labor and disrupt production line activity. At the end of the day
he is left with a number of garments rendered 'seconds' by the presence of
minor defects in the 'display areas' or by slight shade differences between
adjacent parts. As his business is the making of first quality goods, not
seconds which must be 'jobbed-off' at the best price he can get, the mass
production garment maker is increasingly demanding, and getting, a closer
and closer approach to perfection in the cloth he buys.

130. The mass marketer too has his problems. Not only must he avoid
offering blemished garments but in addition he must ensure that all garments
and household textiles of nominally the same color are in fact the same color.
S-ll differences in shade show up when rows of nominally identical goods aredisplayed together in close proximity. Such differences suggest to the poten-
tial oastamer that some fading has taken place and from this he infers that
the goods are something less than top quality and takes his custom elsewhere.
These recuirements of the Western market may seem unreasonable to an Indian
merchant. They may in fact be unreasonable and illogical. They certainly
demand an anproach to perfection which must seem impossible of achievement
to most Indian manufacturers. Nevertheless this is what is wanted and what
is being supplied by other Eastern cou"tries. The recipe for the production
of such cloths is simple enough. You buy good cotton, process it on modern
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machinery kept scrupulously clean and meticulously maintained. Surprisingly,
cloth made in this way is not prohibitively exoensive to produce. The very

high machine and worker efficiencies which follow from this method of working,
together with reduced raw material wastage, would almost certainly produce
excellent fabrics more cheaply than the indifferent to bad fabrics which are
at nresent being produced in India.

131. Conditions and requirements vary from country to country in Europe
but, by and large, the countries which are actually or potentially substantial
importers of cotton textiles are the countries demanding the highest quality
standards. There is a spread of requirements within each of these countries,
but the general level is rising inexorably year by year. Indian fabrics are

now able to satisfy the requirements of only the very bottom end of the range -

perhaps the lowest 15% in the U.K. In a few years' time it will have become

the lowest 5% and the day when Indian fabrics will be completely unacceptable
in the U.K. purely on quality grounds is not far distant.

132. The message is clear enough. Cotton growing Asia is the natural

and logical producer of cotton textiles for Western Europe. India is ideally
placed to exploit this situation except for the fact that the quality of the

fabrics she produces does not meet European requirements. Although the quality

standards are high, other Asian countries have shown that they can be met by
the construction of specialist mills. This could be done on a substantial

scale in India and the requirements for such a venture to be successful are

discussed in sections B and C below.

133. Tne above remarks are almost entirely concer-ned with the Wester.n
market for international cotton textiles. They are not relevant to the small

but worthwhile market wnich exists for Indian speciality 'abrics produced by
the hand loom sector. It is unlikely that this market can be expanded as much
as tenfold but it coula well be doubled by better promotion. On the technical
side there is little which could be done to help. It would be possible, as

is mentioned el.sewh,ere in this report-, Lto make a.y of t-hese fabrics efficient

and well on modern speciality looms, but this would almost certainly undermine
the appeal of the fabrics. It is difflcult to pin-point the factors which
make Indian handloom specialities attractive, but rarity and the individual
craftsmansilp image of the products are both Important. It is possible that

the use of better yarns would reduce costs without destroying the character of

the fabrics but it w.ould be unwise to make changes without careful experiment.

This is a market which could well be destroyed by improved 'quality' and
reduced price.

B. Raw Material Requirements

134. A profitable export industry cannot exist without a reliable supply

of cotton. Moreover the cotton must beiof the right type, of good quality
and fnexpensive, India is potentially one of the strongest nations in the

world so far as basic ability to meet these requirements is concerned but
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unfortunately the potential is by no means realized. The cotton crop is,
by world standards, reasonably reliable. The crucial weakness is that the
types of cotton needed to support a strong export industry are not grown insufficient quantities. There is a further weakness in that Indian grown
cottons of all types tend to be of very low quality. This is largely the
result of poor husbandry in the field but unsatisfactory ginning practices
also contribute.

135. The generallv poor performance of cotton growing in India finds
reflection in that not only is the product the lowest priced in world markets,
but in addition the yield per acre is outstandingly the lowest in the world.
In 1973-4 (a typical year) the average yield by Indian growers was only 133 lbs
per acre against an average for the rest of the world of 426 lbs per acre and
a rest-of-the-world range of from 243 lbs per acre in Brazil to 1042 lbs per
acre in Israel. During the same year the average price of Indian cotton inworld markets was 45.5 US cents per lb against a world average price (excluding
Sudan and Egypt) of 80.3 US cents per lb. The problem of the low quality of
cotton available to the Indian textile industry has already been discussed
in relation to the techno-economics of textile manufacture for the home trade.
it is therefore pointed out that there are no serious technical difficulties
in the way of increasing the growth of American Uplands types at the expense
of the low quality, low yield indigenous Asiatic types which at present repre-
sent a large fraction of the total acreage. There are social, educational
and initial economic difficulties in the promotion of such a change but there
is no doubt that (a) appreciably better cottons can be grown in greater quan-
tity and at lower cost and (b) better cotton is essential if the export poten-
tial for Indian made textiles is to be developed.

136. Improvements in cotton quality alone would enable the export industry
to move up the mar'et to only a limited extent. In addition supplies of man-made staple for blending with cotton will be increasingly needed. Again this
top4c is discussed in paras. 19 -40 in relation to the needs of the hometrade. It is therefore recommended that the availability of cellulosic stapleshould be ncreased to about 18% of total fiber requirement and that polyester
staple should be made available to the extent of about 7% of total fiber usage.The needs of the exnort sector are rather different because of the much higher
demand which has arisen for polyester/cotton blends in textile importing coun-tries. Although increased availab4lity of cellulosic staple would be useful,
present trends suggest that polyester staple to the extent of at least 15%
of total fiber usage. will be an absolute necessity for the exporting inaus-
try in the very near future.

137. It is, of covrse, possible to import polyester staple and still
have a profitable expoxt trade in polyester cotton fabrics. Indeed it couldwell happen that from time to time world polyester capacity will greatly
exceed demand and at such times importing could be cheaper th-an domestic
production. If, however, the export industry expands to such an extent
that India becomes a world leader in the export of good nuslit- fabrics
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it would be prudent to ensure continuity of supply by setting up adequate

capacity within the couuntry. The broad econom.ics of man-mades/cotton blends

for export is that blending polyester (or other man-mades) with cotton will

appreciably reduce the net foreign exchange value per meter of cloth exDorted.

This is true whether or not the man-made fiber is domestically produced but

the penalty of Ignorlng blends and offerina only all-cotton fabrics would be

a very serious restriction of market opportunities.

C. Technological Requirements

138. In order to produce textiles able to meet the quality requirements

of the developed coutntries specialist mills making only international market

(as distinct from domestic market) textiles will be needed. This can be done

,,ing the horizontally stratified system in which specialist spinners, each

producing a very narrow range of yarns, supply independent weavers, each

conrerned with only a narrow range of cloth types. Alternatively the vertically

integrated system in which spinning and weaving is combined under one management

mav be used. The relative merits of the two systems have been discussed in

relation to domestic market requirements in the section dealing with industry

structure (section F). In the present context either system is viable so long

as the range of ultimate products is small. Where considerable variety is

needed in cloth of a limited type, for example in the shirting or dress fabric

trades, horizontal stratification is to be preferred. Where, however, variety

is limited as in the workwear or bed sheeting trades, vertical integration.can

give useful economies without serious penalty for the attendant loss of flexi-

bility. Generally finishing would best be done by independent companies offer-

ing a commission service to weavers and merchants or by finishers owned and

controlled by merchants. There is no good case for having finishing integrated

with weaving except for trades, such as those mentioned above, where variety

is extremely limited. For these goods complete integration from raw material

to marketing is a possibility.

1. Spinning

139. With the exception of carding, all spinning processes can be ade-

quately carried out on conventional machinery already produced in India. High

production cards as now made would require additional enclosure to reduce the

amount of dust and short fiber released into the atmosphere. This is now usual

in EP cards of European manufacture and there is no tech.nical difficulty in the

application of similar enclosures to cards of Indian manufacture. New quality

control procedures will have to be developed arnd a new attitude to the consump-

tion of consumable stores must be generated. In particular very much more
frequent replacement of roller cots, drafting aprons and travellers is essential,

There is no difficulty here except that of convincing management and labor that

it is false economy of materials and effort to continue runnin.g such ite-m right

up to the point at which dramatically'increased end breakage rates make imme-

diate renewal imperat,ive.
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140. With high production carding a critical quality control requirement

is the maintenance of the rigid wire clothing of the cards. Wear rates are

not so accurately predictable as to permit reliance on strictly scheduled

re-grinding. Frequent checking of the nep content of the web delivered by

each card is needed to ensure satisfactory carding without excessive grinding.

The re-grinding itself can be a problem where there is a long background of

experience on cards fitted with flexible fillet clothing. The grinding of

rigid wire must be done with a far higher degree of care and precision or the

clothing can be ruined in a very few minutes. During the mission a great deal

of bad carding caused by unskilled grinding was noted in most mills using rigid

wire clothing. Re-training courses could be the answer or alternatively mills

could rely on a specialist maintenance service provided by the machinery

industry.

141. Effective air conditioning equipment will also be needed. Spinning

requires relatively low humidities (c. 55% RH) which are difficult to achieve

throughout the year in India without good insulation and full air conditioning.

Both temperature and humidity should be held within relatively narrow limits.

This will be expensive but there will be a generous pay-off in terms of improved

yarn quality and consistent machine performance.

142. Open-end spinning can no longer be ignored irn considering the tech-

nical requirements of the export industry. Its virtue of low labor require-

ment is not very important in tnis context. Lhe f'act that from a poorer cotto,.

it produces a yarn of better appearance on a more convenient package is, how-

ever, vitally important. It is conceivable that for many end uses, such as

shirt poplins, raincoat gaberdines and poplins, where appearance and particu-
larly freedom from knots and siubs, is important, only open-end spun yarns

will be acceptable in a few years' time. For the counts range 12's to 36's,
-a-ud this covers the great bulk. oi i..te.8tior.31 *rad- requiremme.t-S. open end

spinning is, in the broadest sense, more economic than ring spinning for new
in-taI''-tioaus. Althu& the. O. Lab1-or -.e-uir.-ent conf licts with india's need

to provide more jobs, the pros and cons should be weighed very carefully.

2. Weaving

143. The non-automatic power loom can have no place in the manufacture

of cotton fabrics for the international market if only because of the unaccep-

tability of frequent starting place marks. Even if this were not so there

would he no economic case for their use with the high quality yarns which are

essential for this trade. With these yarns breakage rates in weaving will be

so low as to make the economic allocation of looms per weaver at least 40 for

plain fabrics and Indian labor.

144. Looms such as the Ruti B type which has been made in India for many

years. together with the Ruti C type which is now coming into production will

be adequate for a large part of the trade. For wide sheetings more sophisti-

cated looms such as the Sulzer are to be preferred. It is also possible that

as the price of the Sulzer is expected to fall relative to other looms, now

that other manufacturers are going to build them, these looms could become

the most economic for a wider range of goods.
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145. As in spinning, better air conditioning is needed and in addition

it will be necessay to get acceptance by both management and labor of a regime

based on much lower humidities. Current practice in India is based on the

use o' very heavily sized warps hi.ich can only ba woven under conditions of

very high humidity. This may reflect the weaver's wish to achieve a required

cloth weight with. a minu use of cotton and maximum use of size. Although

this may be what the home trade wants it will not be accepted by more discrimi-

nati.g customers. However, once the concept of using size scientifically,

purely as an aid to more efficient weaving, is accepted it will quickly be

found that -_ oimum amount of size for a given cloth is very much less

than the amount which is currently being used. It will also be found that

much lower humidities (65 to 75% as against 85 to 95%) will be needed. The

net result will be much better weaving and better cloth appearance but a need

for very much more accurate sizing and more accurate humidity control.

146. In this new situation old type warping and sizing machinery will be

useless but the newer types now being made in India will be found to be ade-

quate. The same is true of cone winding and pirn winding. Manual operation

is out, but Indian made automatic machinery will do a satisfactory job although

it must be stressed that all these machines require careful handling and meti-

culous maintenance if good results are to be achieved.

147. It will also be necessary to introduce the practice of routine

machine performance monitoring into the actual weaving shed. With four or

six looms to a weaver and more or less continuous maintenance-at-will by a

large number of loom overlookers, mills can and do manage to muddle along.

With the sort of operation which is our present concern strictly scheduled

maintenance plus a routine of formal monitoring for loom malfunctions is

essential.

3. Finishing

148. One of the requirements most difficult to meet 'ln the finishing

of textiles for the international market is the achievement of consistency

of color both within deliveries and between deliveries. The task is made

easier by the use of the best modern equipment and the avoidance of short

runs. Although batch processes have a place for short run fashion goods,

continuous bleaching and continuous dyeing ranges are needed to handle

the bulk of the trade. Tnere are no serious technical problems once it is

recognized that consistency and flexibility do not go well together.

149. The choice of machine types available is wide and a great deal of

latitude is allowable. Good work can be done on almost any modern dvefng

range or printing machine so long as the technical back-up is competent. The

critical areas are the equipment, orgaanization and staffing of the laboratories

and the arrangements for supervision and monitoring of the actual processing.
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150. Sound reliable recipe formulation and careful supervision of all
operations is the key to consistent finishing. For this reason it is antici-
pated that the most serious technical problem will be that of recruiting staff
both able and willing to work to the high standards which the international
trade demands. The gulf between current Indian practice and what is needed
will be difficult to bridge. Discussion with finishers during the mission
visit made it clear that no one really believed that the precautions taken
by Western technologists were honestly worthwhile. For example, no finishing
unit was seen which did not regard it as completely satisfactory to appraise
a color match purely visually in whatever light happened to be available at
the time. Although metamerism had been heard of it was regarded as being
of no practical importance and the use of standard lighting was looked upon
as a pedantic affectation. Indian technologists have the necessary basic
imowledge but they require to be convinced of the need to apply it in practice.

D. Gar-ent Making

151. Although garment making is not regarded as being a part of the
textile industry it must, in the developed countries of the world, be treated
as a. extension of the industry. Tne work of the mass production garment maker
is as much dependent on what has gone before as is the work of the textile fin-
isher. The in.fluence of mass production garment making on textile quality standards
has already been discussed in the previous section (paras. 138-150), wihere it is note
that if india is to become a substantial exporter of cotton textiles the indus-
try must be geared to the production of fabrics suitable for mass production
garment making. Our present concern is with t-e opportunities which exist for
India to strengthen her textile export situation whilst at the same time pro-viding additional employ-ent in the textile areas. Broadly the position is
that textiles for the international trade can only be made using low labor
requirement techninues but garment making, even for mass markets, is a very
labor intensive activity. Thus a sound strategy for India is the establishment
of a high ouality, low labor demand textile in-dustr; closely ntegrated' with
a mass production garment making industry. By this means two potentially valua-
ble resources, the capacity to grow cotton and an abundance of low cost labor,
may be usefully exploited through the export of garments for the mass markets
of Europe and North America. Other Asian countrIes, notably Hong Kong, Korea
and Taiwan, have already become important suppliers of mass market garments to
the West but as the markets are laree and only India is a ma4 or cotton grower,
the prospects for a large scale venture into this trade are excellent.

152. The inputs to garment making are generally seen as raw materials,
labor and overheads. Power is an insignificant item which is included in
overheads. For home garment making or local craftsman garment making in devel-
oping countries the cost of the raw materials. principally the cloth itself
plus the.sewing thread, is generally by far the most important input for all
comon articles of apparel made from woven cotton fabrics.
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153. Logically one would expect the application of mass production tech-

niques to reduce the cost of manufacture and make raw material costs even more

important. In the event this has been found to be not the case. The reason

for this is that the major 'tem 'n the cost of manufacture is wages. Mass

production techniques have been introduced in the West partly to achieve uni-

formity but primarily to reduce labor content and hence wage costs- But-

the extent to which it has been found possible to reduce labor content

has been small and, even in the most technically advanced ountries of the

West, garment making remains a high labor content industry. The table below,

which 's based on conditions in mass market factories in the U.K., is believed

to show the order of importance of the major inputs to woven cotton garment

-makIng in most hfi.ah!-eage-cost countries.

ITnuts to Garment Making

Finished cloth 51.5

of which Cotton 24.3
Spinning 10.9
Weaving 9.1

Finishing 7.2

Manufacture 48.5

of which Direct Labor 24.8
Indirect labor
and overheads 23.7

100.0 100.0

154. The added value in garment making is typically about equal to the

cost of the cloth from which the garments are made. This is important but

it is perhaps even more important to note that it is almost twice as great

(48.5:27.2) as the added value in fabric manufacture. This makes garment

manufacture attractive for a high labor availability country such as India,

particularly as the overwhelming cost component in garment making is labor.

In the manufacture of cotton textiles for the international trade a typical

breakdown of added value costs is 40% wages, 60% other costs. This relation

is not greatly affected by wage rates as such; there is usually a rough corre-

lation between wage rates and operative productivity. In garment making in

Europe the wage bill is typically in the range 75% to 85% of total added value.

Thus it is clear that an exporting garment industry could help greatly in eas-

ing India's employment problem, earn foreign currency ifu i;ts own right and

assist in the export of cotton textiles.
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155. The cost of setting-up a garment industry of the size and quality
needed to make a real impact on world markets would not be great. In relation
to textile manufacture the cost of machinery and buildings per worker employed
is very small. Taking 100 as the figure for the annual capital investment
per employee in the textile industry of Britain (made up of plant and machin-
ery 82, buildings and works 18), the corresponding figure for garment making
is 21 (plant and machinery 15, buildings 6). Another attractive feature is
that garment making can be carried out successfully in very small units.
For six countries of Europe, Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium and
Britain, the average number of employees per firm is 57.2 with a range from
42.2 in Belgium to 73.5 in Britain. These averages include many firms with
fewer than 50 employees engaged in the manufacture of short-run fashion gar-
ments. Most firms in the mass production sector of the industry are in the
size range 50 to 500 employees. For the estimation of setting-up costs in
India it would be realistic to regard the typical unit as having 100 direct
workers making shirts, blouses or pajamas on a two shift basis 6 days per week.

156. Thle first requirement is a suitable building. There is a strong
temptation to economize here by employing outworkers or by arranging that
small groups work in miscellaneous acu-odation scattered about a convenient
area. This would be false economy. The quality standards of the international
garment trade require close supervisio.n of all work and a high degree of uni-
formity of technique. These can only be achieved by a closely knit labor force
workin together. Too provide 50 Wor'U places togethler -with storage,.inspection
and packing area a total factory area of at least 500 square meters is needed.
The cost wll de-end on the type of construction. A just-adequate standard,
with all services except air conditioning, could be provided at a cost of about
Rs. 250 thousand (1975 prices). Air conditioning is not usual in Northern
Europe but in India it may well be essential to minimize perspiration staining
of fabrics durina seeing. Thils would increase the building cost to about
Rs. 300 thousand.

157. The second requirement is machinery. Simple cutting tables with
manually operated cloth laying machines can be made locallv at small cost.
Powered cutting knives are not a major expense but should be imported and
bought new. The sewing machines themselves will be the major expense.
Modern industrial sewing machines have become very expensive because of the
sophisticated labor saving features which they now incornorate. These devices
are not needed in India and simple domestic sewing machines would provide a
satisfactory cheap alternative except that they are not sufficiently robust
to stand up to factory use. The most economic answer is to buy second-hand
older type industrial machines which have become obsolete in Europe or America.
Re-conditioned machines able to give good service can be obtained for prtces
in the range US$20 to US$200. On this basis a complete line-up of machinery
for cutting, sewing, buttonholing and pressing shirts and similar garments
could be installed for about Rs. 195 thousand.
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158. Working capital is generally rather more important than fixed

capital in garment making and the most important item of working capital

is the materials inventory and the materials contained in work-in-progress.
An efficient operation car.L mai.ntain an. average irnterval between receipt

of fabric and dispatch of garments of about 60 days. On the assumption that
shirts are being mauUe with a work conter.t of .4 operative hours per garment
the total value of materials, including sewing, buttons, lining etc., to be
regardedu as woriing capita comes to Rs. 435 thousand at 1975 nrices. Where

the business is concerned only with commission (or 'consignment') garment
alking th,e value of the invento , would be onlv about Rs. 50 thousand but, of

course, this is merely a transfer of work capital requirements from the garment

mak-r to the merchant or consignee - it r-ma1ns a capital requirement to be

met by someone.

159. The remaining working capital requirement is the cost of operating
the factory for 60 dAyvs If we assume that the cost of employing one direct
worker is Rs. 350 per 26 day month the direct labor cost for 60 days comes
to Ri, 81 thousand. To this must be added the cost of training and the wages

paid to learners in training. In the U.K. this is typically 15% of the pro-

duction wages bill and, if a similar relationship holds in India, brings the

direct labor cost to Rs. 93 thousand. Inside management and supervision

will cost about Rs. 30 thousand and services about Rs. 20 thousand. The
general picture is summarized below:

Capital requirement for a garment factory -'

(Rs.)

Fixed Capital

Building 300,000
Machinery 195,000 495,000

Working Capital

Materials 435,000
Labor 93,000
Management & Supervision 30,000
Services 20,000

1,073,000

1/ employing 100 direct workers (2 sh1ift working) assum-ing
60 days from cloth-in to garmentsAout
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160. As the total number employed, including supervision and training,
will be about 125 people, the capital requirement ner employee works- out at
Rs. 8,584, This should be compared with the capital requirement per employee
in a new spinning mill. For a modern ring spinning mill of 25,000 spindles
to spin an average count of 32's the total capital requirement is about Rs. 3.8
crores. Total employment, if rationally staffed, would be 340 (including
technical management and all ancillary workers). This works out at a capital
requirement per employee of Rs. 112 thousand roughly 13 times the requiremment
per employee in garment manufacture.

161. There are a number of practical difficulties in setting-up a mass
production garment industry and perhaps the greatest is that garment making
is highly skill-dependent. Most mechanized industries require some operative
skill but generally the quality of the product is only marginally skill-
dependent. Garment making has much more in common with traditional handicrafts;
although uniformity of stitch length and tension is ensured by the use of sewing
machines, the actual cutting of garment pieces and the accurate following of
seams is still largely dependent on the ability of the worker to co-ordinate
hand and eye. For this reason quite long training periods are needed before
recruits to the industry can work without close supervision. This is a major
expense in Europe where garment making is largely a woman's job (in Britain
93% of skilled operatives in the garment industry are female) and many women
leave employment on marriage. If, in India, the industry were based on skilled
male labor, wastage would probably be lower and training would be less of a
probiem.

162. Tne difficulty is increased by the fact that India has no tradition
and little experience of mass production garment making. However, there are
a number oz. European and American consultants who can advise on the setting
up of factories and there are many colleges offering courses in garment makirg
technology. Given the will to do so, an efficient garment making industry
could be set up within a very few years - certainly in no more time than it
will take to esablish a sector of the textile industry able to make textiles
to international standards.

163. The 100 direct worker factory outlined above would have a productive
capacitv of 624,000 shirts per annum. The verage value of shirts imported
into Britain in 1974 was 95 pence. On this basis the value of a year's produc-
tion… landed n Britain would be Rs. 9.58 million. TLe cost incurreu would be:

Operating costs (including materials) R8. 3A, 0 Ann
20% of capital requirement 215,000
Air frei2ht at 3 rupees/kilo 375,000

Rs. 3,96, 00
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The cost of agents' fees and commission may be high but as goods saleable at
Rs. 9.5 million can be produced and shipped for Rs. 3.6 million there is
every expectation that a very profitable trade can be established. The key
to this profitability is the ve, low cost of Indian labor and factory overheads,
From the cost data above, the manufacturing cost, including capital charges but
excluding materials, is 22.8% of the factory cost of a shirt as against the
figure of 48.5X shown in the table in para. 153 as being typical of mass
oroduction garment making in the U.K.

PROFILES OF MILLS VISITED

164. The following pages present self-explanatory profiles of the situa-
tion of each of the 24 mills visited in the course of the Mission. Two of them,
Numbers 21 & 24 were jute mills, the remainder were cotton and allied mills,
appraisal was based on world standards rather than developed country standards.
Judged in relation to standards in developed countries many of the mills would
have been off the scale (at the lower end), only one mill (No. 11) - Reliance
Mills of Ahmadabad, a recently established (i.e. 10 years) enterprise concentrat-
ting on man made filament yarns and fabrics, could be described as excellent
by developed country standards.

165. To summarize the situation, almost all the mills visited were in
very poor shape by Western standards. Quite marked regional differences were
noted. Taking the Bombay area as the norm, mills around Ahmadabad were rather
better and the mills in the South (centered on Coimbatore) were much better,
particularly in relation to condition and operating efficiency. Generally
the milis around Calcutta were rather worse than the mills around Bombay.

In the profiles the letters NA mean "Not applicable" and are used where a
particular process is not used in the mill concerned.
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MILL NO. 1

PLANT Spinning - |Weaving j
IAAvA i"LA' B LE Preparation Spinning JPreparotion W Weaving Finisking

l x I I ~~xx j 
Fully Modern I I I I

Reasonably Modernl I I x x x

Old but updated I x | I I 
Needs updating;-| 

Obso!lete .

PLANT Spinning S ingWeaving 
CONDITION Preparation Preparation Weoving Finishina

GoodIII II
Satisfactory | I
Poor |

Bad I
Worn out

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~I _ _ _ I _ _ _ I _ _ _ I l_

CORPORATE enera! Technical Management r Daret I House-
ORGANISATION j Managementl Competencej Dilligencel Ibr

- I I I I I I
Excellent j |

Good x x | I I
Satisfactory I I I I 7 I x 1
Poor I I I I I I
Bad I 

_ L 1 |1
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MILL NO. 2

plANT Spinning |Weaving 
AVAILABLE Preparation SDinning PreDaration W||

x -- --- -- A 
Fully Modern f j f 1 /1
Reasonably Modern I | J/ J / 

Old but updated NA NA

Needs updating j / I /
Obsolete I/ I /

_ _ _ _ _I_ I__ _ 1/ V I _ _ _ I

PLANT I Soinninn i IWeaving *
CONDITION j Preparation | Spinning |Preparation |Weaving Finishing

Good ' 
Satisfactory X. I / 
Poor NA NA

Worn out _ f ____/___

CORPORATE General Technical M'lanagement Direc House-
ORGANISATION I NiMnagementj Competence' Dilligence| Labour keeping

Excellent x

Good IX I~ X 
Satrnsfnrctorv I I I | x
Poor

Bad I I I
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MILL NO. 3

PLANT Spinning IWeaving
AVAILABLE | Preparation Spinning IPreparation I Weaving I Finishing

I 4 I. 4 -- t-I
Fully Modern |-

Reasonably Modern x I

Old but updated x I I P I
x~~~~~~~~~~

Needs updating I AI 

Obsolete | *

PLtANT I Sninninn I lWeavinn I I
CONDITION Preparation Spinning |Preparation j Weaving Finishing

I . I I I-I . I
Good___II

Satisfactory A A A j 

Poor j I jI J ' 

Bad__IIII

Worn out J ! ! ! - !

CORPORATE Genera I Technical Management | Diet House-
ORGANiSAT_iO_N_ Management1 Competencej Dilligence L| ao .
Excellent I I 1 1 | 1
__ I CLi1 _ I I
Satis.factory I X I .

d ------ X-1 -X -1--- I _I I X I
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MILL NO. 4

PLANT Spinning |Weaving I
AVAILABLE I Preparation I Spinning IPrep ration I Weaving | Finishing |

Fully Modern // j / /

Reasonably Modern| / / I / 7 /

Old but updated NA NA NA | NA

Needs updating j / / /
Obsolete I / |/

PLANT I Sninninn I IWeaving I

CONDITION Preparation Spinning |Preporation Weaving Finishing

Good / A A /

Satisfactory | N | NA

Poor t NA I NA I NA j NAI

Bad/ I
W_rn__ _ 1o! 1 ot

ITechnical Management I .H
CORPORATE General n M Direct ouse-
ORGANISATION ManagementDilligence a J P

Exce!Cnt e I - igc

Go 4 | x |
Goo I -X-1 I I X----

Satisfactory I I x I | x I

IOCI
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MILL NO. 5

PLANT Spinning iWeoving
AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning VPreparation Weaving J Finishing

Fully Modern j | x | x tx

Reasonably Modern| 1 | / /
Old but updated | j NA

Needs updating | /

Obsolete I I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ * i__ _ _ _

PCANT I Sp;nniniingngWeav;ng
CONDITION Preparation Spinning Preparation Weaving Finish ing

Good I I 
Satisfactory j I 1 /

Poor jjNA
Bad1 II
Worn out _ I _ /

CORPORATE Ge l Technico Mnagement Direct House-
hAK KIIICA 'rtP0ki Ii I aene'Labonu r ~eepiing

ORvANlt'"ntlO If<'snagementl -Competencej Dilligence1 -

Excellent . 1 . 1 I

Good I i x | x .x

Satisfactory

Poor 1 1 | 1 _ 
__ ___ _ __ __ . __ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ . ._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ..
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MILL NO. 6

PLANT ISpinning Yyeuving

AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation j Weaving | Finishing

1.- x I I I I
Fully Modern .

Reasonably Modern .

Old but updated |

Needs updating | |

Obsolete 1 _ _ _ . | 1 _ _ _

PLANT Spinning I jWeaving
CONDITION Preparation Spinning 1Preparation j Weaving FTinishing

Sa hetory l l |x x | x x 

Worn ou r 1 1 1 |-

CORPORATE jGeneral '~~''Direct House-
ORG~ANISATION Management I -~~LI keepingj j ~~~%ompeteincej Dii "g9r".r e

ExcellentIII I-I
Good I I _ I _ I __ _

Satisfactory - x x . .

Poor x x

Bad ! ! I I
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MILL NO. 7

PLANT Spinning Weaving
AILIA h AWl n- - - - - I 1AI __! I r -AvAvL V PNIUM L) L Lreriu uion S1jpnniny irrcpurutiuon vVeving Finisning

Fully Modern I I I I
Reasonably Modern| | x | x xi 

Old but updated | j | x I I
Needs uodatina I I I I x

Obsolete I I I I I

PLANT zSpinning jWeaving
CONDITION Preparation Spinning IPreparation Weaving |Fnishing

Good

Satisfactory I 1 I 1 1 1

Poor I I I X 1i
Bad

Worn out

_____ I ____I Techica Monaemen I __ H _ 

CORPORATE | General Technical Management Diret House- I
ORGANISATION Management competence LobQur keeping

Excell ent

Good 4 x

Satisatctory I x x x

Poor .

B a d f _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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MILL NO, 8

PLANT Cpinnny -vveaving
AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation j Weaving | Finishingt- - I 5-I 1 
Fully MModern j
Reasonably Modern| 7 I I I
Old but updated | x | j x | I x

Needs updating | x

Obsolete I | J L 1 _ _

PLANT- Spinning tWeaving
CONDiTiON N Preparation Spinning Pireparation j Weaving J Finishing

____ I -1 t I t_ ___
__-I XI I X I I X I

Worn outI III

CORPORATE Geea tehnca 'wan9 ''n Direct House-
ORGANISATION M ahnagement| 1..aeclDilgncltboLr keeping 

Excellent | xIIII

Good I x x | x

Satisfactory | | 1 x

Poor

Bad IIII
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ . _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ : _ _ __. __
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MILL NO. 9

PLANT Spinning IWeaving
AVAILABLE I Preparation I Soinning IPreoaration I Weoaving Finis

Fully Modern I I
Reasonably Moderni X X x

Old but updated 1 1 X I | I I j

Needs updating | I x

Obsolete . I I |

PIANT I ,1 1 1 j ,1 1

CONDITION tion Spinning |Preparation Weaving Finishing

Good X I

Poor 1 1 1 I | NA

Badj(jjII
Worn out I _ L | |

CORPORATE General Technical Management Direct House-
ORGANISATION Manogement | Competence| Dilligence| Labour keeping

Fxre!llent x I I I I I
Poor I x I x - x-

IoT.ntr .~I I , Ii II 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,1 _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 . 1 l~'~ 1
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MILL NO. 10

PLANT Spinning IWeoving
A VAI LA BLE | Pre-nration I Spinning lPreparation Weaving | Finishing

Fully Modern j j x

Reasonably Modern I I .

Old but updated 1 | 1 1 I I I

Needs updating I
Obsolete

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I_ _ - .1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _

n LA INI I CSinnig Iweving I I

CONDITION | Preparation Spinning |Preparation Weaving Finishing

Good 1 I x I | [ 1 /

Satisfactory x x

Bad II11 
Worn out I _ _ I 1 /

_ _ _ _ _ ,,_ _ I __ _ I __ _ I V_ _ _ _ I

CORPORIATIN J General Technical Management Direct K House-

ORGANISATION | Management| Competencel Dilligencel

ExcellIent x

Poo II--........ ... I , Gow' ._._ x x | x | x |

Satisfbc,Tory I

Poor - ~ 

Bad
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Note: Mostly filament so spinning is Texturising.
Weaving includes warp & weht knitting.

MILL N0 11

PLANT Spinning I IWeaving
AIIA IIAnt r- I ?_f... *_ A'vAILABLE rrpururtion jpirirgii- 1 r-rpurueiuun j Wtv .n Finisning

Fully Modern x | x j x x x

Reasonably ModernII

Old but updated

Needs undatina I
Obsoleta I

PLANT jSpinning jWeaving I I I
CONDITION |Preparation | Spinning Preparation Weavirng Finishing

Good Ix x x x

Satisfactory

PoorjJjj

BadIIIII
Worn out I
CORPORATE GeIneecncaral9een Direct House-ORGANISATION hngentecnialkbogmet kee in
CORPOGANISATION | Managemen Competencej Dilligence|

t-I-t-*-~~~xtx lx
txcelient j I A I

Satisfactory I - - ] I - I
PoorI -l- --- 4- - --- ----I --- I-Poor

Ba d j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ III _ _ _ _ _ 
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MILL NO. 12

PLANT Spinning IWeaving
AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation Weaving | Finishing |

Fully Modern |

Reasonably Modern Jxx
Old but updated |

Needs updating ., .,

Obsolete -A A X

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ 1 ,, I __ 

PLANT I Spinning I lWeaving I I
CONDITION Preparation j Spinning iPreparation Weaving Finishing

Goodt 

Satisfactory I l x I I A

Poor x x l x I
Bad I I I I I I

Worn out I I I I

l l ~Tehncl Maaemn

CORPORATE General Technical Management Direct House-
rnfA k11CA TIdr%1,KI - - __ I I k^ I Pa%r;-,

I P..JIAoN j I grnamenri Competencel DilligenceI- - | 1

Excellent I I I I I I

Good x I x I |

Satisfactory x I x - I [ x

_ _ _ _ _ _ __|
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MILL NO. 13

PLANT I Spinning lWeavi- I
AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation | Weaving [ Finishing

Fully Modern 11
Reasonably Modern j .

Old but updated |

Needs updating I x | x I .
x~ ~~ 

Obsolete

PLANT N Spinning i WWeaving
'We, reparation Spinning reparation Yyeavirig

Good II

Satisfactory I I I I - 1 I
Poor x x x

Wom out I I I I I I

CORPORATE General I Tecnicl nagement j Direct House-
ORGANISATION | Management1 Di!igence tobour keeping

Excellent j j . ---- -I - I
Good X x _____I-__ 1
Satisfactory J j I I x | x

Poor 1 1 - I 1 I
Bad

______________ I I _________ _________ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mitt NO- 14

PLANT 1 Spinning Weaving
A 1Aiu IDiA f5t C Ifl._ I *IA V*M;oLtOLL Prrpururiuri f jrrepururlon v eaving j rnishing

Fully hModern

Reasonably Modernf r I I 
Old but updated 1 1 i

Needs updatina I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Obsolete | - f 3 f * k 4

P'Li"kN T pinning w eaving
CONDITION Preparation Sptnning Preparation Weaving Finishing

Good j I -_ _

Satisfactory 1 x _ 1 x j

Poor x xiJ

Bad f[j 
Worn out

CORPORATE I General j Technical Mona gement j Direct House-
ORGANISATION Management competence Dillience Labour keeping

I I I I' 1 I
xcellent | .I - 1 1-

Good Ix I x 2 J

Satfsfactory

Poor

Bod 1 . - ---- IBadI_____ I I
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MILL NO. 15

PLANT S,onigp;wovn 
AVAILABLE Prepration Spinning repration Weavin | Finishing

Fully Modern - | j J J
Reasonably Modern- x x j T 1 
Old but updated | I |

Needs updating | I J | I |

Obsolete | . | | | .|

PLANT j Spinning If IWeaving I
C WO N D I TIO( D"N aPreparation Spinning jPreparation j Weaving Finishing

Good x x . x

Satisfactory IIIII x

Poor I 
Reid I i IIX 
W.om out I I I I ! I
CORORRATE Genger e Labou 'Ana e j r Hke-
ORGANISATION IManagement| I optne ,-li9e.e I aou 

%.omp.JIieIen--1 Dia.igence1

Excellent | x |R x - x | x|
Good | | I I I _ I
Satisfactory I | I . | I
Poor - I I | I | .

Bad

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __l_ _ _ _ _ 
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Profiles of Mills Visited in ;ndia during June 1975

MILL N'O. 16

PLANT Spinning IWeaving I
AVAILABLE J Preparation Spinning }Preparotion Weaving Finishing

O'DSOIIe;er I - I I .

R----.-n--bly oJ-J I I I I 

PLANT Spinning Weaving I
CONDITION | Preparation Spinningq Preparation Weavinq I Finishina

Good

Satisfactory | x x I I
Poor I I I x

Bad II I I
Worn out

_ __ I '_ _ I _ _ 1 I_ ,1_ _

f(nDD(iDA TC I ~ Technical Management I .ra I Hntmp-

ORGANISATION Management Competence! CiIligence Labour keeping

Excellent j I Ix|.
Good | . I x x X

Satisfactory I I I .|.
Poor I . _ I .

Bad

______________ ___________ 2. ____~~~~~~~~~
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MILL NO.17

PLANT Spinning 1WeaviWng 
AVAILABLE Preparation |Spinning lPreparation Weaving Finishing

Fully Modern

Reasonably Modern| I I
Old but updated | I I I
Needs updating | I 4 I 4
Obsolete j 1

PLANT I Spinnina I lWeavinFng.
CONDITION | Preparation | Spinning Preparation Weaving Finishing

Good I I | I *

Satisfactory

x~~~~
Poor II 7 J
Bad

Worn out

CORPORATE General Technical Management |Direct J House-
______________ t Management1 Competencej Dilligencej La _ _ |

Excellent 1 X 1
Good I x I I I

Satisfactory I I_ I x

Poor I - I [ I

Rn__ -_ JL4 
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Miil covers wide rznge so appraisOl applies to Standard rroducts.
(e.g. condenser spinning - very bad; towel weaving - very good)

MILL NO.18

P1 A KITSpnig *W vg 
AVAILABLE Preparation I Spinning |Preparation IWeaving | Finishing

Fully Modern j .

Reasonably Modern |

Old but updatedl I I
Needs updating | I
Obsolete j _ 1 _ _ _ _

PLANT I Spinning I jWeaving
CONDITION Preparation Spinning 1Preparation Weaving Finishing

-oor i I I I

--. ---- 4---- I l---- l -l 1

T--.', N I age.ment I

CORPORATE General D" j C irect - House-
ORGANISATION i Management I O Dilligence Labour j keeping

I________________ 1 1 .I'IFIII I I 1j
Excellent I I | _ _ 1 ---.- I-
Good | x I I |

Satisfactory I - - x -- x

Poor j . . . - -; -

BadI II
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MILL NO. 19

PLANT PpI a n Spinning Weavin
AVAILABLE |Prepartion Spinning Preparation Weaving [ Finishing

Fully Modern j I 1
Reasonably Modern xj x I x x

Old but updated J
Needs updating I | L
Obsolete 1

PLANT Spinning Weaving . . .

CONDITION ' Preparation a Spinning rreparotion Waving rinishing

__ I _ I __ I __ I __ I _Good11111
Satisfactory I I I I I
PoorI III X

Worm out I I _ | v I

ITehknical Mr1nanement -

CORPORATE Genera I I Direct House-
ORGANISATION Mcnagementj rn-etence D;Ilmencel Labour keeping

Excellent- | 

Good IIIII -

Satisfactory | x I | .

Poor I I X | I , x

Bad

__~:i -I --- __ _I
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MILL NO. 20

PtlANT I Spi.ig IWAIving -
AVAILABLE Preparation | Spinning lPreparotion Weaving | Finishing

It I I 'I -I - -
Fully Modern I X x

Reasonably Modern x

Old but updated| x

Needs updating J I |

Obsolete

PLANT z Spinning [ aWeaving Fi-ihin
C ONI, t, D IIIQI4 Preparation j pinning Preparation vvWeaving FinishiLng 

Good x i x x J x |

Satisfactory

Poor IIIII X

Worn ovt ! ! I I I
x

CORPORATE General Technical Management Direct House-
ORGANISATION [ Management| r n{ D.len 'Labour | keeping. _~~o.mpetence ;I;gence

Excellent x - x x - . x

Good x

Satisfactory

Poor

Bad
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MILL NO. 21 (J)

IAkIT S n I

AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation | Weaving | Finishing

Fully Modern --- | .- |t--

Reasonably Modern| x |
- - -- _._ -_ . ..- . . . .II X- xI

Old but updated X x

Needs updating d o

Obsolete

PLANT f Spinning I j\'eaving
COND 1-iiON g Preparation j Spinning jPreparation j Weaving j Finishing

Poor I X I X%Al~l W I I I

VT II U II .__ _ _ _ _ I __ __ __ _ I ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 
CORPORATE General I Tehia A_ eAn Direct I House-
ORGANISATION Management| I _ . r.:ls . Labour | keeping

_ ~ ~ ~ I .1 IIJtne 

Excellent | X . x- x

Good | x | _ _ I
Satisfactory .

P* I I I 1 S Poor

Bad
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Profiles of Mills Visited in India durin June 1975

MILL NO. 22

PLANT I Spinnina I TWeavina I
AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning |Preparation f Weaving Finishing

Fuily Modern

Reasonably Modern 

O[d but updated

Needs updating | |

bsole 1te x x j x *x__ _ _ _ _I

l ~ ~ _ _ I . _ _ _ I ._ _ I _ _ _ 

PLANT Spinning Weving
CONDITION I t I

Good

Satisfactory

Poor II11I ' I
Bad I I

Worn out
x. -x x X x

C Technical Manacgement I.CORPORATE jGeneral I wI reCT Inue 
ORGANISATION I Management Competencel Dilli.ence Labour I keeping I

Excellent

Good. _ I ~ 

Satisfactory X x

Poor I | .|

___________L__I___
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MILL NO 23

PLANT j Spinning |Weaving
,AVpIP~L Pre.-arIioI IIA'vAILAGtLE rreparation Spinning Preparation Weaving Finishing

Fully Modern |

Reasonably ModernI

Old but uDdated I X x

Needs updatina

Obsolete
%__________ I _ I 1~ Lx L x

PLANT j Spinning j Weaving
CONDITION ! Preparation Spinning Preparation Weaving Finishing

Good

Satisfactory I
Poor I

Bad|
. . I I1 I1I I

Worn out

CORPORATE I General Technical Nnagement Direct I House-
ORGANISATION ,iaMnagement| Competence! Dilli9ence Labour keeping

Excellent

Satisfactory | ||

Poor I 
Bad lxix V

____ ___ __ _ .-_ _ -- __ _ _ _ _ __-.___ I
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MILL NO. 24 (2)

PLANT Spinning IWeavina I

AVAILABLE Preparation Spinning jPreporation Weaving [ Finishing

Fully Modern

Reasonably Modern1 x x x

Old but upated x x

Needs updatingj I I
Obsolete | ] I I

PLANT j Spinning I jWeaving
1-4I;O } reporation S Spin in-.g Preparaflon | cvn Ftniskig 

__ __ _____ __ __ 5 

Good1111 
Satisfactory x j X x | x

Poor . x

Worn out

ITechnical Management Drc
CORPORATE j General IDiect j eous

ORGANISATION j Management Cmpetence Dilligenc boukeeping

- 1- 1- K 1 1
Excellent ) J
Good- | x - X X x

Sotisfactoryi| x ||

Poor I I I I

Ba d _ _ _ _ _ t_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I
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Licensed and Installed Capar1ty of the Textile Machinery Industry (1973'

Licensed Capacity (1973)

Annual Capacity Unit value at Vlue-
Item of Machinery Licensed current prices Licensed

(Units) (Rs. '0 o) (Rs. million)

Blowroom Machinery 66 800 52.8
Ca.rdng 'gines 2,980 75 223.5
Combers 60 200 12.0
li ver TnM M,/C. 15 120 i.8

Ribbon Lap M/c. 15 120 1.8
High Speed Draw Frames 577 80 46.1
Speed Frames 631 120 75.7
Ring Frames 4,630 100 463.0
Pirn Winders (Spindles) 2,880 2 5.8
H.S. Winders 150 120 18.0
H.S. warping M/c. 90 150 13.5
Sizing Machines 84 250 21.0Auto Loom.s 6,600 18 117.0
Plain Looms 10,285 3 30.9
Looms (Silk & Art :5lk) 1,855 59.3
W'orsted Ring Frames 140 150 21.0
Combined Bobbiners 8 82 OQ7
Gill Pbxes 16 75 1.2
Worsted Ring Twisting Frames 16 150 2.4
Tape Looms 225 5 1.1
Processing/Finishing M/c. - - 168.0

Total 1 26 6

Source: Report of the IWorking Group for the Fifth Five-fear Plan (1973)
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Licensed and Installed Capacity of the Textile Machinery Industry (1973) Cont'd.

Installed Capacity (1973)

Annual Capacity Unit value at Value gone into
Item of Machinery Installed current prices production

(Units) (Rs. ;000) (Rs. million)

Blowroom Machinery 66 800 52.8
Carding Engines 2,400 75 180.0
Combers 60 200 12.0
Sliver Lap M/c. - 120 -
Ribbon Lap n'/c. - 120 -
High Speed Draw Frames 395 80 31.6
Spneed Frames L39 120 52.7
Ring Frames 4,500 100 450.0
Pirn Wlinders (Spindles) 2.880 2 5.8
H.S. Winders 150 120 18.0
H.S. Warping M/c. 90 150 13.5
Sizing Machines 64 250 16.0
Auto Looms 6,600 18 117.0
Plain Looms 7,625 3 22.9
Looms (Silk & Art Silk) 1,855 5 9.2Worsted Ring Frames 120 50f 18.0
Combined Bobbiners 8 82 0.7
Gill Boxes 16 75 1=2
Worsted Ring Twisting Frames 16 150 2.4
Tape Looms 200 5 1.0
Processing/Finishing N/c. - - 168.0

Total 1,172.8

Sol-ce: Report of the ,brking Group for the Fifth aLve-lear Plan (1973)

Industrial ProJects Department
December 1975
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INDLA - SURVEX OF T1H TEXTILE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

Estimated World Ring Spindle Production
(,t-v,I. \

Countr-y eSpindes/Year

China 750,000

India 700,000

Switzerland 440., 000
TICZ LL.IA Af%ll

USA 430,000
T1K 13A In AA

Poland 300,000
&'st Gem,4 0An00OO
Spain 150.,000
Romnvni a

Brazil 120,000
F-ra-nce-a irn100, 0nn

6,120,000

The total world production amounts to about 1.300 frames per month, or
6 million spindles/yearly.

Source: Gherzi Textil Organization, Zurich. Switzeriand

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975
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Foreign Collaboration Agreements

Commence- Product
No. Licensee Licensor ment Date Range

1 Laksthmi Machine Works Ltd., Rieter MIachine Works Ltd., 1961/62 Blowroom
CoL batore Switzerland Draw Framp

Speed Frame
Ring Frame
Comber
Sliver Lar
Ribbon Lap

Schweiter En¢.Wks.Ltd.Switzer1and 1974 Auto Pirn Winder
2. NatioMal Machinery ,lanufac- 3arnaC Barr'.en, Maschineafabrik 1971 SCnthetic Fibre

turers Ltd., 3ombay AG, F.P. C-trmany Maehirer

TILM Ltd. now 8-4-l948 Ctn Spinning
Ma.chines

Platt Saco Lowell Ltd.,
-England 30-6-1°6L

Now exnired

lba,ti; "ac-_h;-nery Works Ltd., 30J6 61 Au- T -oom-

Switzerland to
30-6-1.971
!tow Expired

3. Machlnerr Kanuf acturer's Crosrol Ltd. UK :L-.d 1965 Crosrcl
Corp. Ltd., Calcutta Carding Sneci:l.ist+ Ltd. indiarol

( .W ldiia

Whifit in it n .aioa1 T.9i-. Drawj 7"n7era
USA

L. Temnaco Ltd. Howa :4achinel7 Ltd., JaDan 1970 Ring Frane
Calcutta Draw Frame

Zinser Textilmaschinen GmbH, 1963 Ring Frame
r .R. G.eIIIwI- ning Dioubler

5. Textool Co. Ltd. No Foreign Collaboration in force Tndierrms
Coimbatore at 1975 19h6 Rinr framre

Kamitsii Slisha Kuzho Ltd., Japan 1962 Winders

6. Indequip Engineering No Questionna&.re
Ltd., Ahmadabad Hispano Suiza N.A. Ring Frame

C.-t Izerl --A

West Point Engineering Co.. USA Ml.A. Si zng M/r

(Hacoba)
Plutte Kokke & Co., F.R. Germany N.A. H.P.Sectional

Warpers
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fn mffnnce - P mfci, t

No. Licensee Iicenscr ment date Rarr4

7 'Jew Standard Engineering Co. E. Jacobi, P.R. Grermany 1957 Suction Units
Ltd., Bombay

8. Central India Machinery vLg. Collaboration Agreements Auto-Loons,
Co.Ltd., Gwslior Expired Piai-Lom

Warper,
Winder
Calender. Bowls

9. Lagan Jute Machinery Co. Ltd., J. Mlackie, Sons Ltd., Bel- 1955 Jute rMfg. Mach-
Calcutta fast, :ew Ireland inerT;

10. Dalal Engineering Ltd. Obermaier & Co., 1966 for X.T,HiP. Dyeing
Tnana, Bombay F.Ri. Germany 10 yrs. Dri _rg Mvv/

11 T. Manekial Mlanuffac- Benninger Engv Co. Ltd., to
turing Co., Ltd. Switzerland 1966
Bombay, Ahmadabad Expired

"199 to MIerceri zers
1969 Finishing MVC
Expired ETC
1961 to 1973
Expired

Artos Maschiinenbaii, R1Q6 to 1973 St7nters
Germany Expired Float Dr-Yprs

Steam Aj,ers

Sir J. Farmer aorton C Go. Ltd.,
UJ.K. 1965 to Rope 3leaohing

1975 Felt-Calenders
rriction Calen-

der:
Shrir2-dng M/C

1966 to Continuous
1976 Bloaching Plant

Scholl AG, Switzerland 1966 to
1971 H. P. Dyeing

-i; ed . T' IT 

Dyeing
Skein DyeAr
Rotary Centri-

fuge

12. Swastik Bansidhar Engineering Proposed Collaboration, Rotary lcreen
Ltd., Ahmalabad Meccanotessile, italy Printing I/C
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Cortlmience- P,-oduct

No. Licensee Licensor ment Date Ranre

13. Swastik Textile Trading Co. Comercio Escole, Italy 16-11-1959 Various

Ltd., Ah:dabad to Process IVC
15-11-1969

Mezzera Spa., Italy - 30-7-1962 Various
to Process 14/C

'-: i-7U 0

Both expired

14. Calico Industrial Engineers, K. Menzel Maschilienfabrik, 1959 Semi Cont.open

Bomba-y F.R. Germany width
Bleachinz Plant
Flash Dleaching

Rarge
E. Kusters Textilmaschinen, 1962 Curing M/C

F.n. Germany Aquatroll Water-
mangle

- ,LOI.Cicth
Singeing

E. Turner ! Co. Ltd..U.K. 1960 Chainless Clcth
Mercer zer

T.Gerber Sohne Gebr., F.R.
Germany 1965 It is not clear

which above
refer to whLicl-
Collaborators

Callebaut de BlicquyrBelg±i.= n.p. H.T.H.P. Dyeinrg
IVC f6r ya-n

rabrics

15. Famatex india Ltd. Enrgineers, Famatex Gmbil, ?.R. Germany 1959 Stenter

Bombay iangl c
Polm-i ½ v NC
D i-ers

i6. Star Textile EnZineering Tosh.n '--_r_ Go. tA=n,-tn 1973 P.otarv Scree.

Tr !c,q Bombay PriLting N/C
Flat D d r,.1 .- t4:_

-iisaka Wor!:s Ltd. 1973 . D irnlat

Yamatokoli M4achinery lorks,
Japan l19'3 Card Acc3nsories

17. Sas3en Textile kcarings Ltd. Soindel fabrik Sussen, Schurzr, 1961 T1op Arm

- sa oda Stalhlecker, Grill GrMVTVlT Too Rollers
Sussen, F.R. Gerilaoy Jockey Pulleys

Snirdle inserts
-earin7s
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Conze nc e P r.cduc t

No. Licensee Licensor ment Date R

15. Star Electronics Ltd., Zellwe-er Ltd., Switzerland n.a. Uster Testir..

Dum.;bay 
4£

19. The New India Industr. U.K. n.a. Cotton flealds

Baroda Pt ch1;ond .ctA

F.R. Germanr- & Japan n.a. All ~Ietal >eeds

F.R. Cerm.any WIire Salds

20. Lakshmi Card Clothing Graf Sales Ltd., Switzerland 1961 Flexible Clothir½g

Mr . CO. T.td., Ccin-batore Licrcer in Nlire
Metallic lire

Source: Directorate General of Technical Development. GOI

MA questionnaires.

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975
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INDIA - SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

Product Range and Rating

This annex lists the machinery produced by the major India.n

manufacturers and compares the technology of Tndinn tpyt,ile in.chirpr.v

with Western European and Japanese machinery and classifies theœn inr,o

three broad categories:

1. Comparable in design and quality with machinery produced ii ELL;rf

and acceptable in both domestic and all export markets (denotq.d
by 'A' in following tables),

2. Reasonably modern in design (early to mid-sixties) and of accrf;r,? 1p-
quality for the domestic market and limited export markets (denoted

by 'B' in following tables),

3. Obsolete and only marginally acceptable in the domestic market
(denoted by 'C' in following tables).



INDIA- SURVEY OF THE TEXILE MACHINERT INDUSTRY

Product Re:se and Ratij

-crce of r-siK
Type of Active Ccl- Original !Yachine not Evaluation

flio. Coopany Machine Indian Fore-tgt laxoration Collaborator yet produced A B C

Laksbmi blowroom X . Rieter X

Card I K x

Draw Frame x X X

Comber Prep. X X K

Combers X XI X

SpeedTramt-s X x X

.Tingfranzes X X X

Doublers I K

Pirnwinder K Schweiter

Drafting Systems X Rieter

2. INM movwrooen X X Platt-accIowell X

H. P. Card Y.

Drawframe X

Conber Prep. I! X

Combers x X

Speedfraiez (ES 2 Speedframe) X

Iingfrainc< 4(:-erspiinTer)

$ir'pdouLaer X



Product Raulge and R

Source of Design
TIpe of Active Col- Origin&] Machine not EvELluation

No. CoDipany Flachirne Indian Foreigrn laboration Collalorator -et prcduced AI B C

2 con Linued

Drawtwister .r X Larrnag X

Auto :Loom B-Type I RutiL X

3. 1miC Card I l.B&Amnerican X
Miach.Co.SA

Crossrol A.V.UniL X X Vrossrol Ltd. X

Drawing Frame . Whitin X

Texnaco R.ingframe X -Zin-. X

Ringdoubler * x

H. P. Cardl X Howa X

Ringfraxne X x

SpeedfrAmne X

5. Textool Sipeedframne. x

Ringframe s X

Cone Winders X Kamitsu Y

DouLle Winders X " X

6. Indequip Ri.ngframe X Teber]ej -
ispao I



Pr-oduct RaIge aLnd Ratijr

Source of De

of Dsi gn
T'ype of Active Col- Origina-L Machine not Evaluation

No. Coivqpany Machine Indian Foreign laboration Collaborator yet produced A B C

6 continued
Sect.Wsrper X :Iar,oba X

Il.S.Waraper X X

Sizin. Machine X West Point X

7v NSZ ]3lowroomr X Trutzsc]hler X

Pneuntafil and
Trav. cleaners X Jacobi X

Ci:mmco l'lain ILoom K X

A4uto Loom X Sakamoto X

Winder X Original
;iller

Warner X " X

Ctalendir Bowls X x

9. Lagan Jute Drawframtes
Spinning

110 Birds l Co., Jute Machinerr K X Star Textiles

11. Maneklial Jig.eErs X Benninrer X

l4ercel;isers X X

Fibe IMachine X X C x

Stenters X Artos X



Product Ranre and Ralting

Source of Design
Type of Active Co]- Origirial Machine not EvaTuation

IJo. Company flachl.ne Indian Foreign laboration Co:llabxrator yet produced A B (
…~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11 continued
lotfl ues X Arto.s X

Steamagers X if X

Rope Bleaching X Farmtsr X
Norton

Fe:Lt Calenders X Parmer No.rton X

Fr:Lcticon " X " X

Pneumatic " X

Spray Towers X "

Shrinking M/C X X

Cont.open width
Bleaching Plant X X " X

H.T.I . P.Dyeing llnit X Scholl X

Rulbber Blankets X llollin X



Product Puge an,d Rat;Lng

Source of Design

No . Company Type of Active Cal- Original l-Iachine not Evaluati on

Machinea Indian Foreign laboration Collaborator yet prodluced A ]3 C

12' Swastik Open width waster X Comerio/Mlezzera

Polymeryser X I

Tensionless X .
Treing Machine

1rdro Extractor X XK

'lank Dyeing M/( X X

Pneumatic Padd:ing
Mangle X "

Cylindler Dryer X X

MLeaching Range X Comerio/frezzera X

F,elt Calender X "

Shrinking Rangea X X

Stenter + Dryer X " 

Loop 33tearmer X "D

Jiggers I t

Rntar', Screen Print:er X !eccano-Te:rsile



Product -Rang- ardl. 4natdnV.

Source of Design

Type of- Active Col- Original Machine not EvaluatiorL

No. Company Machine Indian Fore!ign laboration Collaborator yet produced A El C

13 Calico Open width Bleaching X Gerber/Kusters X

l-enzel/Turner

Rope Bleach ing I'lant X 
x

Curing ILange 
X

O0 W.rWashing M/C 
X

Water liangle "X

Float Dryer X 
X

Hot Flue Dryer X 
x

Cylinder Dryer X " X

A.S.Cloth Singeing X Gerber/Kusters
Menzel/Turner

Jiggers X " I

Ccntinuous Dyeing X " X

Chainless Mercerizer X 
X X

H.T.H.P. Dyeing ,, 
X

OI n

Beam Elatching X 
X N

Washing Machine X 
XI

Pressure M.angles X 
x



Product Range arid atig

Source of Desifn
Type of Acti.ve Col- Ori-inal Machine not Evaluation

No. Company Machine Indian Foreign laboration CollaborSator yet produced J. B C

13 Continued Dye Winch X X

Decat:ising IV/C XI X

Star Ager X X

C6lour 4Mixer X. X

1 4 Famatex Stenter X X

1 5 Star Text. Fluted Rollers X X
Jet Dyeing X liiisaLket X X

Beam Dyeing X X Ludwig-Svens.en

Ringframe and
Speedframe Conversion X X

Rotar:y. Sc re en
Printing X X To shin Kogyo X

.Flat Bed Screen
Pri nting X X

Jute liachinery
Conversion X

Card Accessories X Yamatokoei X

o inml z
CD CDX1xntr



Product Range and R2ting

Sourre of Design
Type of Active Col- Original Ki chine not Evaluetion

No. Compny chine nin Foreign labortion Colboitor yetproduced_

1 6 Suessen Drafting? Systems X X Suessen X

Snindle -Inserts X

Jockey Pulleys x

1 7 ]AK Spindle Spindles X y

PR.ng s x X

Inserts Y X

Card Flats X X

18 New I'ndia. Healds X Ul'/ X

Reeds X Wr-st (,ermany X

19 Lakslimi (I ard
Clothing Card Clotlhing X Y Craf X

Industrial Projects Departmnent
December 1975



INDIA - SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MLACHINERY INDUSTRY

Evaluation of Teclhnolcgy of Ini.an Machiner:

.MADE IN NOPROCESS MAIN FEATURE;S OF ADVANCED INDIA AVAILABLE PLANE DEFINITE
TFJ HNOLOGY BY PLAIS

BLOWROOM - Bale digester and mechmaic a. x
Stack blender

CARDS - High Production NMM x
L,.M .W.

- Large Cans i x
- Card Auto Leveller fX

- Cbute 'Feed NSE; xDRAWFRAME - High Slpeed 350/m/min. ILHmm x
L411.W.

- Large rCans x

- Can change x

- Auto Leveller x

COMBER + PREP! - High Speed L.M.W,. x

SPEEI) FRAMNE Large Packages N:MM x

High Speed L]MW x

RING FRAME Auto Doffer x

- T:ngent;ial Drive x

OPEN END SPINNER - Entirely new technol.ogy x

CONE WINDING Autom.qtic Winder BATLIBOI x

-IJ(PDC

H,Or



MADE IN NO
PROCESS MAIN 'FEATURES OF ADVANCED INDIA AVAILABLE PLUlNNEKD DEFINITE

TECHNOLOGY BY PLANS

P:[l1 WINDING Automatic Pilrn Windler LMW x
SEN

WARPER H.'S. Warpeir CIMMCO x

SIZEING H.S. Sizeing A.T.E. x

LOOMS - H.S. S]hutt'Le Loom L.L.W. x

- H.S. Shutt:Leless Loom N.M.M. x

(D X
x



Anr'.~

I age 3

Evaluation of Technology of Indian Machinery (Cont')

MACH WE MAKE ( N

1) Chainless Benninger/ Robu st design, design fea! llP. :i3 owh ;t

.e…eri4in Mi/ Maneklal outdated corresponds to 1?Peniirg-ir
design around 1960

2) Three Bowl Pneumatic Dated design i.n satisfacVry
execution

3) flood Jigger, corresponds :1lr$.1, Lo

preserit PennT nger design

4) Spray Washing Unit Norton! As mqde since 1)68 ty A.

Maneklal

5) Hot-Flue Artosi Up to date - design
MHnekcil

6) Over width Norton/ Vliodern desiugn ll,-.e-..-, o

Blea hing Maneklal to continental design

7) Stenter Artos! Modern, design 1-968/70 of 'r1t-:5

Manekl al

8) Stenter Famatex Modern desigrn 1970/191 of
India Famatex GermnAny

9) Thernosol Slightly outdated not very

Range successful machine

10) Polymeriser Proven design of Frnrmatex C(erjrr!1ny

1 ,Q60

11) Padder Mlodern Unit

i2) IJ±UWL Design about 1960

13) pen Wth , Proven system, but not up to dat,e

Desizi -g and Pumping system unsatisfactory
R1 anAhinv TI-nit

12.) Chainless JJ Design around 1965, classical m.ichine

Merceriser

15) Drying Ran8e Outdated design especially batching
unit attached

16) Jigger Primitive design, 1o automation
no oscillatlng device etc.



Page 4

MACHINE MAKE COMMENTS

17) Pneumatic Padder Calico Design around 1950-1955

18) Finishing Padder " Modern, American design nol. cmmp.r-.T

with top makes

19) Hot-Flue " Des-ign 1958-1960, high are.) r"fvliu--

ment difficult to service

20) Curing Machine " Design about 1950-1960

21) Wide Width " Machine is delivered in v;.rifu,

Washing Machine executions. Design around 1951 f )

22) Beam Batching M/C Modern M/C. Design around 1l70

23) Horizontal HP and HT " Corresponds to continentol macl;.i.ne

Beam Deing Machine design of the year 1965

24) Continuous Open Swastik Standard m.-chi.ne design as mvkde

Width Bleaching Range since 30 years.

25) Semi-Continuous O.W.B.R. Modelled after Artos design ;Jout, 1i2U

26) Cylinder Dryer Corresponds to continental design
of 1965=1970

27) Jigger Automatic, modern design

28) Uontinu0us Deing Pl-a " Padder/Hot-Flue execution, dated design

29) Mangle-Float D-ier " Dated design

3) .Hnk Dyeing Mhi,o ne Design of Mezzeri mnchine built. in this

execution since 20 years

31) Loop Steamer " Copy of "Arioli1 steamer 1967

32) Polymeriser Standard exepution, slightly ontd Leid

1960 design

33) Washer for after Print " Design around 1960 but still modern

Wvashing

34) Washer for Open System Mezerra most modern m;rchiJe

Width Washing

35) Fiber Drier Standard execution, modern

36) Hank irier Standard execution, modern

37) Stenter " Cbrresponds.to Stenter of Art.s 1965.



Annex 6
rage 5

MGCHINE MAKE COMMENTS

38) Felt Finishing Ranges Swastik Standard machine, slightly outdated

39) Shrinking Range Copy of "Sanfor" machine

4o) Rlotary screen printing Star Not yet built, modern Japanese design
Swastik Not " It own "

41) Flatped. Screen Star Not yet built, modern Japanese design
Printing, Swnstik Not " " own design

42) Jet Dyeing Machine Star Modern Japanese Design
3wastik

Industrial Projects Department
Decemr:er b,7¢



INDIA - SURVEY OF T'HE TEXTILE MACHINERY -INDUSTRY

Prodhc-ti or and Cnc.it- L ii zation

___Pci- ji-e.t. ______ UtTi 3atioi.n! ,'

No. Company Licensed Capacity 'lstalled (:apaciLy 19,2 )o, l 1 1 -l973 ?71T

1 Lakshmi 30 3l(wromnc Lin:es 12 _ 5 - 28 359

17' Sets Dlawfrarnes 10 110 ?1 133 1.0 •' 

175 SEliedlfranms 120 '6 :!0O

580 ' framez 1H n 2f; 222 3(., 55 b7 72

610 C .:-ib'er .-,0 ? 3 f Vf 3 ° 91

115 Ccoirluer Pt.Ž. ''5 - - '10 - - •f'

120) 2R:!ds -
1, 20 ' ! .1qr tdn s ,

1 20 Drawf'ranz3 1 a l j; 5 6 e 

60Cr Cani s -_ l! 1I . ?:

3000) Aito Lo. 300 D C73 311 23 20 

-,-a rtwis te * 3) - -? - 65

3 1QWC 1200 C 2rd s - 219 31 35 3• c

200 2)1 awfr:r:ea 200 9n -, --

?O0C C.'V.TIJ%0 20 3 ^,1 ':3 7 U0 7

96 eeedr3 n c; ! 'A 1? !3f



Product.ioii and C anaci Uttilizati.on

Prioduction Utilzation
No., Coapany ricensed Capacity Irstalled CapacLtt, 19'72 1973 197 197'2 1.973 1974

4 Texmaco 900 Ringf'rames Doublers 900 1 89 324 516 21 36 57

Worsted Ringframes

5 Textool 900 Ringframes 900 1009 1 co 193

96 Conewinders 96 8'i 96 106F 100 110

6 Indequip 300 Itingframes
Sizing .( A.

7 LIsJSE 36 ilowroom 36 1? 23 0) )11

8 C.I.M4.MIC.O. Auto Looms 1500 * 9 3 .'23 - 59 c

Plai.n Looms 2)400 161 7 l0'5 - '' 3

60 Wlinding P4C 60 4. 41 36 _ 6" 60

2l0 Calender Bowls 120 * :22 35 - 1" :29

Source: IDA questionnaires

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975 : 



INDIA - SURVEY OF THlE TEXTILE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

Estimated World Loom Production Annex 8
Page 1

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u I l IIIt 'Ic
Couirtry No. of shultIl lmm-; n i,of ,ihutls. l ,1I{p' u i .W ;° ,

Wester Europe

Riii^-!! ! i; 4.500 1.G n

Astra 100 _ 1
DesVcus uro d0n

Diederichs _

Dorni er 1.0,00 1.000

Enigel s 200

Galileo 1.000 1.0o0

Giani 700 7Io

Gusk en _ 500 500

lwer/Fatex - I.U(O 1.000

Niorthrop 600 _00

Omi ta 1.000 1.000

P i cnol 8=000 _ d.000

SACM _ .bOO I -Ann

Saurer 2.000 . 2.000

SM IT 1,60 600

Snoeck _ 350 350

Somet 700 700

Sulzer 5.000 5.000

Miscell. (GUlnne. Iebiolo,|

Gardrlla, KJPP , San

Giorgio, Ilaltersl|y,
Mackie etc.) 2.100 20.000 550 15Otn 2.5C 1.00Q

i3aiern Euru||

CSSR 2.000 4.S 500 6.sno

UdSSR 10. Ot0 15-20.000 20-25. 001 25-3. 000

Miscel1. 6.500 18.JOO |00 25.000 7.0 cil 0.000

USA I -1

0 K| 400 | _'00

raPo - 1.600 1.;,00 3.000

Miscell. 400 2. - 1.400 400 .ifl0l

Enshu 6.000 600 6.600

Iowd 5o000 J _ | .

lshikawa 1.200 1.200

lwa,ma 2.1400 - 2.400

Hiran| 3.000 o 3.000

Hukuriku Kikai 17.200 7.200

Nissan I3.00

Suzuki 1.200 . | 1.200

10yuda 7. Hon | 7.800

T su d k oma 8.600 LfO010

Other jap. ounuf. 5.ono - 5.COo

laiwan J.000 I .nao"U

Indin | .500 I _ 500

Red-hiria | J4 0 104.75000 5|K4.0o0 110.J0

S. Amcrica I I
Brasilia 2.300 2.300 | 2.300 2.300

Total 14|.9 in 403.700 1 0l .000o

Inclu ding U'JSRcH& o.r4 13.900 27.200 111.00

| Source: Gherzi Textil Organizstic.



Estimated World Loom Production P'gn ?

Loom Market Looms

1) Worldwide Manufacturing Capacity of looms
in 1970 (Excluding Russia and hed China) 110,000 YJ-0

- Shuttle Looms 83,000l
- Shuttleless Looms 27,000

2) Estimated worldwide Production in 197M 85,000 .100

- Shuttle Looms 62,000 63
- Shuttleless Looms 23,000 27

3) The sales distribution of looms sold worldwide in 171h
is estmuLated as follows:

,x,- ur, t i-j -Si--.ute Looms 3hutt.ieles3 Looms Total.
_ % '% 

- Europe 15 50 c"
- North America 6 L) i.
- Latin America 3 6
- Africa 8 2 o
- Asia 68 19

Total 100 100 100

It) Estimate Year 1980

- ;Shuttle Looms 32000 > 1.b
- Shuttleless Looms 3C,,OCO h

Tot.al 62,000 100.0

5) A further estimate of distribution of shuttleless
loom-sales in 1974 is given below:

- rapier- gripper-looms 53
- projectile-looms 27
- water-and airjet-looms 20

Toa~l 100J s

Source: Gherzi Textil Organization

Industrial Projects Department
iecem'Le r i975



:wNDIPi.: SUJRVE' O? THE~ TEXTILE VTHIAitf4 TDUDSTHY

Ancillary uppliers

I;::2TkLrfl] CAPkQ'IT OF L~AJA!:.O :1O F 2 c'~,:;! .Cs~~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~(1 9 7 4h) _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

* ~aa ~2A~r ~er-i~-~.'C~er ~:~.c ~..... V ~. ',B l'b,y A- .L. .. tar. in.o~ /1.'.o'.~ ,~j- thc ra 

r~~~.gfl . ~ ~ ". un ' r d l n ,Ie. * '- o- I -

.raf t- , ' , ,

goo0 206 *600 250 1ao 0 , ,* , , 

- al.- -- -e-

* * * '14.40:12.00' 3. 1 *G 5

:*.olerta 7 . , 6I 00 1. 3O I I GO*1 

Th~~~rrt~~~ , , , 7.8 * 6.00 * )..30, * . * *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~600 *30 , .00 19

- a 00 I 45 2 0 00I45 I I'I

* I I 1 I I 1 S I I cc.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c3

1 S '3.00w I I I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~200 5 

Snim p Texti S IahieyNauatues Asoiatio I r I I"



PDMDUCTION ANIP C&PACITX BTILISATION OF LEAmIN
COH RI ESTS d, 4cCES SO EIUiiS HAMt1 lY AC2TUEIE P5.

It * w"e c,t th- jLrm I t * B iAnuol, Jicesned/ Production duiring Caipacilty UtitLsation
N u me Of tho rlrin I tns aile capcit

instal.led capacity 1973 -11974 1975 1973 1974 1975
(upto Sept) (upto Sept)

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--r __ . ._

l0 Star Textile RhglLneering Rirng & Speed Pra,o HLugh Fr. 900 800 1,027 568 90% 114% 8'a%
-VfrWa Limited. Drafting Crnverslion.

2, Associated Bearing Co. PendIlIu ArMs Noe. 4.oo,ooo 2.35,711 3,00,013 2,55,S42 59% 75% 85%
Top 2tallrd1c 12,00,000 5.76.12Z 10:26,467 7 77,185 48% 86% E6%
C.S. Ineeris 6,oo,ooO .. 4B 581 6,00,010 3,40,900 75 100% 7°
Tape Tension Pulley '0 1,80,000 1,09,024 1.50.043 1,04,462 60,; 83% 77%

3. Su*s..., Textile lbearin1g TQop AL 3 60,000 2,14,338 3,110,0S1 2,18,365 59% 86% 81s
Ltd. Top ihSlors, * 14.4o,o00 a.51 ,434 10,47,0o46 9,93.756 59% 72% 91%

R.B. Insert& 7.80,000 5,42,129 5.38,978 4,82,161 70% 69jf 82%
Jockey Pulloe. 1,20,000 92,704 1,212,367 1.02.270 77% 103% 1i4%
Bottcat Roller Dearing ! 1,20,000 - 115,457 34.661 _ 13% 39%

a. Indian C&rd ClotlUing :4tal.li CaLrd Clothing S-ta 6,000 2,258 5,395 3,422 38%. 90% 76%
Ce. Ltd. Woollen, Worsted &

Cotton Waste Canl
Clottbing Ktru. 2,50,000 45.075 36,850 84,832 18% 23% 45%

5. Laksbai Card Olothing Metallic Casrd Clothing Sets 2,4#00 1,759 1 ,55 1,305 73% 6S1% 73%

Kra. Co. . Flioxible Card Clothing
rlat Top Seits 4500 3,0B9 2,B24 1,559 71% 63% 48%
Strippi.% IPullbits * 780 692 751 1.,74 S7% 9% 15dS
Doffgrs .1,200 657 235 56 55% 2i% o%
Cylindere 1,200 665 247 74 55% 20% 3%
Licker-in ifire Kge. 30,000 10,094 19,348 19,057 33% 6 %.% 85%

6, tell.-Ate L1td. Xtetulio Cakrd Clothing Soto $,800 1,058 1,218 252 59% 6,% 20%

7. Xunal, Mnine6kinl Co. Altu. Plng type Spndlo. No., 1t68,o00 - Z,IS1,052 1,91,815 - 167t 152C
Rabb,,th type Spndle 60,000 - 9,517 21%
Insert AAaezbly ' 2,30,000 - - 1,90,692 106%

S. Sasbea Ring Travellers Trave,llers Boxes 2.2,000 17,766 115,926 11 625 80% 72% 75%
Co. Ltd.

9g 1U.K. Spind4Le Mrs. Co. Inse.rta 1 ,3,000 _ _ 61,335 - - 6)
Spindles 5 2,01,000 2,13,000 2,70,500 1,29,000 1.06% 135% 86%
Spinring RnLag 1,5o,000 1,07.000 1J77,600 70,000 71I 78 ., 6;ZA

10, Rittx: neivoeering. Solid1 Steel Ring * 6,0,o000 3,00,000 3,:4,000 1*37,013 5°% 56% 31S

11. ow I:ndia JCIdustftes Cotton Hlealda Des. 52,000 38,053 35,353 19,200 73% 65% 49s;
PitcH Bound Iloals * 2i3,000 17,2146 114 695 9,800 62% 52% 45%
Metal RbeedAt l 2,000 1t771 I 405 920 83% 70% 61t
Vivo, hoold.. xl.Pc,,. 145 50 45 43 35% 33% '.o%

12. CrewrL Spg. Hills Cotton HealLds Doz. 24,000 12,301 13,509 12,000 5°% 56% 67- %1 
Vire Healdi' MI.pc... 240 13 14.5 12 5% 6% T 7% Z
Steel hleed.l Doz. 3,600 1,006 1,123 1,000 28% 3 37% C 

13. Naticonal Wire Held Wire Healdgi Hl.pcs. 200 158 174 96 79% 57% 64 Po X
Co. I'Vt. Lltd. Flat i1e,lda 25 6.3 7.2 4 25% 2s% 21%

14. Metro Wood Co.P.LAd. Shuttle. Gross 1,800 980 1,002 950 54% 56A 70%

Bobbins * 1,2,000 9,251 110,248 9,000 9% 10% 12%
Wire HlaXld,i Ml.Pas. 500 37 42 36 37% 8% 10C
Flat HealLd Doz. 17200 2,850 3 2,a 2,800 38% 45% s33f

Source: Textile hlachinerj Maniif-cturer,sl Association ('IlMNt)
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Annex 10

!NDIA - STLVWY OF 'T' TXYTILE MACT)ThrDV T?MTnTM'1V

mBT Bills Rpdisr-nuntinp7 Snhpmp

(Rs. crores)

Total value Total value
Total value Total value of bills of bills Total
of Redis- of Redis- sanctioned utilized Domestic
counted bills counted bills for Textile for Textile Machinery
sanctioned utilized Machinery Industry Sales

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (3);(l) (4)-e(2) (5)-'(1)

1961j/5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0(1 i6f5 inn 0
1965/6 2.2 1.9 2.1 1.8 28.4 95.5 94.7 6
1966/7 7.1 6.1 6.4 5.6 22.5 90.1 91.8 25
1967/8 12.4 10.6 7.5 6.7 17.3 62.9 63.2 46
1968/9 15.5 13.3 8.6 7.4 16.1 55.5 55.6 45
1969/70 24.1 20.6 13.5 11.5 20.0 56.o 55.8 57
1970/71 28.5 24.3 14.8 12.7 30.1 51.9 52.3 42
1971/2 45.3 38.3 22.2 18.8 33.0 49o0 49.1 57
1972/3 49.8 42.5 23.0 19.6 31.0 46.2 46.1 63
1973/A 76.3 63.7 30.1 25.1 43.0 39.5 39.4 58
1974/5* 115.0 92.0 46.O 36.5 60.0 40O.0 39.7 60

Cemula- 376.3 313.4 174.6 145.8 h6.9 h6,5
botal

* Estimates

^^-urce: ITDBT 0& ,MIUA

Industrial Projects Department
LVuc:ember -L7 )



INDIA - SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHINERY TNDUSTRY Annex 11

-. ~~~1=11, -ers Vis< 7oed by Mison o .GQ 

No. Name of Company Commencement Location

Spinning and Weaving

1. Lakshmi Machine Works Ltd. (1IXW) 1965 Coimbatore
2. National Machinery Manufacturers Ltd. (NMM) 1958 Bombay & Baroda
3. Machinery Manufacturers Corporation Ltd. (MMC) 1951 Calcutta
4. Texmaco Ltd. 1946 Calcutta
5. Textool Company Ltd. 1946 Coimbatore
U. aInudquip mag.g±I1BtlrnLIg LdU. 196 A, LmadabaaUdU

7. New Standard Engineering Co. Ltd. (NSE) 1957 Bombay
8. Central Tn,ia Machinery Manufacturers Co. Ltd.

(CIM'CO) 1946 Gwalior
9T Lagan Jute Machinery Co. tdri. 1955 Calcutta

10. Bird & Co. Pty. Ltd. 1975 Calcutta

Processing

11. SLM. - Maneklal Industries Ltd. 1948 Ahmadabad
12. Swastik Bansidhar Engineering Pty. Ltd. 1946 Ahmadabad
13. Swastik 'Textile Trading Co. Ahmadabad
14. Calico Industrial Engineers (Calico) 1946 Bwmbay

An4 15. ,nre India T4.Lt 101a'-

Ancillai y Mn1.e,actur,ers

16. .Star Textile Engineering Works Ltd. (STE) 1959 Bombay
17. Suessen Textile Blarings Ltd. 1957 Baroda
18. M.K. Spindle Manufacturers Pty. Ltd. 1949 Ahmadabad
19. The New India Industries Ltd. 1942 Baroda
20. Lakshmi Card Clothing Manufacturers Co. (LCC) 1963 Coimbatore

Industrial Projects Departnent
December 1975
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..<cY4nV., Devel 0 b t b- texille Plachinery manufacturers

LM. Therev isrp AL. P. A& in . Lagresse Ail prducts winig the latest irom
the collaborator. However, they are engaged in a joint venture
with SoI.T.R.A +o Adevel-- a 2,1 T4t

N_M_M_ The nvl1xr mh4v 4n +eir produ+ rnge, 4c needs -- ,-+

development is the Ruti "B" loom. They are developing this for
_ V e..- - V.&S 4.IerrLV-O .Lh4ghr seed A nn greater v-ersatlity f-4z. fo r canvas an'" ter-

towelling fabric.

M.M.C. They have set up an R & D Section, which is presently concen-
tratine on nerfectina the new patented LTidiarol for cads. Thi4s
is an extension to the Crosrol "take off," and crushing rollers,
and is intended to prevent lanpinr of the waeb, which is prevalent
in hot and humid countries. This device should boost their sales
of card conversions and new cards. signiffcantlv_

TEIMACO Upgrading of Zinser 11/13 RM1 Ring Frame; and nrovision of' fhei
own design of nose bar, which makes them independent of imported
materials. Design of an appropriate draftin-e sYstem for Worst.ed
Spinning, which extends their range. Investigating an Apron
Drafting System for Jute spinnine machines. which is in great de-
mand from the Jute Industry to increase productivity and quality
and improve their export competitiveness.

TEXTOOL This firm has an R & D Section. Most of their work is sDent on
diversifying products away from Textile machinery. One product,
allied to Textiles, upon which they have spent considerable time,
is the development of Zari fine wire drawing machines. These are
for the production of gold plated flattened silver wire, used in
the famous Conjeewaram silk sarees, which is now imported.

N.S.E. An R & D Section was started up in 1972. They are engaged in re-
search and development of -:
/1 '(a) A heavy duty mixing blender. This is something special for
Indian conditions, where large bale mixlngs are uncommon.
(b) A Chute Feed system for cards. This is nothing new,
having been in use for over ten years, but is still not made in
Itni.a, anud is highly desirable.

LW-O. Th4ere is soae develupment in progress, updating their old type
automatic loom:-
(a) To incre4se t-e speed from 1i30 p*pmo to 160 p.pom. This
is to narrow the gap with the present competition.
(b) To cheapen the design of the present model, by removing
some of the more sensitive components, and bring the loom intoa cheaper price range, parilarly suitable for the NT mi l s.
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MANEKLAL They are continually upgrading existing products, and have re-
cently completed-:
(a) A Pressureless High Temperature Bleaching System. This en-
ables bleaching as a continuous operation at speeds in excess of
100 meters per minute. This represents considerable savings in
the mills.
(b) A Washing System for continuous open width washing at over
100 meters per minute0 Capable of processing basic print washing
applications for cotton, cotton blends, 100% synthetic etc. Many
other developments are planned, but non-availability of finance
restricts their efforts.

SWASTIK At present there is no R & D, but they intend to set up a de-
partment in 1976/77. Some work is "in hand" on a Rotary Screen
Printing Machine.

CALICO Apart from '"running"; development, there is no active R & D.

FAAi" X No R & D facilities, and no apparent plans for the future:
Probably new products will be undertaken by their sister company,
Star Textile Engineering Works0

STARp T'T

TILE This firm is showing the greatest awareness and probably doing
more in R & D, t%hn a-ny other0 Miosv notable achievements to date-:
(a) Apron Drafting conversions for Jute Spinning Frames in con-
4ii"^c+o-r w4+h TTUDA o4 - w.chty wer.-e pioneers i-n--a. This
allows for considerably higher productions from existing Jute
sp4Lningng frames, together wit-h mV=ovecd yarn qJaality. It could
materially assist the Jute Industry to become more competitive
in the Pmnnrt m,n rkaeM
(b) New Tabular Type Jute Flyers. These cover three different
designs, inciiidino a aiaint. flyeer, for ve-r co-arse weft yarns.
This development, which has been a difficult one, enables con-
siderably higher speeds to be achieved on Iute Spin'nn machines0
(c) New Jute Drawing and Spinning Frames. These have all been
designed "in house". and are the f_rst of these mach-ine-s +o be
designed in India.

Conclusions

Most of the work being carried out is in the form of developm-ent-:

(a) To improve the existing products, by increasing speeds. and
adapting more sophisticated controls, measuring and other devices0

(b) Adapting a machine for other than the original purpose, i.e.
cotton ring frame for worsted spinning or doubling.
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(c) Increasing the product range by copying other competitors
machines, or designs, with perhaps some amendments to suit the

Indian market or the manufacturers machine tools.

(d) Redesign of an existing machine to meet specialized Indian

conditions.

Apart from Star Textile there is virtually next to no funda-

mental research. Auto-levelling for cards, by N.S.E. would fall in this

category, if it eventuates.

Ir,dust6riLa±l 'roJects Deparlilenti
December 1975



INDIA - STRVTERY OF THEI T1EXTILE MACHIf-IfrY I4DUS3TRY

E'-ort Fiir r.n

Maturity_of EMort CreditE

1/
Contract Value Maturity

Rs. million Years

1-5 5
'7

Albove 10 10

1/ Including grace period of 12-15 months

Source: Engineering 3xport Promotion Council publication on
"Export Finance", August, 197?-

Deferred Payment Arrangements Sanctioned by IDBI as of June 30, 1975-

Commodi ty (Rs. Crores) %

Textile Machinery 30.3 20
Railw.nar wagons 2h8 17
Steel rails/bars/railway equipment 17.1 12
Transmission Equuipment 17.7 12
Automobiles and spares 11.5 8
Sugar mill mcHns 8 66u.6
Diesel engines 4.0 3
Rovi lers 14 3
Bicycles and parts 1.7 1
nthers 28.2 19

Tota~l 148 . 100 (61)j

Value of all exports
financed by IDBI and 3nnc 2141 s4 (100%

1/~ LI J.LLon, refi-Lce of mreium-term export credits, overseas
buyers credits and foreign lines of credit.

Source: Rieserve Bank of India

Industri-iI Projects Depertment
December 1975g
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INDIA - SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

world Trade in Textile Mac-inery
(Sales in US$ million)

1971 1972 19Q7

Countrv Ernorts Excnort. , Exnnrts '1

Western Germany 840 34.1 1,257 37.5 1,521 36.0

Switzerland 354 14.4 483 114.2 663 15.7

Japan 245; ;10.0 2 8.2 1465 1.U

U.K. Y37 I,.2 430-. A.6 4 o

Italv 182 7.14 275 327 7v8

France 186 7.5 221 7AL 29L 7.0

USA 171 7.0 207 6.0 263 6.2

Others 154 6.3 217 6.5 273 6.5

Total 2,461 100.0 3,328 100.0 4,224 100.0

1/ Excluding USSR. Eastern Eurone and China

Source: VDMA, Frankfurt/Main. West Germany

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975



INDIA - SUX.VEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHI>NTERY INDUSTRY

Recommendations of the Eondl.i ComnrJtLee

The Sondhi Committee made recommerid-ations ar .uune l--i- t,

the Cabinet on policy for jromoting engineering exports. Most of the re-

commendations were formally accepted and decisions were made as follows: /

"(i) Automatic approval for production earmarked for exports beyend

the authorized capacity.

(ii) Improved arrangements for supply of inputs for exports pr'u-

duction. Wiithin the resources available, the exporter"cs will

be provided with all the inputs needed, including raw mater-

ials, power and export finnce or a priority basis.

(iii) The procedures for allocation of steel hcve been
and the Iron and Steel Controllcr w .ll have the sole respoll-
sibility to ma'ke alalocatfons ter thl!e e:porters' ohbi_ -it.i ns

are sponsored by the Engineering F`xport Promotion Council.

(iv) In cases where the prices of stpel '." ervired upwar1d by 1-1

per cernt or more, the contract:-r er 1-into by the h rnor tes

will be protected against revi-d prices, provided the con-

tracts dor not contain escalation c-lau ses to cover the price

increase adequately.

(v) In respect of export of capital goodi.; and turnkey projects

the rate of cash assistance obtain-;ng rt the time of con-

cluding the contract will be protect ed till the completion

of the contract, as against the existing limit of 2 years

for turnkey projects and 18 months for capital goods.

For other engineering goods such protection will be made

.available for a maximum period of three years against the

existing limit of one year.

This protection will be applicable in cases where the price

is not negotiable.

(vi) For determining cash assistance, while the existing basis of

marginal costing will continue, 25 per cent of the rates of

such cash assistance will be added towards the fixed cost of

production.

(vii) Import duty on raw materials imported against advance licenses

will not be charged if such imports are approved by the Ad-

vance License Committee.

1/ Wiith the exception of recommendation (vi), which is apparently still under

discussion, all the others are now being ii-piementetl.
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(viii) Export obligations in future will be imposed only by ono
authority, namely, the Licensing Committee.

(ix) The procedures regarding appr)v-L on deferred payment pr,-
posais have been simplified. rhe IDBI has been made the
focal point for the receipt and processing of all export
proposals for deferred payment, instead of applicat-ions
being processed as at present at three or four points,
namely by tne RBI, the. ECGIC, the IDBI and Government.

(x) In cases where IDBI financing is not required the expJrr-
ters can enter into firm commitments with foreign buyers
w_thout the prior approval of the IRK and the ECGC, pro-
vided the deferred payment contracts are of a value not
exceeding Rs. 50 lak-hs and the deferment period is up
to five years.

(xi) A High powered Standing Committee on Ep'. -t `inance has
been set up nder the Chairrmanship of the Deputy Governoor
of Reserve Bank of India to deal with general problems
faced by the exporters wlth regard to exr rt finances.

(xii Dec' qisionsD have been taken for liberai' z.it.Ljn of facilities
for grant of foreign exchange for travel tbroad in conn?c-
tion with export contracts, maictng avallab-le pre-shipment
credit at a concessional rate of interest up to 180 days
for sDecified medium and heavy engineering goods anl
arrangements for collection of specialized data and infor-
mation and the taking utp of preliminary studies by con-
sultants.

Industrial Projects Department
December 1975.
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INDIA - SURVEY OF THE TEXTILE MACHINSIY INDUSTRY

Projected Production of Textile Machinery (1974-78)

(units/ey r)

Average Annual
Requirement dur-

Licensed Installed ing 5th, 5Yr.Plan Thi! Production Plans
No. Item of Machinery Capacity Capacity _ ne ij1 . 125/7 1976 977 178

1 Blowroom Machinery 66 66 75 30 44 61 79 79

2. Carding &Egines 2,980 2.1t40 3,504 900 922 987 1,017 10200

3. H.S. Draw Frames 577 395 683 250 645 688 770 770

4. Combers 60 60 121 40 70 80 120 420

5. Sliver Lap /C 15 15 8 10 la 20 30 30

6. RibbonrLap $/C 15 15 8 5 18 20 30 30

7. Speedfrates 631 h39 8ho 170 371 425 435 440

8. Ringframes 4,630 4,500 2,380 1,600 2,515 3,270 3,650 3,710

9. Looms - Auto 6,600 6,600 12,400 1,400 3,300 3,300 3,920 4,220

Source: Task Force Report, Fifth Five Year Plan and IDA q3Uestionnaires

Industrial Projects Departnent
December 19715
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